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ABSTRACT

In this study, ideas on continuity, change, and nutrition during the life course of
man will be traced, as they came to the fore in late medieval learned medical texts.
The sources employed here are 14th and 15th century commentaries on the
theoretical part of Avicenna’s (†1037) Canon, written by the Italian scholars Gentile
da Foligno (†1348), Jacopo da Forlì (†1414), Ugo Benzi (†1439) and the Flemish
scholar Jacques Despars (†1458).
The commentators on Avicenna’s Canon approached the life course in
different manners. In their dominant narrative, they presented the course of life as
determined through the opposite qualities of heat and moisture. Heat dried out
moisture, shaping the human body and the human life course. The quality of heat
was considered essential for human life to continue and to keep the human body
continuous. This first approach to the life course of human beings leaned heavily
on the concept of complexion, the central tool of late medieval university
physicians. The human being’s complexion was the resulting balance of the four
primary qualities heat, cold, moist and wet in the whole body, a part of it, in illness,
for one of the two sexes, or during a phase of life.
A second and less conspicuous approach to the human life course focused
on spermatic body structures as opposed to the body structures derived from
food. This narrative went back on the conception of the human being from sperm.
The ensuing narrative presented a clear opposite between the spermatic inner
core and food-derived outer structures. Would food become part of the body’s
inner core, or would it only nourish the body and dwell in the body’s exterior parts
afterwards? The body’s inner core was often presented as radical moisture
(literally: root moisture), a term with its origins in Avicenna’s medical Canon, which
pervaded the late medieval discourses of theology and natural philosophy. Radical
moisture was connected to sperm as a life-giving moisture.
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Nutrition was a driving force in the life course of man. Nourishment
counted as the source of sperm, and as such as the basis of radical moisture. It was
necessary for the ascending phase of growth, since it enabled human beings to
mature from tiny embryos into perfect adults. However, nutrition had deleterious
effects during the phase of decline, especially for the very old. As everyone needed
to eat in order to stay alive, human beings had no choice but to accept both the
beneficial and the damaging influences of food. The same force which
transformed them from embryos into their perfect, full-grown state, promoted
their decline from the perfect state into, finally, a shrivelled corpse.
The research question for this dissertation is: How did late medieval
commentators on Avicenna’s Canon imagine the life course of human beings from
conception to death, in relation to nutrition and to a spermatic core of the human
body? The relations between food, sperm, and the life cycle of man are
investigated for five phases of life.
The first phase comprises embryology, starting with conception and
lasting until birth. For this phase, the generation and nourishment of the so-called
spermatic and fleshy parts or membra of the body are studied. The spermatic parts
originally came from sperm during conception. They could serve as an equivalent
to a spermatic inner core. Fleshy parts were the body’s flesh and fat, and they
could be regenerated through food later in life. The discussion of spermatic and
fleshy membra explores the hazy boundaries between generation and nourishment
in classical and medieval thought. Through generation, something new was
brought forth from sperm. Through nourishment, something new was brought
forth from food.
From birth onwards, the influence of food is traced for the four major
phases of life, as they were often defined in late medieval learned medical texts:
adolescentia, iuventus, senectus, and senium. Adolescentia started at birth and
lasted until the age of approximately 30. During adolescentia, the soul powers of
nutrition and growth were at their highest point, and made the body grow. Food
12

was adequately mastered, transformed into body structure, and mixed with preexisting body structures. During the second phase, iuventus, both body and soul
reached a perfect and temporarily stable state. This phase lasted only for
approximately five years. During iuventus, the nutritive soul used food to replace
lost matter: nothing more, nothing less. When iuventus ended, the powers of the
soul started to dwindle, first unnoticeably during the first phase of old age
senectus, then noticeably during the second phase of old age senium. The soul was
no longer able to dominate foreign foodstuffs inside the body as it had been used
to, and consequently the body shrank. Moreover, undigested food remnants
floated through the body. They were deleterious for health, and finally brought
about natural death.
It is shown here that late medieval medical authors established an
independent tradition of thought on the fundamental matters of continuity and
change in human life. They viewed the human body as a material entity and left
theorizing on the intellectual soul to theologians. They did not do so for practical
reasons, neither did they aim to attract patients or advertise their medical skills.
Instead, their thoroughly material representations of the human being’s life course
helped them to provide new interpretations of fundamental issues in every human
being’s existence: Why do I change? To what measure do I remain the same
person? Why do I die? The late medieval medical answers to these questions have
not been traced before by modern researchers. They can help us to reflect on
these issues in our own time, for our own existence. In the epilogue to the book, a
modern discours on sperm as the original inner core of the human body has been
traced: Richard Dawkins’ influential narrative of the selfish gene, next to a discours
on the human body as a replaceable container of the inner core: Thomas
Kirkwood’s theory of the disposable body.
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SAMENVATTING

Deze studie behandelt ideeën over continuïteit, verandering en voeding tijdens de
levensloop van de mens, zoals ze naar voren kwamen in laatmiddeleeuwse teksten
uit de geleerde geneeskunde. Als bronnen zijn commentaren uit de veertiende en
vijftiende eeuw op het theoretische deel van Avicenna’s Canon (†1037) gebruikt.
Het zijn grote werken, geschreven door de Italiaanse geleerden Gentile da Foligno
(†1348), Jacopo da Forlì (†1414) en Ugo Benzi (†1439), en door de Vlaamse
geleerde Jacques Despars (†1458).
De commentatoren van Avicenna’s Canon benaderden het thema van de
levensloop op verschillende manieren. Het narratief dat zij het meest gebruikten
ging uit van de tegengestelde kwaliteiten warmte en vocht. In het menselijk
lichaam verdroogde de warmte het vocht. Daarmee bepaalde warmte zowel de
vorm van het menselijk lichaam als de levensloop van de mens. De geleerde artsen
presenteerden de kwaliteit warmte als essentieel om het leven van de mens voort
te zetten en om het lichaam van de mens één aaneengesloten geheel te laten
blijven. Deze eerste benadering van de levensloop van de mens leunde zwaar op
het concept van de complexio, het belangrijkste theoretische instrument van
laatmiddeleeuwse geleerde artsen. De complexio van de mens kwam voort uit de
balans tussen de vier primaire kwaliteiten warm, koud, vochtig en droog in het
hele lichaam, in een deel ervan, tijdens ziekte, voor één van de twee seksen of
tijdens een fase van het leven.
Een tweede benadering van de levensloop kreeg minder nadruk in de
geleerde commentaren. Dit narratief ging uit van een tegenstelling tussen
lichaamsstructuren afkomstig van menselijk sperma en van lichaamsstructuren
afkomstig van voedsel. Het ging terug op de conceptie van de mens uit het sperma
van de ouders. Met dit narratief presenteerden de geleerde artsen een heldere
tegenstelling tussen een spermatische innerlijke kern van het lichaam en
structuren die meer naar de buitenkant van het lichaam gepositioneerd waren en
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afkomstig waren van voedsel. Zou voedsel tijdens het leven deel uit gaan maken
van de innerlijke kern? Of voedde voedsel het lichaam, en bleven vervolgens
resten van het voedsel achter in meer uitwendige delen van het lichaam? De artsen
stelden de innerlijke kern van het lichaam soms voor als bestaand uit radicaal
vocht (letterlijk: wortelvocht, van radix = wortel). De term radicaal vocht had zijn
oorsprong in Avicenna’s Canon, en ging van daaruit deel uitmaken van het
laatmiddeleeuwse Westerse discours van de theologie en van de natuurfilosofie. In
deze discours werd de term radicaal vocht gekoppeld aan sperma, het vocht dat
leven bracht.
Voeding was een stuwende kracht in de levensloop van de mens. Voedsel
gold als de bron voor sperma, en daarmee als de bron voor radicaal vocht. Voedsel
liet mensen groeien van minuscule embryo’s tot volmaakte volwassenen. Zonder
ruime hoeveelheid voedsel was de opwaartse fase in het leven van de mens niet
mogelijk. Voedsel had echter negatieve effecten tijdens de fase van neergang,
vooral voor de alleroudsten. Omdat voedsel nodig is om verder te kunnen leven,
hadden mensen geen andere keus dan zowel de heilzame als de schadelijke
effecten van voedsel te accepteren. Dezelfde kracht die hen transformeerde van
embryo’s tot in hun volmaakte, volgroeide staat, bevorderde hun neergang van de
volmaakte staat tot het eindstadium van het leven van de mens: een
verschrompeld lijk.
De onderzoeksvraag voor deze dissertatie is als volgt: Hoe stelden
laatmiddeleeuwse commentatoren op Avicenna’s Canon zich de levensloop van de
mens voor, van conceptie tot de dood, in relatie tot voeding en tot een
spermatische kern van het lichaam? De relaties tussen voedsel, sperma en de
levensloop van de mens worden onderzocht voor vijf fasen van het leven.
De eerste fase is die van het embryo. Deze fase begint met de conceptie
en eindigt met de geboorte. Voor deze fase zijn de totstandkoming en de voeding
van de zogenaamde spermatische en vlezige delen of membra onderzocht. De
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spermatische delen hadden hun oorsprong in het sperma bij de conceptie. Daarom
kunnen zij gelden als een equivalent van een spermatische innerlijke kern. Vlezige
delen waren het vlees en het vet van het lichaam. Als deze delen later in het leven
beschadigd werden, konden zij worden geregenereerd uit voedsel. De discussie
rond de spermatische en vlezige delen exploreert de onscherpe grenzen tussen het
concept van generatio of het voortbrengen uit sperma, en het concept van nutritio
of het voortbrengen uit voedsel, in het klassieke en middeleeuwse
gedachtengoed.
Nadat de mens geboren is blijft voeding invloed uitoefenen op de
levensloop. Dat is onderzocht voor de vier levensfasen adolescentia, iuventus,
senectus, en senium, zoals de laatmiddeleeuwse geleerde geneeskunde de
levensloop meestal indeelde. Adolescentia startte bij de geboorte en duurde tot de
leeftijd van ongeveer dertig jaar. Tijdens adolescentia beschikte de ziel over
maximale vermogens tot voeding en groei. Deze vermogens lieten het lichaam
groeien. Ze overmeesterden het voedsel in het lichaam, transformeerden het tot
lichaamsstructuur en bouwden het in het lichaam in. Tijdens iuventus, de tweede
fase, bereikten het lichaam en de ziel een kortstondig volmaakt en stabiel
evenwicht. Iuventus duurde ongeveer vijf jaar. Het lichaam groeide niet meer,
omdat het vermogen tot voeding in de ziel precies zoveel nieuwe materie
toevoegde als er vanwege het leven verloren ging. Wanneer het vermogen tot
voeding van de ziel verder verzwakte, eindigde iuventus en begon de eerste fase
van ouderdom, senectus. De ziel was niet meer in staat om voeding te domineren
zoals in de eerdere fasen. Het lichaam begon te krimpen. Slecht verteerde resten
voedsel stroomden door het lichaam. Zij waren funest voor de gezondheid en
brachten uiteindelijk de natuurlijke dood teweeg.
Deze studie toont dat laatmiddeleeuwse medische auteurs een eigen
gedachtengoed ontwikkelden over de fundamentele kwesties van continuïteit en
verandering in het menselijk leven. Zij beschouwden het menselijk lichaam als een
materiële entiteit, en lieten theorievorming rond de intellectuele ziel over aan
16

theologen. Zij deden dat niet uit praktische overwegingen, en ook niet om
patiënten aan te trekken of om hun medische vaardigheden en kennis te etaleren.
Hun intens materiële representaties van de levensloop van de mens hielp hen om
fundamentele kwesties in het leven van elk mens opnieuw te interpreteren:
Waarom verander ik? In hoeverre blijf ik dezelfde persoon? Waarom ga ik dood?
De laatmiddeleeuwse medische antwoorden op deze vragen zijn niet eerder
onderzocht door moderne onderzoekers. De vragen en de antwoorden kunnen ons
helpen om te reflecteren op deze kwesties in onze eigen tijd, voor ons eigen
bestaan. In de epiloog wordt een modern vertoog over sperma als de originele
innerlijke kern van de mens beschreven: Richard Dawkins invloedrijke narratief
over onze zelfzuchtige genen. Daarnaast wordt een discours over het menselijk
lichaam als een vervangbare container voor de innerlijke kern beschreven,
afkomstig uit de moderne medische hoek: Thomas Kirkwoords theorie van de
‘disposable body’.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

‘By “life” we mean that which has through itself nourishment, growth, and
decay.’
Aristotle, On the Soul II.1 412a14-15, trans. Christopher Shields.

I. OUTLINE AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Jacques Despars (†1458), a learned late medieval physician, wondered if the
regenerated flesh after injury truly was one and the same as the parts which had
been lost because of the injury. In his answer, he mused on Socrates’ identity and
the effect of nutrition. Through nutrition, Socrates’ matter would change, but as his
soul remained untouched, he himself kept his unique identity (or numerical form, as
Despars called it in his scholastic terminology). The same counted for regenerated
flesh after injury, the matter for which had also been provided by food. 1
In this study, ideas on continuity, change, and nutrition during the life
course of man will be traced, as they came to the fore in late medieval learned
medical texts, commentaries on the theoretical part of Avicenna’s (†1037) Canon. 2
The learned medical discourse of the late Middle Ages presented the life course of
human beings as starting with conception. The medical life course consisted of a
long first phase of ascent and growth, followed by a short, stable, perfect phase of

1

Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1.

2

The sources will be introduced in detail below.
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maturity, at the end of which decline started, which lasted until death. 3 The
commentators on Avicenna’s Canon approached the life course in different
manners. In their dominant narrative, they presented the course of life as
determined through the opposite qualities of heat and moisture. Heat dried out
moisture, shaping the human body and the human life course. The quality of heat
was considered essential for human life to continue and to keep the human body
continuous. As university physician Gentile da Foligno (†1348) stated:
‘Now that this has been said, I imagine our body (…) as a body which is
continuous through a natural continuity, and which possesses heat inside
itself…’ 4
This first approach to the life course of man leaned heavily on the concept of
complexion, the central tool of late medieval university physicians. The human
being’s complexion was the resulting balance of the four primary qualities heat,
cold, moist and wet in the whole body, a part of it, in illness, for one of the two sexes,
or during a phase of life. 5
A second and less conspicuous approach to the human life course focused
on spermatic body structures as opposed to the body structures derived from food.

3

Four was the typical number of ages in the medical tradition. Other traditions of thought employed
often more and sometimes less ages of life. See Deborah Youngs, The Life Cycle in Western Europe,
c.1300-c.1500 (Manchester 2006) 17-23; Isabelle Cochelin, Karen E. Smith (eds.), Medieval Life Cycles:
Continuity and Change (Turnhout 2013).

4
Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1.doctrina 3. capitulum 3, ‘His dictis imaginor corpus nostrum:
verbigratia carnem: corpus esse unum continuum naturali continuitate et habere in se caliditatem…’
5

For a thorough and nuanced overview of the theory of complexion in late medieval medicine, see Joël
Chandelier, Aurélien Robert, ‘Nature humaine et complexion du corps chez les médecins italiens de la fin
du Moyen Âge’ in: Revue de synthèse 134(2013) 473-510.
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This narrative went back on the conception of the human being from sperm. The
ensuing narrative presented a clear opposite between the spermatic inner core and
food-derived outer structures. Would food become part of the body’s inner core, or
would it only nourish the body and dwell in the body’s exterior parts afterwards?
The body’s inner core was often presented as radical moisture (literally: root
moisture), a term with its origins in Avicenna’s medical Canon, which pervaded the
late medieval discourses of theology and natural philosophy. Radical moisture was
connected to sperm as a life-giving moisture.
Nutrition was a driving force in the life course of man. Nourishment
counted as the source of sperm, and as such as the basis of radical moisture. It was
necessary for the ascending phase of growth, since it enabled human beings to
mature from tiny embryos into perfect adults. However, nutrition had deleterious
effects during the phase of decline, especially for the very old. As everyone needed
to eat in order to stay alive, human beings had no choice but to accept both the
beneficial and the damaging influences of food. The same force which transformed
them from embryos into their perfect, full-grown state, promoted their decline from
the perfect state into, finally, a shrivelled corpse.
The research question for this dissertation is: How did late medieval
commentators on Avicenna’s Canon imagine the life course of human beings from
conception to death, in relation to nutrition and to a spermatic core of the human
body? The relations between food, sperm, and the life cycle of man are investigated
for five phases of life.
The first phase starts with conception and lasts until birth. For this phase,
the generation and nourishment of the so-called spermatic and fleshy parts or
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membra of the body are studied. 6 The spermatic parts originally came from sperm
during conception. They could serve as an equivalent to a spermatic inner core.
Fleshy parts were the body’s flesh and fat, and they could be regenerated through
food later in life. The discussion of spermatic and fleshy membra will explore the
hazy boundaries between generation and nourishment in classical and medieval
thought.
From birth onwards, the influence of food is traced for the four major
phases of life, as they were often defined in late medieval learned medical texts:
adolescentia, iuventus, senectus, and senium. The meaning of these terms and their
place in broader medieval culture are discussed in detail in the next chapter. During
adolescentia, the soul powers of nutrition and growth were at their highest point,
and made the body grow. Food was adequately mastered and mixed with preexisting body structures. During the second phase, iuventus, both body and soul
reached a perfect and temporarily stable state. The nutritive soul used food to
replace lost matter: nothing more, nothing less. When iuventus ended, the powers
of the soul started to dwindle, first unnoticeably during senectus, then noticeably
during senium. The soul was no longer able to dominate foreign foodstuffs inside
the body as it had been used to, and consequently the body shrank. Moreover,
undigested food remnants floated through the body. They were deleterious for
health, and finally brought about natural death.
It will be shown here that late medieval medical authors established an
independent tradition of thought on the fundamental matters of continuity and
change in human life. They viewed the human body as a material entity and left

6

The concept of membra is introduced more fully below.
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theorizing on the intellectual soul to theologians. They did not do so for practical
reasons, neither did they aim to attract patients or advertise their medical skills.
Instead, their thoroughly material representations of the human being’s life course
helped them to provide new interpretations of fundamental issues in every human
being’s existence: Why do I change? To what measure do I remain the same person?
Why do I die? The late medieval medical answers to these questions have not been
traced before by modern researchers. They can help us to reflect on these issues in
our own time, for our own existence, as has been done in the conclusion to this book.

II. SOURCES

1. AVICENNA’S CANON AND ITS COMMENTARIES

For this thesis, fourteenth and fifteenth-century scholastic commentaries on
Avicenna’s Canon have been used as main source material, especially those on the
first fen of the first book. ‘Fen’ is a term derived from the Arabic original, and means
part of the book. This specific fen deals with the general principles of medicine, such
as the complexions and the humours. 7 Avicenna was the Latinized name of Ibn Sina,

7

Avicenna, Liber canonis (Hildesheim 1964), facsimile of (Venice 1507). For an introduction to Avicenna’s
life and works, see Jon McGinnis, Avicenna (Oxford 2010), with bibliography. On the Canon’s translation
and the dissemination of the Latin text, see Marie-Therèse D’Alverny, Avicenne en Occident: Recueil
d’articles (Paris 1993). For the role of the Canon in medieval medical learning, see Nancy G. Siraisi,
Avicenna in Renaissance Italy. The Canon and Medical Teaching in Italian Universities after 1500 (Princeton
NJ 1987) 43-76; Danielle Jacquart, ‘Lectures universitaires du Canon d’Avicenne’ in: Jules Janssens, Daniel
de Smet (eds.), Avicenna and his Heritage. Acts of the International Colloquium, Leuven – Louvain-laNeuve, September 8 – September 11, 1999 (Leuven 2002) 313-324; Danielle Jacquart, ‘La réception du
Canon d’Avicenne: Comparaison entre Montpellier et Paris au XIIIe et XIVe siècles’ in: Actes du 110e
Congrès national des sociétés savantes, Montpellier, 1985. Section d’histoire des sciences et des techniques.
II. Histoire de l’école médicale de Montpellier (Paris 1985) 69-77. ‘Fen’ is a Latin transliteration of the Arabic
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the Persian philosopher and physician. The march of the Canon into Western
thought started with Gerard of Cremona (†1187), who translated the Arabic AlQanun into Latin. The translation became available to Western scholars latest in
1187, but it was apparently not before about 1225 that the work attracted attention.
Its fame rose during the thirteenth century, hesitantly at first, while it established
itself in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The Canon’s appeal started to erode
in the sixteenth, due to humanist criticism on the supposed barbaric Arabo-Latin
scholasticism. Yet, the work stayed in use until the eighteenth century. 8
In the late Middle Ages, scholars greatly admired Avicenna and his Canon,
especially at the Northern Italian universities. They called him the Prince of
Physicians and saw him as the supreme interpreter of Galen. The Canon counted as
a grand medical encyclopaedia, which brought together Galen’s medicine, spread
over many polemic and prolix texts, into one huge and systematic work, covering
the whole of medical science. Learned physicians appreciated Avicenna’s attempts
to unite Galen’s medicine with Aristotle’s philosophy. At late medieval universities,
the Canon was frequently copied in its entirety and used as a reference work, but it
was hardly ever studied as a whole, being too large. Instead, the work was studied
in parts in courses on the theoria and the practica of medicine, and probably also on
surgery. 9 Medicina theoria occupied itself with the nature of medicine and the
meaning of its key concepts. Medicina practica, the medical scholars agreed, was a
branch of theory. It taught in a theoretical way what should be done by other,

‘fann’, and functions in the subdivision of the Canon under the level of books: for example, the first book
contains five fen.
8

For an overview of the Canon’s fate in the West, see Siraisi, Avicenna in Renaissance Italy.

9

Siraisi, Avicenna 53.
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manual workers as apothecaries and barbers in certain categories of cases. Only
someone as seasoned in theoria as the university masters could translate the
categories into advice for individuals. 10
The first fen of the Canon’s first book counted as the prime example of
medicina theoria. Gentile da Foligno stated:
‘Before Avicenna, nobody wrote such a perfect book on the principles of
medicine as the first book of the Canon… What makes this work the more
admirable, is first its commendable quantity, which does not frighten the
student when he listens to it [in class]; second its praiseworthy abundance,
which draws him to his studies; third its orderly nature which makes its
contents easy to remember, and which adapts itself to the habit of study.’ 11
Canon commentaries on Book I.1 are highly suitable sources for this study. The
Canon formed the main source for late medieval discussions on all its central
concepts: the four ages of man adolescentia, iuventus, senectus, and senium, radical
moisture, spermatic and fleshy membra, the soul powers of nourishment and
growth, and natural death. So, by studying commentaries on Canon I.1, one is able

10
Faith Wallis, ‘Medicine, Practical’, ‘Medicine, Theoretical’ in: Thomas Glick, Steven J. Livesey, Faith
Wallis (eds.), Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine (New York 2005) 335-336, 336-340; Nancy G.
Siraisi, ‘Avicenna and the Teaching of Practical Medicine’ in idem, Medicine and the Italian Universities
1250-1600 (Leiden 2001) 63-78; Jole Agrimi, Chiara Crisciani, Les consilia médicaux Typologie des sources
du Moyen Âge occidental 69 (Turnhout 1994); Danielle Jacquart, ‘Theory, Everyday Practice, and Three
Fifteenth-Century Physicians’ in: Osiris 2nd series 6(1990) 140-160.
11
Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary, Prohemium: ‘Nullus ante Avicenna unum librum principiorum
medicine sic perfectum composuit, sicut et liber primus canonis Avicenne (…). Mirabile autem tantum
opus ostendit, prima quantitas commendabilis qua scholaris audita non terretur. Secundo copiositas
laudabilis que ad ejus studium adducitur. Tertio ordinabilitas memorialis qua ad scientie habitum
adaptatur.’ Quoted in Chandelier, La réception du Canon d’Avicenne 6.
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to follow the discussions on the concepts in the texts which explicitly introduced and
explained them to an audience of students and learned physicians. 12
Although this study aimed to restrict its source material to commentaries
on Canon I.1, it was not always possible to do so, so that for instance I.3. doctrina 3.
capitulum singulare has also been employed. 13 Still, the massive medicina practica
from the Canon, ranging from Book II to Book V, has been excluded as source
matter. The sources employed here are written by the Italian scholars Gentile da
Foligno, 14 Jacopo da Forlì (†1414), 15 Ugo Benzi (†1439) 16 and the Flemish scholar
Jacques Despars, who was the only one in France at that time to undertake such a

12

Precedents of the later Western concept of radical moisture come to the fore in I.1. doctrina 4.
capitulum 1, entitled Quid sit humor et eius divisiones, and in I.3. doctrina 3. capitulum singulare, entitled
De causis sanitatis et egritudinis et necessitatis mortis; the different types of membra and their embryology
in I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1, entitled Quid sit membrum et sue partes; the four ages of life and natural
death in I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3, entitled De complexionibus etatum et generum; the relevant soul
powers in I.1. doctrina 6. summa 1, entitled De virtutibus, consisting of 6 chapters.
13

I have used the 1964 reprint of the 1507 Venice edition: Avicenna, Liber Canonis (Hildesheim 1964).

14

Joël Chandelier, La réception du Canon d’Avicenne. Médecine Arabe et milieu universitaire en Italie avant
la peste noire PhD thesis (2007), http://www.theses.fr/2007EPHE4186, accessed May 2014; Maria Luisa
Ceccarelli Lemut, “Gentile da Foligno” in: Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani 53 (2000),
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/gentile-da-foligno_(Dizionario-Biografico)/, accessed October
2014. See also Roger French, Canonical Medicine. Gentile da Foligno and Scholasticism (Leiden 2001) 150; Fausto Bonora, George Kern, ‘Does Anyone Really Know the Life of Gentile da Foligno?’ in: Medicina
nei secoli 9(1972) 29-53.
15
Alain Touwaide, ‘Jacopo da Forlì’ in: Glick, Livesey, Wallis (eds.), Medieval Science, Technology, and
Medicine 281-282; Per-Gunnar Ottosson, Scholastic Medicine and Philosophy: A Study of Commentaries
on Galen’s Tegni (ca. 1300-1450) (Naples 1984) 53-58; Tiziana Pesenti, Professori e promotori di medicina
nello Studio di Padova dal 1405 al 1509: Repertorio bio-bibliografico (Padua/Trieste 1984) 53-58.
16
Dean Putnam Lockwood, Ugo Benzi. Medieval Philosopher and Physician (1376-1439) (Chicago 1951);
‘Ugo Benzi’ in: Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani 8(1966) http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ugobenzi_(Dizionario-Biografico)/, accessed October 2014; Pesenti, Professori e promotori 103-112.
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work. 17 They were the authors who wrote extensive commentaries upon the
Canon’s Book I.1 in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 18
The authors chose different parts of the Canon to comment upon, with a
preference for the Canon parts which served most often as textbooks at the
universities: Book I.1, on general principles, Book I.4 on the principles of disease and
treatment, and Book IV.1, on fevers. 19 Gentile managed to treat nearly the whole
Canon.

20

Their Canon commentaries thoroughly influenced the views of

generations of students and learned physicians. Each of the authors counted as the
leading physician of his days, and their large Canon commentaries were widely
spread and printed early. They formed part of the curriculum of medicine at Italian
universities, and filled shelves of the libraries of well-to-do doctors and of interested
laymen. 21 Between 1470 and 1520, no new Canon commentaries were written, and

17
Danielle Jacquart, ‘Le regard d’un médecin sur son temps: Jacques Despars (1380?-1458)’, in
Bibliothèque de l’École des chartes 138(1980) 35-86; Danielle Jacquart, La médecine médiévale dans le cadre
Parisien (Paris 1998); Ernest Wickersheimer, Dictionnaire biographique des médecins en France au Moyen
Âge. Nouvelle édition sous la direction de Guy Beaujouan. Supplément par Danielle Jacquart (Genève 1979)
326-327; Supplément 134-135.
18

For Gentile da Foligno and Jacques Despars: Hic merito inscribi potens vite liber corporalis Abohali
Abynsceni canonis libros quinque duplici fere per totum commento munitos nuperque translatos…/ doctores
circa textum positi ut locis suis apparebit hi sunt: Gentilis de Fulgineo [et alii] (Venice 1503); for Jacopo da
Forlì: Expositio et quaestiones in primum Canonem Avicennae (Venice 1547); for Ugo Benzi: Expositio
Ugonis Senensis super primo Canonis Avicenne cum questionibus eiusdem (Venice 1498). The Canon
commentaries are studied in their printed form, as incunables, because of practical considerations.
Incunables are easier to obtain and read, and more efficient to study. These advantages are decisive for
this study with its goals in the field of the history of ideas. Yet, see Chandelier, La réception du Canon
d’Avicenne 14, for the advantages of studying the original manuscripts.

19

Nancy Siraisi, ‘The Faculty of Medicine’ in: Hilde de Ridder-Symoens (ed.), A History of the University in
Europe I: Universities in the Middle Ages (Cambridge etc. 1992) 360-387, 378.
20
Joël Chandelier gives a precise overview of the Canon commentaries of Gentile, the probable order in
which they were written and their probable dates. Chandelier, La réception du Canon d’Avicenne 198-214.
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Jacquart, ‘Jacques Despars’ 39-43.
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the collection of late medieval texts employed here can be viewed as one coherent
group. 22 The authors refer to one another, and they wrote their texts under
comparable conditions.
University medicine was taught with the aid of other texts and collections
of texts as well, such as the Ars medicinae, later the Ars commentatae, and the new
translations of texts by Galen, now called the ‘New Galen’. 23 Although these texts
and their commentaries were certainly as authoritative, varied, and influential as
the Canon, they did not introduce late medieval scholars to the concepts which are
of interest here as the Canon did; neither were these texts the Canon’s equal in
system and scope.

2. TEXTS: CHARACTERISTICS AND APPROACH

Scholastic commentaries as those on the Canon followed a tight format, with clearly
defined stages. 24 The core of the commentaries was formed by the exposition of the

22

The commentary tradition continued in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Siraisi, Avicenna 6466.
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O’Boyle, The Art of Medicine 6-7, 82-148.
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For medieval scholasticism, see Olga Weijers, Queritur utrum: recherches sur la ‘disputatio’ dans les
universités médiévales (Turnhout 2009); Brian Lawn, The Rise and Decline of the Scholastic ‘quaestio
disputata’ with Special Emphasis on its Use in the Teaching of Medicine and Science (Leyden 1993); Danielle
Jacquart, ‘La question disputée dans les facultés de médecine’ in Bernardo C. Bazàn e.a. (eds.), Les
questions disputées et les questions quodlibétiques dans les facultés de théologie, de droit et de médecine
(Turnhout 1985) 281-315; John W. Baldwin, The Scholastic Culture of the Middle Ages, 1000-1300
(Lexington 1971). For the rhetoric of the Italian medical university texts, see Joël Chandelier, ‘Rhétorique
scolastique et enseignement médical (Italie, XIV-XVe siècles)’ in: Joël Coste, Danielle Jacquart, Jackie
Pigeaud (eds.), La rhétorique médicale à travers des siècles (Genève 2012) 209-228. Cornelius O’Boyle, The
Art of Medicine: Medical Teaching at the University of Paris, 1250-1400 (Leyden 1998), has been followed
here.
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authoritative text, which was performed according to various rules. Scholars went
through all the steps and followed the necessary conventions with one goal in mind:
finding the one truth through the text of Avicenna. The commentary authors
treated especially notable points by posing formal questions or quaestiones, with
their answers cast in the traditional form of the disputation. 25
An author could leave his mark on his commentary through his exposition,
and especially through his quaestiones. Although it consisted of certain set stages,
the exposition was flexible enough to let an author emphasize some parts of the text
while going quickly over others. Through distinctions, conclusions, arguments from
various authorities and disputed questions, a master could come to a subtly novel
interpretation of the text. So, authors were free to choose their own interests, their
own approach, their own voice. Their comments mirrored the preoccupations of
medieval medicine in all its diversity. 26
Medieval texts are often highly layered, and Canon commentaries form no
exception. Avicenna himself conveys the essence of Galen’s medical teaching in his
large encyclopaedia. Where necessary, he combines the views of Galen and
Aristotle with one another, solving famous differences between the two giants such
as the status of the neuter state, and the primacy of the brain or the heart. 27 The
Arabic Qanun was translated and studied in the medieval West by authors versed in

25

O’Boyle, The Art of Medicine 194-195.
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Siraisi, Avicenna 46, 60, 63; cf. Marie-Odile Goulet-Cazé (ed.), Le commentaire entre tradition et
innovation. Actes du colloque international de l’Institut des traditions textuelles (Paris et Villejuif, 22-25
septembre 1999) (Paris 2000).
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Aristotle and Galen themselves. The commentators added their own layer of
interpretation as they carefully explained and expanded Avicenna’s Canon.
The commentators’ knowledge of Aristotelian science was thorough.
Jacopo da Forlì and Ugo Benzi both taught natural philosophy at the start of their
careers. Jacques Despars studied the arts in Paris before embarking on medicine. 28
These authors were confident in their use of Aristotelian concepts.
The Canon commentators counted as knowledgeable in the field of Galenic
texts as well. By the end of the thirteenth century, a core collection of Galen’s texts
was available in Latin. 29 Yet, differences exist in the measure to which the separate
authors studied here employed and understood the New Galen. Gentile da Foligno,
the earliest of the authors studied here, was inclined to criticize Galen. He called his
works diffuse and ill-organised, and he wrote a small tract to show how to use
them. 30 Gentile trusted Avicenna and the system of the Canon more than Galen’s

28

Nothing is known of Gentile da Foligno’s early career.
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For the Latin reception of Galen, see Gerhard Baader, ‘Galen im mittelalterlichen Abendland’ in: Vivian
Nutton (ed.), Galen: Problems and Prospects (London 1981) 213-218; Tiziana Pesenti, ‘The Libri Galieni in
Italian Universities in the Fourteenth Century’ in: Italia medioevale e umanistica 42(2001) 119-147; Alain
Touwaide, ‘Galen’ in: Glick, Livesey, Wallis (eds.), Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine 179-182.
For the subject matter of this dissertation, it is useful to note that On Complexions and On the Natural
Faculties were among these texts, so that they were at the disposal of the authors of the sources studied
here. On Complexions influentially dealt with youth and old age; On the Natural Faculties treated
generation, digestion and growth. The text On Semen, in which Galen expounded his ideas on the
spermatic and fleshy derivation of parts of the embryo, was translated in the first half of the fourteenth
century by Niccolò da Reggio (†1345). See Alain Touwaide, ‘Niccolò da Reggio’ in: Glick, Livesey, Wallis
(eds.), Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine 367-368; Michael R. McVaugh, ‘Niccolò da Reggio’s
Translations of Galen and their Reception in France’ in: Early Science and Medicine 11(2006) 275-301.
Galen’s text On the Preservation of health was known in two translations, one of them an abridged
version, the other one of the first five of the work’s six books, executed by Niccolò da Reggio. See Michael
McVaugh, ‘Introduction’ in: idem, Margaret S. Ogden (eds.), Guigonis de Caulhiaco (Guy de Chauliac),
Inventorium sive Chirurgia Magna. Vol II: Commentary (Leiden etc. 1997) 8.
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rambling and lengthy works. Jacques Despars wrote latest, and he extensively
quoted passages from Latin Galen texts to explain what Avicenna had meant
exactly, and to show which sources he had used. Despars had mastered the New
Galen. 31 Geography may also explain Despars’ zeal in quoting Galen. At Montpellier,
the texts of Galen were studied earliest and most intently, while Avicenna’s Canon
remained the foremost authority at the Northern Italian universities. Despars was
the only non-Italian author of the four, and studied in Montpellier for half a year.
Here, the four late medieval texts have been used a window to view
through, and there was no intention to emphasize the views which lead away from
the Canon. This study employs the whole of the theories and knowledge conveyed
by these four commentaries, just as much in the established ideas as in the ‘new’ or
‘original’ parts―which they definitely contain. So, when the authors agreed with the
Canon, their points of view were seen as equally interesting and valuable as when
they disagreed with their mother text. Naturally, disagreements and doubts often
received more space in the commentaries, and they were expounded more often in
the illuminating quaestiones. Because of that, they have received more space in this
dissertation as well.
In order to do justice to the layered nature of the sources, attention has
been paid to relevant views of Aristotle and Galen, next to those of Avicenna and his
commentators. The evolution of ideas is clarified in this way, since these two
authors constitute the basis of both Avicenna’s Canon and the commentaries.

31
Danielle Jacquart discusses Despars’ long quotations of Galen in more detail, and compares his use of
Galen with Gentile da Foligno’s. Danielle Jacquart, ‘Philologie et médecine dans la première moitié du
XVe siècle’ in: Perrine Galand-Hallyn, Fernand Hallyn, Gilbert Tournoy (eds.), La philologie humaniste et
ses représentations dans la théorie et dans la fiction (Geneva 2005) 83-95, esp. 88-92.
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In Jacques Despars’ text, the two narratives of the human life course come
to the fore most fully. He covered both the narrative of heat and moisture and of a
spermatic core and a food-derived body in vivid language and much detail. Because
of that, Despars’ commentary will receive most attention in this study.

III. STATUS QUAESTIONIS

The late medieval medical sources studied here have been used in the past to
answer questions in the field of intellectual history, such as the relation of medicine
to surgery, the way in which medicine was taught, the practica and theoria of
medicine, the regulation of medicine and the place of medicine at the medieval
universities and in the curricula. 32 The notion of complexion is recognized as central
to the representation of human beings in late medieval medicine. Siraisi, Ottosson
and French clearly showed that in late medieval learned medicine, humours did not
form the dominant model for the explanation of health and disease, nor did
humours dominate the representation of human beings in this category of texts. 33
This dissertation is indebted to such pioneering works.
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See for instance Siraisi, Medicine and the Italian Universities; Jacquart, La médecine médiévale; Jole
Agrimi, Chiara Crisciani, Edocere medicos. Medicina scolastica nei secoli XIII-XV (Naples 1988); Ottosson,
Scholastic Medicine and Philosophy.
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Nancy G. Siraisi, Medieval & Early Renaissance Medicine: An Introduction to Knowledge and Practice
(Chicago/London 1990) 101-106; Ottosson, Scholastic Medicine 129-154; French, Canonical Medicine 89141. In recent work on medical theory, the concept of complexion is used self-evidently; see for instance
Joel Kaye, A History of Balance 1250-1350: The Emergence of a New Model of Equilibrium and its Impact on
Thought (Cambridge 2014) 183-240. The true role of humours in late medieval learned medicine deserves
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It will be argued here that theories of digestion were influential as well in
late medieval medicine’s representation of the human being. The life course of
humans was driven by digestion, as described above: the body grew and decayed
because of food and the ensuing digestion. Human beings were born with an inner
core which was intimately tied to a food-derived outer shell. Other features of late
medieval medicine can be understood through its focus on digestion. For example,
the best functioning body stood out through its perfect digestion. A perfect
digestion ensured that the body’s complexion would not be corrupted by useless
residues, as all food would be turned into bodily matter, and any left-overs would
be completely expelled. In such a body, the inner core would be kept intact for a long
time. 34
In order to sustain the claims made above, the state of the literature will be
discussed in this status quaestionis for the themes of change, matter and identity,
food and theology, food and medicine, radical moisture, the ages of man and the
human being and the human body under scrutiny. The state of the literature on the
separate ages of man will be discussed in more depth in the next chapter.

1. CHANGE, MATTER AND IDENTITY: CAROLYN WALKER BYNUM’S OEUVRE

Questions on change, matter and identity stretch back to the earliest history of
thought. For instance, Presocratic philosophers as Heraclites and Parmenides
addressed the problem of change as a central topic. Plato had Socrates inquiring in
his Republic:

34

See this dissertation, Chapter 5 section 7
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‘Is it not true that to be altered and moved by something else happens least
to things that are in the best condition, as, for example, a body by food…
(…) and plants by the heat of the sun…’ 35
Aristotle influentially investigated change and matter in his work On Generation and
Corruption. 36
Carolyn Walker Bynum carefully and imaginatively explored the themes of
change, matter and identity in her work on medieval theological culture and
spirituality. Here, the focus lies on her 2005 book Metamorphosis and Identity 37 and
on the 2011 book Christian Materiality. She explored the notions of change and
identity in her other works as well, most notably in Fragmentation and Redemption 38,
in Holy Feast and Holy Fast 39 with regard to spiritual food practices, and in The
Resurrection of the Body 200-1336 40 on religious ideas on the Resurrection. In
Metamorphosis and Identity, she notes that from the late twelfth century onwards,
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Quoted in Carolyn Walker Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity (New York 2005) 271 note 22; Plato, The
Republic 2.380d-381b trans. Paul Shorey. Socrates contrasts the changeable nature of human beings to
the constancy of the gods.
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John J. Fitzgerald, ‘ “Matter” in Nature and the Knowledge of Nature: Aristotle and the Aristotelian
Tradition’ in: Ernan McMullin (ed.), The Concept of Matter in Greek and Medieval Philosophy (Notre Dame,
IN 1965) 59-78; Sarah Waterlow, Nature, Change, and Agency in Aristotle’s Physics: A Philosophical Study
(Oxford 1982) 1: ‘…the typically Aristotelian doctrines on which it has been passed stem from one
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Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity.
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Carolyn Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption. Essays on Gender and the Human Body in
Medieval Religion (New York 1991).
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Carolyn Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast. The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women
(Berkeley etc. 1987).
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Carolyn Walker Bynum, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200-1336 (New York 1995).
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intellectuals, religious leaders, and, as far as can be known, ordinary people were
fascinated by change as an ontological problem. 41 Identity and change are two sides
of the same coin: ‘change is the test, the limit, of all denotations of the term
“identity”.’ 42 Today, the term identity is used in several manners, with the meaning
of spatiotemporal continuity as most applicable to the medieval sources: identity as
the sense of remaining the same despite changes in time and space. 43
Bynum distinguishes several types of change, of which her concept of
evolution change is relevant to this dissertation. 44 Evolution change takes place
when a thing alters its appearances or qualities or modes of being. When this type
of change is perceived, it is often presented as unfolding from a kernel, essence or
core, so that the identity of the changing thing is secure. Organic and biological
images such as growing seeds or maturing young can easily be connected to
evolution change.

45

Bynum also distinguishes images of accumulation or

overclothing, when an unchanging core is covered by new stuff, but remains
untouched by it. This latter type of images expresses resistance to change. In the
late medieval medical theories of the life course, the changes of the body are
presented as evolution change, with attempts to identify a seemingly unchanging
core, on which food-derived matter accumulates.
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Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity 19. She sees replacement change as the other main type of
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Matter, especially holy matter, is the main subject of Bynum’s 2011 book
Christian Materiality. 46 She defines the late medieval conception of earthly matter
as that which changes, divides and decays. 47 Matter was fertile, maternal and
labile—Isidore of Seville (†636) stated that mater, mother, was the ethymology of
materia, matter. 48 Late medieval intellectuals and philosophers understood matter
under the Aristotelian paradigm of generation and corruption. 49 Holy matter was
matter that lived, such as bleeding statues, or matter which resisted normal change,
such as non-decaying corpses of holy men and women, or matter which changed
miraculously, such as water turning into wine or incurably ill flesh becoming healthy
again. Holy matter presented the paradox of creation, Bynum says, since it
contained the eternal and immutable in the transient and corruptible. In holy
matter, change and the Unchangeable existed simultaneously. 50 Eternal life,
starting after the resurrection, presented a similar paradox. Life is organic and
changeable, whereas eternal life is static, and never undergoes the change
promised by the term ‘life’. 51 The continuity of enduring life presupposed death and
the resurrection to have taken place, which represent striking instances of
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Carolyn Walker Bynum, Christian Materiality. An Essay on Religion in Late Medieval Europe (New York
2011).
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Bynum, Christian Materiality 189, 254.
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discontinuity, rupture and change. Matter plays a pivotal role within these
paradoxes.

2. HUMAN B EINGS AND FOOD IN MEDIEVAL THEOLOGY

The interaction between human beings and matter becomes never so tangible as in
the case of food. When Augustine categorizes types of change affecting human
beings, he employs food as an example of the category of things that change us
while they themselves are being changed:
‘…by losing its own form [species], food is converted into our body. We, on
the other hand, having been restored by the food, are converted by it from
weakness and frailty into strength and vigor.’ 52
Food loses its qualities and is turned into body. As the body changes, human beings
regain their strength and change in that manner.
It is the great merit of Philip Lyndon Reynolds to have drawn attention to
the medieval theological debates on food and identity in his book Food and the
Body: Some Peculiar Questions in High Medieval Theology. Reynolds’ work has served
as inspiration for this dissertation. His point of departure is formed by twelfth
century theologians, many of whom argued that the true substance of the human
body came from Adam. This true substance was known as the veritas humanae
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Quoted in Philip Lyndon Reynolds, Food and the Body. Some Peculiar Questions in High Medieval
Theology (Leiden etc. 1999) 8; Augustine, De diversis quaestionibus LXXXIII 73.
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naturae, the truth of human nature, and it would rise in the resurrection. 53 The food
that human beings ingested during life would not become part of it. Peter Lombard
(†1160) influentially explained in his Sentences that Adam’s substance multiplied
without the addition of extraneous material, just as Eve was formed from one of
Adam’s ribs, Jesus multiplied a few loaves of bread into enough food to nourish a
crowd, and those who died as infants would rise as adults in the resurrection.
Adam’s substance inside every human body, the truth of human nature, grew
through a seminal principle that remained untouched by food. 54 Adam passed on a
little of his own spermatic substance to his children by procreation, and the
substance multiplied in their bodies. Adam’s children passed on a little of their
augmented substance to their offspring, and so on. This substance was the truth of
human nature, derived from the first parents, and it would rise at resurrection. Peter
Lombard accepted that food became incorporated into the body’s flesh and blood,
yet he stated that this flesh would be set aside as superfluous in the resurrection.
So, Peter Lombard implied that there were two kinds of flesh in the body: the
original, seminal flesh, and nutrimental flesh. 55
This conviction about food and the truth of human nature proved useful to
defend the doctrine of resurrection. Since patristic times, a central objection to the
doctrine had been the problem of cannibalism. If some human being eats the flesh
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of another, in whom will the transferred flesh rise? If the body did not truly
assimilate food, this objection failed. Other problems would be solved as well.
Gilbert of Poitiers (†1154) for instance stated that if food truly became part of the
body, the pork that one eats will rise again and be glorified, and this seems
unfitting. 56 The view that food was not truly transformed into the human body was
useful to explain the doctrine of original sin. Adam sinned in Paradise, and this first
sin of humankind was shared by all his descendants. How was Adam’s sin
transferred to every human being coming after him? They were all present inside
Adam when he sinned, through the seminal principle. 57 So, through the parents’
semen, theologians constructed an ‘extended life course’, which stretched from
conception to the Resurrection, 58 and they connected every human being to the
first parents.
By the thirteenth century, theologians were thoroughly versed in
Aristotelian texts, and they refrained from seeing common natural processes such
as nourishment and growth as miraculous. 59 Still, they developed an extensive
commentary tradition on Peter Lombard’s Sentences, and employed the passage on
the truth of human nature to pose standard questions on food, growth, change,
semen and identity. Many thirteenth-century theologians accepted the idea that
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the human body contained an essential, persisting spermatic core of the body,
which remained untouched by food. This component of the body preserved the
body’s continuity and the human being’s life in this world, and it was essential for
the individual’s identity after the resurrection. 60 In the treatises, it was often called
radical moisture: humidum radicale or ‘root moisture’. The theologians related this
concept to medical and philosophical knowledge. Before discussing the concept of
radical moisture in more detail below, medieval medical theory on food and
digestion will be sketched as background.

3. LATE MEDIEVAL MEDICINE, FOOD, AND DIGESTION

Many of the late medieval physician’s preventive and curative measures aimed to
protect the body from digestive residues, and to preserve the inner balance. As
Roger French explained:
‘Quality of food and its proper digestion were fundamental questions for
the scholastic doctor. (…) …the doctor could trace back to food almost any
disorder in the body. It was the food that generates complexional
unbalance and tainted ‘matter’, either because of its wrong quality or
because of weakness of the faculties that concocted [digested] it.’ 61
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The prime instrument for both preventive and curative care by the late Middle Ages
was the diet or regimen.

62

The regimen prescriptions aimed to balance the

complexion of the patient, and they consisted for a large part of prescriptions on
food and drink. 63 Eating too much was especially discouraged, since a body bloated
with food was highly susceptible to disease. The fear of residues shaped many of
medieval medicine’s curative options, such as bloodletting and pharmacological
purging of the body. Preventive bloodletting kept the body clean and empty, since
it removed excess blood, which was derived from food. 64
When physicians prescribed curative bloodletting, they intended to draw
excesses of blood (derived from nourishment) away from the affected area of the
body. If for instance the left leg was hurt, bloodletting should be performed at the
right arm. However, if the affected area already showed signs of the putrefaction of
excess matter, blood should first be let at the hurt spot, so that the putrefied matter
would not poison the whole body. In this way, medieval doctors employed many of
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their preventive and curative measures to improve or sustain the physical balance
of their patients’ bodies, to protect against any possible negative effects of food,
and to remedy any damage that was done through food-derived, putrefied matter.
Physicians thus were keenly interested in the processes of digestion, which
guided food through the body and arranged its assimilation or excretion. They
thought deeply about the transformation of food into the body’s matter, for
digestion was not easy nor simple. Galen stresses the complexity of the processes
involved:
‘…it is quite clear that bread, and, more particularly lettuce, beet, and the
like, require a great deal of alteration in order to become blood. This, then
is one reason why there are so many organs concerned in the alteration of
food.’ 65
Modern researchers have given succinct accounts of late medieval medical ideas on
nourishment’s ways through the body. 66 Here, Avicenna’s theory of digestion will
be followed.
Avicenna defines the humour as ‘a liquid body into which nourishment is
transformed in first instance’ 67, while he describes the membrum as a part of the
body which comes about through the mixture of humours, which in their turn are
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derived from the mixture of nourishment. 68 Digestion followed precisely this path:
from nourishment into humours, from humours into membra or body parts. The
goal of digestion was to replace the matter which was lost inside the membra, so
that they would be continuous again. It is useful to note here that for late medieval
authors, digestion guided nourishment from the periphery of the body, where it
circulated in the form of nourishments, to the body’s inner parts or membra.
In Avicenna’s account, food is changed already in the mouth, as the teeth
chew it and mingle it with saliva, which contains natural heat. When food has
reached the stomach, the hot organs next to this vessel heat it. The food is mingled
with more fluids, and becomes chyle, a porridge-like mass of foodstuffs. Chyle is
drawn into the intestines, and is then made to enter the mesenteric veins. These
fine vessels lead the chyle to a large vein, which was called the gateway to the liver
in the Middle Ages, and is nowadays known as the vena cava. Once in the liver, the
chyle is powerfully digested and turned into venous, nourishing blood. Venous
blood was the basis of the secondary moistures, which were transformed into the
likeness of the membra or body parts, stage by stage. 69
According to Avicenna, the secondary moistures were opposed to the
primary humours, or the well-known quartet of blood, yellow bile, black bile, and
phlegm. The first three secondary moistures gradually became more similar to the
membra, more solid and more intrinsic. Yet, the fourth secondary moisture was
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present in the body from birth onwards, within the membra simplicia or body parts
such as bones or flesh, which would not lose their identity if they were cut into
smaller parts. 70 The fourth moisture enabled these parts to be continuous. This
moisture arose from sperm. 71 As will be shown in the next section, the fourth,
spermatic secondary moisture came to be identified as radical moisture in late
medieval medicine. 72 Because of this, the theory on secondary moistures has
received more detailed attention from modern researchers. 73

4. RADICAL MOISTURE AND THEOLOGY

The subject of radical moisture in late medieval culture has recently been
thoroughly studied by Chiara Crisciani and Giovanna Ferrari within the contexts of
philosophy, natural philosophy, medicine, theology, preaching and alchemy.
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They make clear that the concept functioned within different strands of thought,
such as the definition of living organisms, the identity of the single organism, the
resurrection of the individual body, the recuperation of lost perfection, the
characteristic physiology of the human being in paradise (before and after the fall)
and the hope to promote longevity. 75 Radical moisture played a part during the
whole life cycle of human beings: from conception onwards during the whole life on
earth, while after death it was vital for resurrection. The authors find it curious (but
understandable, given the broad range of sources) that so few modern historians
mention radical moisture. It concerns the ubiquitous and consistent presence of a
concept which governed essential physiological functions of the human body, as
well as important aspects of human life—this earthly life, and the otherworldly
one. 76
Medieval scholars found the term radical moisture, humidum radicale, in
several passages of Avicenna’s Canon. Avicenna loosely employs the term to
indicate a core or root of the body, providing continuity and sustaining life. One
example is his description of hectic fever. Hectic fever progresses in stages,
affecting first the least important, less digested bodily moistures. Avicenna
mentions the names of the secondary or digestive moistures in this context. In the
last and lethal stage, the fever attacked the ‘root members’, the membra radicalia,
such as the heart. The fever is then consuming the body’s integral and essential
moisture. It does so, Avicenna says, just as a flame destroys the radical moistures in
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the wick of an oil lamp, and thereby destroys every chance on it keeping its glow, or
on ever lighting again. 77 The radical moistures in the wick provide the cotton with
its cohesiveness, and are not influenced by the presence of oil or nourishment.
When they are gone, the wick crumbles and the oil lamp’s flame will be
extinguished, regardless of the amount of oil which might nourish it.
Albertus Magnus (†1280) was pivotal in combining the term ‘radical
moisture’, from the section on fevers of Avicenna’s Canon, with the fourth digestive
moisture, which was described as stemming from sperm, and as preserving the
continuity of all the membra from birth onwards. 78 As he stated, humidum radicale
received its name, because it was the original and most fundamental fluid in the
body. 79 More theologians started to employ the concept. Radical moisture was
often presented as a humour that was poured into the embryo during conception,
with its origins in the parents’ sperm. It became an inalienable core of the human
individual, from its embryonic stage until death, when all radical moisture had been
finished. At the resurrection, the soul would be reunited with the radical moisture,
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and rise as one human being in its perfect state. Some theologians thought that
radical moisture carried the soul inside the body. 80
The concept of radical moisture was so broadly used and performed so
many different functions, that it came with many subtle variations. Albert the
Great’s student Thomas of Aquinas (†1274) may serve as an example. In his Summa
theologiae, he maintained that the body’s flesh stemming from sperm at conception
and the flesh acquired through nutrition form a unity, which he compared to wine
and water. 81 It has been claimed that Thomas in this way effectively neutralized
Peter Lombard’s thesis: the two types of flesh functioned as form and matter of the
body, and could not be distinguished from one another. 82
However, when Thomas discussed resurrection, he did posit a distinction
between the two types of flesh. The matter from which the body was first
generated—the parents’ sperm—was essential to the material identity of the
resurrected body. Therefore, all the matter generated from sperm would rise.
Assimilated nutriment would not necessarily rise, but only if it was available, and in
order to complete the stature of the risen body. 83 Thomas also clearly answered the
question whether the blood that Christ shed on earth was only nutritive, or whether
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this blood belonged to his veritas humanae naturae. According to Thomas, all the
blood Christ shed on earth came from food. None of it belonged to the essence of
his body, which implied that it would not return to Christ’s resurrected body. 84
With respect to the resurrection, Thomas considered the problem of
cannibalism as well. His most extreme example was about a man who eats nothing
but embryos, and who himself begets a child from his own sperm, which is derived
from the nourishment he took—the embryos. 85 Which matter would rise with the
embryos at resurrection, and which with the cannibal’s child? Thomas explained
that the embryos would only rise if they had been animated before being killed and
eaten. By the time of animation, the embryo already consisted of his original
spermatic matter and of nutrimental matter, which it had acquired in the mother’s
womb. Thomas concluded that the nutrimental matter of the embryos would rise
with the cannibal’s child, if the nutrimental matter from the body of the embryos
had become part of the cannibal’s sperm, and in this way had formed the child’s
truth of human nature. The spermatic matter of the embryos would rise with the
embryos, also if it had become part of the cannibal’s sperm and of the truth of
human nature of the cannibal’s child. If the cannibal had excreted a part of the
nutrimental matter of the embryo’s, this part would rise with the embryos. God
would make good what was still missing in any case.
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5. RADICAL MOISTURE AND MEDICINE

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, learned Western physicians wrote
detailed commentaries on the same Canon of Avicenna. Their commentaries dealt
with the notions of radical moisture and a spermatic core, which they too
encountered in their source text. By then, the term radical moisture had become
loaded with new and partly theological meanings, stretching from Adam’s creation
to Judgement Day, never intended or even imagined by Avicenna. Avicenna
mentioned the term radical moisture in a rather loose way, as part of a metaphor.
He never presented a coherent theory of radical moisture, and it is doubtful if he
ever thought of the term as needing such a theory. Yet, to his Western
commentators, it was an established fact that radical moisture was surrounded by
theory. They tended to presume that Avicenna had worked with the same theories
of radical moisture as they themselves knew. The learned Western physicians had
to find ways to handle the changes in the tradition, and they needed all their
scholastic wit to do so.
In their view, radical moisture entertained a complex relation with food
during the life time of the human being. The physicians saw radical moisture as the
original inner core of the body and as the opposite of food. Yet, new food-derived
moisture made up for lost radical moisture, or even brought about the expansion of
radical moisture. Infants were born with an excess of moisture, hampering their
movements and intellect. Their complexion had to dry in order to reach the
perfection of adulthood. Once adulthood was reached, the process of drying out did
not stop. Human beings kept on losing moisture, which caused their entrance into
dry old age, and they finally became dry, cold corpses. The same force that
promoted the rise of human beings to their state of perfection caused their
inevitable decline after perfection had been reached. In this respect, the narrative
on radical moisture was similar to the narrative of food and the life cycle.
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The role of radical moisture and the spermatic inner core during the course
of life has been investigated here, and the research reveals an intriguing ambiguity.
Modern researchers studying radical moisture tend to present it as a fluid which
cannot or only partially be restored by food, and which comes in a quantitatively
limited amount. 86 Indeed, when late medieval physicians discussed old age, they
described radical moisture as a small and finite amount of precious moisture, which
carried vital heat, and therefore life itself. 87 The metaphor for the body’s balance in
old age was that of a small and vulnerable oil lamp.
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As this research shows

however, the learned medical authors imagined radical moisture to expand greatly
through food in their discussions of childhood and youth. For these ages of man,
they presented food and the radical moisture as a perfect mixture. The dominant
metaphor for the balance in adolescentia was that of a large vessel of wine (for
radical moisture) mixed with water (for food), to which new matter could easily be
added. The metaphor of the vessel diluted wine has never been studied thoroughly
by modern researchers.
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6. AGES OF MAN

The historiography of the ages of man and the life cycle in the Middle Ages is
comparatively vast. In 1986, two monographs on the subject of the ages of man
were published, both of which are still valuable. 89 Sears and Burrow discuss the ages
of man as cultural constructs, Burrow with a focus on literary texts, Sears from an
art-historical point of view, although she employs a wide range of textual sources as
well. In later publications, the social reality of different age groups during the life
cycle receives ample attention. 90 Furthermore, separate ages of life became
subjects of research. Among them, childhood was possibly most prominent, as
medievalists hotly debated Philippe Ariès’ assertion that there was no such thing as
social recognition of childhood before the seventeenth century. 91 Old age too is
relatively thoroughly investigated in the past decades. 92 More recently, youth
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became the subject of research, while adulthood has received only little attention in
its own right, probably because modern researchers tended to silently take this
phase of life as the ‘normal’ state of the historical individual. 93 Here, this study’s new
approaches are presented in their relation to the secondary literature.
In the introduction to their recent volume on medieval life cycles, Cochelin
and Smyth call the tendency to focus on one separate age of life ‘a major
methodological pitfall’ in almost all earlier studies of the medieval ages: ‘…medieval
people rarely conceived of one age independently from the others: childhood was
normally conceptualized in contrast to adulthood, and youth to old age.’ 94 Roberta
Gilchrist advocates the sociological model of the life course, in which human life is
interrogated as a continuum and through a longitudinal approach. ‘Rather than
studying successive episodes or stages of the lifecycle in isolation, [the longitudinal
approach] stresses the inter-linkages between phases of life and provides a
framework for examining the distinctive life experiences of particular groups of
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individuals at respective stages in their lives.’ 95 Indeed, the late medieval physicians
considered the ages of life in their connection to one another. The ages followed a
fixed order and were determined by changes in the body’s complexion and by the
relation between body and soul. Every human being who lived long enough would
pass through each of the ages.
In this study, adolescentia is therefore contrasted to iuventus in one
chapter, and this reflects the practice of the late medieval physicians to analyse the
phases of life through a comparison between the two. The two phases of old age are
also investigated side by side in another chapter, just as medieval physicians did.
The dissertation offers new perspectives on late medieval childhood and adulthood
as separate entities. The long first age of life in the learned medical sources,
adolescentia, has never before been investigated as a unity by modern researchers.
They tended to focus on either childhood or youth, while medical adolescentia starts
at birth and lasts until the age of approximately thirty. The virtually non-existent
historiography of adulthood in the Middle Ages will benefit from the discussion of
iuventus.
The phase of the unborn child in the womb, from conception until birth, is
taken into account as the very first phase of life. As will be shown, conception
formed the self-evident start of life in many late medieval text genres, and the phase
inside the womb was envisaged as an integral part of the life course. Roberta
Gilchrist mentions that if medieval life is viewed as a continuum, one of the most
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significant effects of this approach is the inclusion of medieval perceptions of life
before birth and after death into the scope of life course research. 96 None of the
historical studies of the medieval life course has taken the embryological phase into
account, although medieval theories on the generation of the embryo have received
abundant attention from modern researchers. 97 Since medieval physicians focused
on the physical existence of human beings, they presented an extended life course
which started at conception and ended with death.
In this dissertation, late medieval learned embryology is studied from an
unusual angle. The focus lies not on the generation of the embryo itself, but in
particular on the generation of the spermatic and the fleshy membra. The physicians
discussed the origins, nourishment and growth of the two types of membra from
conception onwards. The spermatic membra were also called radical membra, and
they can be seen as equivalent of the body’s spermatic core. The fleshy membra
were derived from nourishing blood. Since this study focuses on the body’s
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spermatic inner core and its food-based outer parts from conception to death, an
investigation of the fleshy, food-related membra and their spermatic, core-related
membra in the embryo is a fitting start.
The idea of spermatic and fleshy membra has received little attention in the
modern historiography of science. 98 Yet, Galen himself presented the theory as
fundamental to his own embryology, and as an essential difference between his
ideas and those of Aristotle on the subject. 99 Avicenna took over the Galenic
concepts, and they remained influential in late medieval Western medicine. The
learned medical authors in this study reflected on the concepts in their
commentaries on Avicenna’s Canon.
Some aspects of late medieval medical thought on the ages of man have
not been taken into account in this study. The concept of the neutral body was
related to theories of ageing. 100 It was not necessary to investigate this concept
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here, since the Canon commentators did not discuss the neutral body in the context
of the ages of man and mentioned the concept only in passing. The relation of the
body’s natural complexion [complexio naturalis] to the age-related complexion
[complexio etativa] has also been left out of the discussion of the ages in this
dissertation. Gentile da Foligno and Jacques Despars posed quaestiones on this
topic. 101 Their complex debates provide opportunities for further research, yet fall
out of the scope of the present work.

7. WHICH HUMAN B EING, AND WHAT BODY?

The late medieval medical authors viewed the human being and the body through
their own theoretical constructs, some of which need to be introduced here in order
to understand their narrative on food and the life course later on. First of all, it
should be realized that the human being about which the late medieval medical
authors wrote was male, unless otherwise specified. In this respect, Avicenna’s
treatment of childhood is revealing. He discerns different phases in growth for the
puer or child, a word that might seem to point at both boys and girls. The first phases
of childhood are gender-neutral enough, pertaining to matters as teething and
walking. The phases of the older puer, however, are delineated by typically male life
events as the first emission of sperm and the growth of beard, showing how selfevidently Avicenna assumed that the ages of life were the ages of a man’s life. 102
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Late medieval Western medicine likewise had the male human being as its object.
The Western ‘ages of man’ literature focused exclusively on the male life course as
well. 103
The human being in late medieval medicine was a psychosomatic unity, a
person consisting of both body and soul. 104 The soul about which the medical
authors thought most was the organic soul, defined by Katherine Park as ‘the
principle responsible for those life functions inextricably tied to the bodies of living
beings and immediately dependent on their organs.’ 105 The organic soul performed
all the functions of the body, and was therefore intimately tied to it. It encompassed
many functions: those of digestion and reproduction, of sensation and emotion, and
even higher cognitive functions such as cogitation. Only human beings possessed
an immortal intellective soul as well. The organic soul was divided into different
areas of functions. Of these, the vegetative soul is most relevant for this dissertation
as it took care of nutrition, growth and generation. In the Latin of the physicians,
the different psychological faculties were called virtutes, and here they will be called
soul powers or powers as is common in the secondary literature on medieval soul
theory. The powers of growth and nutrition covered all the functions connected to
digestion, including the propulsion of food through the different organs, and the
unification and finally the assimilation of food to the membra.
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Membra is a concept with many different meanings in late medieval
medical texts, and which is therefore left untranslated in this dissertation. A
translation such as ‘members’ or ‘body parts’ is simply not precise enough to do
justice to the intricate meanings of the concept.
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The membra were the

instruments of the organic soul, and counted as the (many, diverse) sites of the body
where the soul dwelled and performed its functions. Modern English does not know
a term for such structures. Some membra were equivalents of the modern term
‘organs’. Medieval physicians knew of membra principalia, the heart, brains, liver and
testicles. They also knew the membra composita, or the parts of the body which did
not remain the same if they were severed into different pieces, such as the head or
the hand. The membra composita consisted of different membra simplicia or body
parts which kept their identity after being cut into pieces, such as nerves, flesh and
bones. The membra simplicia can be seen as equivalents to the modern term
‘tissues’. Food was assimilated to the membra simplicia, in order to replace the
matter they had lost. The fourth digestive moisture, discussed above, ensured the
continuity of the membra simplicia. Radical moisture was spread over the membra
simplicia, if its location in the body was specified. The spermatic and fleshy membra
belonged to the membra simplicia.
Continuity was a pervasive theme in late medieval medicine, which is for
instance indicated by the definition of a wound as the dissolution of continuity, the
solutio continuitatis. 107 The human body about which the medical authors wrote was
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one which strove to keep its continuity intact. The stress on continuity was not new.
Ancient philosophy and medicine show that human beings have wondered since
long how it could be that their bodies remained continuous during their life time,
and why these same bodies fell apart when life had ended. The concept of continuity
has been partly examined by Freudenthal in his work on cohesion. 108 He found that
early thinkers supposed that viscous or glutinous moistures inside the body ensured
its continuity. These viscous moistures became associated with male seed. By the
late Middle Ages, radical moisture was an influential representative of such a
spermatic moisture providing the human body with continuity.
While the continuity of the body was based in an inner core, food was a
necessary outside resource for the continuation of human life. In theories of life,
food and the sperm-based inner core could become tied together. A regular intake
of food from the outside world was indispensable for the human being to keep the
spermatic inner core intact and to stay alive. During the life course, food and the
inner core interacted in different manners. A passage from Plato’s Timaeus can
demonstrate the connection between food and the body’s inner core, and the
evolution of this connection during life. Plato compares man to a ship. While young,
the parts of the keel are locked firmly together, although they themselves are soft
and delicate, ‘being freshly formed of marrow [an equivalent of sperm] and nurtured
on milk.’ When food enters the body from outside, the original body parts are
stronger than the parts derived from food, so that they are able to cut up the food
parts and build them into the body. Man grows. Yet, as life moves on, man’s body
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parts are worn out by all the conflicts, and they are no longer able to dominate and
assimilate the food parts that enter from the outside world. The original parts of
man—those formed from marrow—are ‘easily divided by the bodies which come in
from without. In this way every animal is overcome and decays, and this affection is
called old age.’ When the bonds between the original parts of the body no longer
hold, the soul is released from the body, and man dies. 109 According to Plato, food
is built into the body’s original core, so that the human being can grow into
adulthood. Later in life, man’s original body parts can no longer control the food
that enters from the outside world, and they allow food to cause the decline during
old age. Eventually, food releases the continuity between the original parts, and
brings about death.
The ideas investigated in this dissertation functioned in a much wider
context than in late medieval medical theories on the life course. Still, these ideas
form a useful starting point to investigate just how strongly life has been viewed as
‘self-nutrition and growth and decay’, as in the quotation from Aristotle at the start
of this introduction. Late medieval medical writing exposes the spermatic
background of the inner core with its origins at conception. The medical authors
clarified the interactions between food, decay and natural death. They wrote on the
four ages of man adolescentia, iuventus, senectus and senium in terms of heat and
moisture.
In this book, first the four ages of man adolescentia, iuventus, senectus and
senium will be described in more detail and in relation to broader medieval culture.
Then, the embryology of spermatic and fleshy membra will be explored. The ages of
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man adolescentia and iuventus are discussed in one chapter, and so are the ages
senectus and senium, together with the concept of natural death. In the conclusion,
the late medieval theories and the narratives they gave rise to will be revisited. The
late medieval theories will be compared to modern equivalents in the book’s
epilogue.
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CHAPTER 2: THE LATE MEDIEVAL LIFE COURSE AND AVICENNA’S AGES OF
MAN

1. INTRODUCTION

By the late Middle Ages, the tradition of the ages of man was well-established and
diverse in both its form and its functions. Ages of man showed the connection
between man and the heavenly forces, they served as interior decoration, they were
useful pointers towards certain complexional states of the body, they called upon
man to consider the brevity of his miserable life as opposed to the eternal bliss in
Heaven. In accordance with these varied functions, different sets and numbers of
ages circulated. Philosophers built on Aristotle, who depicts life as an arch, divided
into three parts: the up-going phase of youth, the decline of old age, and adulthood
as the top of the arch in between the other two phases of life. 110 Medieval authors
could also follow Augustine, who describes six ages of life, matching the six days of
creation and the six ages in the history of the world. 111 In his wake, for instance,
Isidore of Seville (†636) 112 distinguishes six ages in his influential encyclopaedia. 113
More astronomically inclined scholars divided the lifetime of man into seven ages,
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each corresponding to one of the seven planets. 114 Divisions of five, ten or twelve
ages were also mentioned in medieval texts. 115
Late medieval physicians however usually divided the life-course into four
ages: adolescentia, iuventus, senectus, and senium. Avicenna had preceded them in
doing so in the Canon (I.1.doctrina 3. capitulum 3, De complexionibus etatum et
generum). The system of the four ages of life matched with the other sets of four in
late medieval medical theory, such as the four qualities and the four humours. 116
Historically, the fourfold division of human life first and foremost reflected the four
seasons of the year, and it was among the oldest of the theories of the ages of man.
From ancient times onwards, childhood represents the spring of life, old age its
winter. 117 In its earliest form, the fourfold division of the ages presents the different
ages in a neutral fashion, valuing them in terms of qualities and seasons. By the time
Joannitius (†873) 118 describes life as a set of four ages with distinct qualities, he is
clearly influenced by Aristotle’s depiction of life as an arch. The body goes up during
youth, reaches perfection during adulthood, and diminishes during the two phases
of old age. 119 The declining part of the arch is divided into two ages, but Aristotle’s
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scheme remains intact. Avicenna as well describes an arch-shaped life in four ages
in the Canon, and his description would prove to be highly influential in the later
Latin West. 120 He on his turn leans heavily on Galen’s account of the complexions of
the child, the man in his prime, and the old man in On Mixtures II.2. 121
In this chapter, the place of Avicenna’s four ages among the other systems
of the ages will be discussed. Each of the four ages adolescentia, iuventus, senectus,
and senium will be considered separately. The four ages were employed by
Avicenna’s late medieval commentators in their theorizing on the human life
course, so that these sections provide background information for the later chapters
on the relations between food and the different phases of life, as the Canon
commentators perceived them. Relevant discussions on the ages in secondary
literature will be covered, and sources from other discourses will be analysed in
order to place the medical sources in a broader cultural context. The sections will
also cover themes from the Canon and its commentaries on the different ages. Two
subjects, however, will be dealt with exclusively in the chapters on the ages later in
this book, since they form part of the core of its analysis. These are the relation of
the ages to food, nutrition and digestion, and the complexions of the different ages.
The Latin names of the ages will not be translated, as they were loaded with
both tradition and theory. All too obvious translations into ‘adolescence’ for
adolescentia or, even more delusive, ‘youth’ for iuventus tend to severely reduce the
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present-day capacity to understand their meaning in late medieval texts. 122 Edward
James aptly said about these two age classes:
‘It makes little sense, I would argue, for the scholar of today interested in
“youth” to look at the state of the juvenes, the male population between
twenty-five and thirty-five. Indeed, it would make more sense to translate
not juventus but adolescentia as “youth” rather than as “adolescence”.’ 123
The term senectus as well will prove difficult to translate. As will be argued
below, the modern English rendition ‘old age’ carries too negative connotations for
late medieval senectus. Isabelle Cochelin signifies the same problem, and proposes
to translate the term as ‘old adulthood’, as opposed to ‘young adulthood’ for
iuventus. 124

2. AVICENNA’S AGES AND WESTERN LATE MEDIEVAL CULTURE

Avicenna gives his four phases of life distinct names, but the temporal boundaries
he places between them are less clear. The first phase is the etas adolendi or the
phase of expansion, also known as adolescentia, which lasts from birth until the age
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of approximately thirty years. After adolescentia follows the etas consistendi or the
phase of stability, which lasts until the age of thirty-five or forty years. Avicenna calls
this phase etas pulchritudinis, the age of beauty, and later in the chapter iuventus.
By the late Middle Ages, iuventus was a commonly used name for this phase, and it
will be employed here as well. After iuventus, man reaches the first phase of old age,
which is called senectus and lasts from roughly forty up to sixty years of age. Decline
starts, but the powers of the soul do not noticeably lose their strength. Senectus is
followed by senium, when the soul powers’ strength perceptibly diminishes. Decay
becomes the dominant feature of this age, which lasts until death. 125 In the Canon,
the life-course of man is divided once again for regimen, in a far less categorical
manner. 126 This second, loose and regimen-oriented system of age division will not
be discussed further in this study, as it belongs to the practica of medicine, and as
such presents a different outlook on the life-course of man.
How should Avicenna’s theoretical and well-defined four ages of life be
related to Western medieval culture? In her seminal article on age systems, Isabelle
Cochelin distinguishes three basic phases of life within age definitions before the
thirteenth century: pueritia, iuventus, and senectus. Each basic phase could be
divided into two, senectus rarely into three, so that totals of three, four, five, six and
seven ages came about. According to Cochelin, the three basic phases of life
underlay all medieval systems of age division, so that one basic image of the life
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course emerges. Whatever the number of subdivisions, ‘we are still facing one
unique, if very flexible, way of conceiving the ages of man’. 127 This one image of the
ages of man in the early and high Middle Ages had some characteristics unfamiliar
to modern readers: adulthood was entranced early in life, there was no such thing
as a ‘middle age’, and old age was separated into two phases. If actual numbers of
years were applied to the different phases, they usually were multiples of seven.
Infantia would end at the age of seven, pueritia at the age of fourteen, iuventus was
often supposed to start at the age of twenty-eight, senectus at forty-nine, and
senium very late in life, at the age of seventy or even seventy-seven. The system
seems to have had real social meaning in the male, monastic context of the early
and high Middle Ages in which it was written down over and over again. 128
The system of four ages became influential after the translation of Arabic
source texts during the twelfth century: Haly Abbas’ medical encyclopaedia
(†994) 129, which was translated and adapted twice, first by Constantine the African
(† before 1098/1099) 130 as the Pantegni, later by Stephen of Antioch 131, Joannitius’
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Isagoge, and Avicenna’s Canon. 132 The Arabic medical texts all describe four ages,
arranged according to the arch form. The first age is relatively long, lasts until
twenty-five or thirty, and is called adolescentia in Joannitius’ Isagoge and Avicenna’s
Canon. The second age, iuventus, makes up the top of the arch and lasts for five to
ten years. Senectus starts at the age of thirty-five to forty, and lasts until the age of
fifty to sixty, when senium begins. These twelfth-century translations would prove
to be highly influential on the descriptions of ages in the late Middle Ages, and they
form the basis of the age system investigated in this study, with the Canon
commentaries as its primary sources.
In the secular, medical age definitions, iuventus is a short phase, which ends
around the age of thirty-five or forty, so that the next phase senectus has an early
onset. By contrast, in the divisions of the ages which functioned within the monastic
context, iuventus usually lasts until the age of forty-nine or fifty. As Cochelin states:
‘…one division is systematically present: it takes place around forty-nine years of
age, between two ages usually called iuventus and senectus…’ 133 The difference in
the duration of iuventus between the monastic and the medical age divisions seems
to be in accordance with Aristotle’s ideas on the best age of life. Aristotle
distinguishes between the prime of the soul and the prime of the body in his
Rhetoric:
‘To put it generally, all the valuable qualities that youth and age divide
between them are united in the prime of life, while all their excesses or
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defects are replaced by moderation and fitness. The body is in its prime
from thirty to thirty-five; the mind about forty-nine.’ 134
The Arabic, medical texts appear to use Aristotle’s age boundaries of thirty to thirtyfive for the best phase of life. These boundaries delineate the time of perfection for
man’s body. The age of forty-nine was often used by the monastic authors as the
end of iuventus, and fittingly so, as according to Aristotle the mind and its moral
virtues were at their highest point at this age. Gregory the Great (†604) for instance
stated that fifty was the age at which the mind was finally able to master the
passions of the body, and the person would only then be ready to rule over others. 135
So, in the twelfth century a new system of ages entered Western culture,
with the new translations of Arabic medical works. The texts had a strong physical
focus, as opposed to the earlier Western age divisions which functioned within a
monastic context, and they would deeply influence the ideas on the life-course,
especially in medical and scholarly contexts. In the next section, late medieval
medical thought on the nature of ‘ages’ will be investigated. Later, the functioning
of the four separate ages both in medical thought and in broader medieval culture
will be sketched, with attention to the relevant historiography.
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3. THE AGES OF MAN IN THE CANON COMMENTARIES

The four ages in Avicenna’s Canon formed an integral part of late medieval learned
ideas on the course of life. Adolescentia was the long first age of life, lasting until the
age of approximately thirty, and characterized by growth. Iuventus counted as the
short age of perfection, the top of the arch, with both body and soul at their highest
point. Senectus started early, and was seen as the first phase of old age. The body
began to shrink, while the soul powers seemed to keep their strength, and the moral
virtues might be fortified. The second phase of old age, senium or decrepitas, lasted
until death, and now moral virtue was not just expected but positively demanded of
man. During this age, the body suffered from many weaknesses, and the organic
soul powers notably declined in strength.
What is a phase of life, an age of man, an etas according to the theoria of
medicine? Avicenna himself does not answer this question in his chapter on the
complexions of the ages of man. When he discusses the changes in the human body
over time in the Canon, he usually focuses on the interplay between heat and
moisture: every age has its own distinct complexion.
For later Western medieval physicians, two different conceptions of etas
were possible, as McVaugh found in his study of radical moisture. In the early
thirteenth century, the Montpellier master Henry of Winchester defined an etas as
‘a period of time’—a period of time, that is, in which a subject increased, remained
constant, or decreased, but foremost as something measured in time. This will be
called the time-related definition of etas, with ‘time’ used in its everyday, non-
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philosophical meaning. 136 A second Montpellier master, Cardinalis, wrote about the
ages on a later date, around 1240. He rejected a definition of the ages as Henry
proposed, on the grounds that it treated etas as time, which was ab extrinseco.
However, properly speaking age came from the inside of the human being, ab
intrinseco. Age came about through the interplay between natural heat and
‘essential spermatic moisture’ inside the body, Cardinalis stated, thus showing his
knowledge of relatively new translations of important medical texts, such as Galen’s
On Mixtures and Avicenna’s Canon. 137 Cardinalis’ ‘essential spermatic moisture’ was
similar to or even identical with radical moisture, and his focus on the balance
between heat and moisture showed his knowledge of complexional theory. Here,
this second type of description of etas will be called the complexion-related
definition. Both the time-related and the complexion-related points of view on the
nature of an etas can be found in the late medieval Canon commentaries. 138
Gentile da Foligno showed to be aware of the two types of definitions in his
formal questio ‘Why does Avicenna not define the notion etas?’. Gentile answered
that it had not pleased Avicenna to explain the nature of an etas, because etas as a
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measurement was a period of time, and time did not need to be defined in
medicine. 139 Defining time belonged to the field of natural philosophy. After this
sound reason to refrain from definitions, Gentile gave several, all ascribed to other
masters. The definitions included the time-related one: etas as the time in the life of
animals in which they grew, remained the same, and declined both imperceptibly
and perceptibly. Gentile also gave the complexion-related definition of etas as the
disposition of natural heat and radical moisture inside the body. He was careful not
to prefer one over the other. 140
Jacopo da Forlì combined the time-related with the complexion-related
definition in his questio ‘Whether there are four ages’ 141:
‘An age is the disposition of the body, measured in periods of time, during
which the body grows, stays constant, or declines in either a hidden or an
open manner. This according to the different relations between natural
heat and natural moisture.’ 142
Still, in this description, time was just a way to measure an age, not its essence,
much as the notion of ‘morning’ can be defined using time boundaries, which
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nevertheless do not capture what a morning is. Or, as Jacopo stated, it was not right
to say that an age was the same as the time by which the age was measured. 143
Ugo Benzi kept things simple around the definition of etas. In his opinion,
he stated, the ages were described with most certainty if one followed the
differences in moisture. 144 Things were no less clear-cut in the work of Jacques
Despars, who gave one elegant definition of etas. For him, it stretched the whole
life span of the human being. ‘Etas is the measure of natural change in the living
being from hot and moist to cold and dry, from the beginning of life until its end.’ 145
In sum, the commentators appreciated etas as a description of intrinsic
changes in the disposition of man, characterized by the relation between innate
heat and radical moisture. Time mattered in the life-course of the human being, but
moisture and heat mattered more. In which ways were the four etates, the periods
shaped by moisture and heat, regarded during the late medieval period? How do
modern researchers relate to these phases?

4. ADOLESCENTIA

For Avicenna and his commentators, adolescentia was the long first age of life,
lasting until the age of approximately thirty. The long first age of life in medical
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theory has not received much attention from modern researchers working on
childhood or youth. 146 Most of the studies on medieval childhood since the 1980s
attempted to refute Philippe Ariès’ thesis that childhood was not socially recognized
during the Middle Ages (although, Ariès clearly states, people certainly loved and
cared for their children). Historians wrote broad overviews of medieval childhood,
including social, economic, pedagogical and medical aspects.
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In recent

scholarship, the early, broad and anti-Ariès studies are judged sternly. William
MacLehose for instance notes that their idea of childhood is ‘suspiciously similar to
modern and sentimentalized notions of it. Such scholarship tended, and still tends,
to posit a concept of childhood that is panhistorical and essentialist.’ 148 Cochelin and
Smyth state that ‘these authors (…) went a few steps too far in their opposition to
the French historian’, and characterize some broad studies as ‘too “cute”’. 149 In his
challenging overview of the historiography of childhood, Patrick Joseph Ryan points
out that the scholars attacking Ariès present childhood as a transcendent, ahistorical category, and thereby neutralize the primary virtue of Ariès’ work: making
childhood historically significant. 150 More recent studies aim to move beyond the
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Ariès thesis, and focus on specific contexts in which the child appears, or in which
childhood receives meaning. 151 In this dissertation, late medieval learned medicine
can be seen as such a specific context in which a special notion of ‘childhood’ takes
shape.
Avicenna calls those in adolescentia ‘pueri’ and the men in iuventus ‘iuvenes’.
It is useful to realize here that when the Canon text or the commentators spoke
about a puer in the context of the phases of life, they meant a male human being
between his birth and the age of thirty, unless otherwise specified. 152 Gentile da
Foligno for instance discussed a puer as opposed to an adult male, and stated:
‘Thirdly it should be acknowledged that, although ‘puer’ can be taken for
the every person who is growing up, in this questio it is taken for a child that
is still small, for instance five years old…’ 153
As discussed above, Avicenna and his commentators solely concentrated
on the life-course of men in their writings, unless otherwise specified. In Western
late medieval society, the long first age of life was a social reality for males, not for
females. Barbara Hanawalt states that the age of female social puberty tended to
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merge with the age of biological puberty, when women became fertile. 154 Girls
started to menstruate around the age of fifteen in the medieval period, so that they
were considered adult women by that age. Male adolescence however had become
a social construction that prolonged adolescence into the late twenties, beyond
physical puberty:
‘Society in the late Middle Ages extended the period of social childhood for
males well into biological puberty and proportionally raised the age of exit
from adolescence well into biological adulthood.’ 155
Within the late medieval medical discourse, growth formed the main
feature of this long first age of males. The Pantegni and Isagoge, the other influential
Arabic medical tracts which were translated in the twelfth century, were both
explicit on the centrality of growth. The Pantegni states that the first age, called
puericia, lasts until the age of thirty, and all this time the body of man possesses the
disposition for growth. 156 The Isagoge says about the first age: ‘in adolescentia the
body increases and grows up to the twenty-fifth or thirtieth year.’ 157 The Canon
refers to the etymology of adolescentia: ‘The age of adolescere [‘to grow up/to come
to maturity’] which is called adolescentia and lasts approximately until the age of
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thirty years.’ 158 Avicenna says about the final and fifth age of adolescentia, the etas
fortitudinis: ‘which lasts until the human being stops growing.’ 159 At that point,
iuventus starts. So, all three authorities assert that the human being grows during
the whole of the first age, until a man is about thirty years of age. The commentators
followed Avicenna in this interpretation. ‘And they call this the age of maturing
which means of growing or of moving towards perfection’, said Gentile da
Foligno. 160 Jacopo da Forlì defined the ages of adolescentia and iuventus in the first
place by the existence of growth, or by the lack of it:
‘First it should be noted that by ‘pueritia’ is understood here the complete
age of growth or of maturation [adolescentie]. By ‘iuventus’ however is
meant the age during which the body does not grow any further, but
persists.’ 161
A human being obviously changes tremendously during the long first age:
from a tiny infant into a full-grown man. Avicenna therefore subdivides adolescentia
into five separate phases, distinguished by events such as walking, teething, the first
emission of sperm and growth of beard. In a broader scholarly context as well, the
boy’s first emission of sperm was an important age marker, carrying the same
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liminal significance as the girl’s first menstruation. 162 The first phase is called the
etas infantie, when the child’s limbs are not yet fit to walk and move, while the
second phase is the etas dentium plantativa, during which the child does walk, but
only poorly, and his gums are not completely filled with teeth. The next phase is
called the etas concussionis—literally: the age of disturbance, which starts when all
teeth have arrived and the limbs are strong, and lasts until the first emission of
sperm. With the first emission of sperm, the etas algulemati or etas alguadi starts.
The phase ends when the growth of beard is completed. Avicenna’s final age of
adolescentia is the etas fortitudinis or the age of strength, which lasts as long as the
body grows. 163
The length of this first age of growth may have been connected to actual
experience. It is well-known nowadays that poor nutrition slows down the onset of
puberty, and extends the period of juvenile physical growth far beyond the
customary age in modern Western adolescents. In the Middle Ages, growth could
stretch well into the twenties. 164 Indeed, Gentile da Foligno confirmed this finding
of archaeologists in his quick questio whether human beings grew until the age of
thirteen. 165 Gentile stated that growth was most obvious until the age of thirteen to
fifteen, but that it lasted until the age of twenty to twenty-five. No growth could be
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detected after this latter age. Still, Gentile did not argue against Avicenna’s
statement that growth was still present during the fifth and last phase of
adolescentia, the etas fortitudinis. Both Ugo Benzi and Gentile da Foligno repeated
Avicenna’s teaching that this phase started when the growth of beard was
complete, at the age of about twenty-five. Gentile succinctly stated: ‘then follows
the fifth age, which is self-evident’, while Ugo reiterated Avicenna’s judgement that
the phase lasted until growth ended and iuventus started. 166
In his theoretical discussion of the ages (as opposed to the dietetic part of
the Canon), Avicenna continuously treats adolescentia as one long age with its own
specific character and complexion, and opposes adolescentia to the second age,
iuventus. His comparison of the two phases makes up about half of his chapter on
the ages, and focuses on the nature and the amount of the puer’s heat in comparison
to the heat of the iuvenis. 167 So, within a theoretical frame, the unity of adolescentia
was far more prominent than its subdivision into phases, which the physicians
deemed necessary for a practical approach of childhood regimens and illnesses.
Avicenna and his commentators constructed the theoretical unity of adolescentia,
the long first age of life, out of its complexion and out of the soul’s ability to let the
body grow.
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5. IUVENTUS

The historiography on medieval adulthood is scarce, but when the concept is
investigated, it is thoroughly questioned. Did adulthood exist in the Middle Ages?
Historian of the life cycle Ryan is negative: the present-day concept of competent,
mature, autonomous adulthood cannot be found in the medieval discourse. As
proof of the absence of any medieval concept of adulthood, he shows that the
English terms ‘adult’ and ‘mature’ evolved only slowly and from the sixteenth
century onwards into the meaning of adulthood as ‘an internal, universal (perhaps
sex-specific) outcome of maturation and experience.’ 168 He boldly concludes that
English medieval childhood was not the opposite of adulthood, because the latter
did not exist. 169 Cochelin defines adulthood or a middle age as a phase of full
independence, and as Ryan, she does not find such a phase in her sources. She states
that in high medieval monastic culture no adulthood was necessary. 170 Modern
sociologists declare that the social category of adulthood rose only late in history
through a process of exclusion, whereby children and the elderly were gradually
barred from activities now designated as ‘adult’. In this view, adulthood is the result
of labour laws, a universal education system, and the institutionalization of
retirement. Obviously, none of these systems existed in the Middle Ages, and
people were not classed as being economically productive or unproductive on the
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basis of their age alone. One might conclude that there was no notion of adulthood
in medieval times. 171
Deborah Youngs, however, critically writes about ‘this modern-centred
approach’ of adulthood in the Middle Ages. 172 She traces adulthood as the prime of
life or the perfect age, and concludes: ‘a prominent discourse in medieval literature
promoted the middle years of life as the zenith of physical and rational
development.’ 173 These middle years of life were often called iuventus. 174 Youngs
explains:
‘…what is constant, at least from the thirteenth century onwards, is the
prioritizing of a middle phase of life, flanked by developing adolescence
and declining old age. This stage (…) was metaphorically depicted as
midday in the day of life, the apex of the wheel of life, or the top of an
arc.’ 175
The concept of iuventus will be discussed here as the top of the arch of the life
course, or the plateau phase of perfection. The concept corresponded to Aristotle’s
middle phase of life, the akme in Greek or status in Latin, which occupied the perfect
mean between childhood and old age. Similarly, Galen stated in his On Mixtures:
‘For practically all animals, the peak consists in the medial state between the two
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extremes [of old age and childhood]…’ 176 In this medial, perfect state, fullness and
completion of both mind and body were attained, and they remained stable
throughout the phase. As Remigius of Auxerre (†908) said about iuventus:
‘This is the state of growth beyond which man increases neither in
cleverness nor in bodily stature.’ 177
Within the broader late medieval discourse, the concept of iuventus came
to the fore in two ways: as the age of worldly power, and as the perfect age in a
Christian sense. From ancient times onwards, the age of iuventus or the middle age
of life received a strong sense of agency in public life, of ruling like a king. 178 For
instance, in the influential astrological tract Tetrabiblos, Ptolemy made the Sun the
ruler of the fourth age, the middle of the seven ages. The Sun implants into the soul
the mastery and direction of its actions, a desire for substance, glory and position,
together with a new seriousness, decorum, and ambition. 179 Augustine similarly
relates iuventus to the sun and to worldly power when he writes about the ages of
the world:
‘The fourth age (…) is like the age of iuventus. Among all the ages iuventus
is truly king, and it is the firm ornament of all the ages. It is, therefore,
rightly compared to the fourth day on which God made the heavenly bodies
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in the firmament of heaven. For what more clearly signifies the splendor of
a kingdom than the perfection of the sun?’ 180
Next to iuventus as a phase of worldly power, the concept functioned as an
ideal age within a Christian discourse, which was dense with references to the
perfect age of thirty years. 181 Christ was baptised and started teaching when he was
thirty years old. As Gregory the Great explained in his Liber regulae pastoralis:
‘Our Redeemer (…) did not wish on earth to become a teacher of men until
he had spent thirty years here, in order that he might inspire a very
wholesome fear in the overhasty, seeing that he himself, who could not err,
would not preach the gift of perfect life except at a perfect age.’ 182
Priests should follow Christ’s example, and wait until the age of thirty before being
ordained. Thirty also was the canonical minimal age to become a bishop. 183
Christ was crucified at the age of thirty-three, and he rose from death at
this same perfect age. As Jerome (†419/420) 184 argues, those who live in Christ by
faith and by recognition of his lordship will also be resurrected at the perfect age.
Indeed, every soul will be reunited to its body in the form it had or would have
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received at the age of thirty. If one found that difficult to believe, one should
contemplate the creation of Adam out of clay, Jerome advocates: ‘complete and
perfect, without any of the stages of growth associated with the ages.’ 185
In the late medieval medical discourse, iuventus was presented as the
perfect age of life as well. The phase started when growth ended, and lasted for five
to ten years until the age of thirty-five to forty. At the beginning of the Canon’s
chapter on ages, Avicenna calls this second age the etas consistendi, the age of
remaining the same, and the etas pulchritudinis, the age of beauty. The term
iuventus is employed throughout the rest of his chapter. 186
The Canon commentators specified that during iuventus, the complexion
of man remained in its optimal state, and all soul powers—except the soul power of
growth—reached their perfect strength. With its duration of five or, at best, ten
years, the age of perfection was the shortest of all ages of life. Jacques Despars
thought that ten years was only feasible for men with a strong constitution, who
lived in favourable climates. These enviable persons usually enjoyed a perfect body
from the age of twenty-five up to the age of thirty-five. Powerful men tended to be
even luckier, since their adolescentia lasted until the age of thirty, so that they
remained on the plateau of iuventus until the age of forty. Experience taught this,
and it was the communis opinio of the physicians, Despars stated. 187
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The commentators never questioned that iuventus was the perfect age of
man’s life. Jacopo da Forlì explicitly confirmed this notion when he classified the
ages of man in terms of perfection:
‘…every age is either a perfect age or an imperfect age. In case of the first
[perfect age], the body is either perfect, or it is tending towards perfection.
If it is perfect, the age is the etas consistendi. If it is tending towards
perfection, the age is adolescentia.’ 188
Ugo Benzi and Jacques Despars did question whether the perfection of iuventus
could last as long as five to ten years, however. Had Galen not said that perfect
health would pass by in a blink of an eye? 189 They both trimmed down the perfection
of iuventus from the high standards of perfect health towards a less challenging
balance. Ugo Benzi stated:
‘…the age of remaining the same [etas consistendi] has not received its
name because during this whole age the individual remains in the same
perfection of the soul powers. For the optimal health which is claimed for
this age does not last but for a moment. (…) Yet this age is called the age
of remaining the same, because equality in quantity and in the degree of
complexional heat remains during the whole age, and because there is no
noticeable difference in strength.’ 190
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The short period of stability during the etas consistendi similarly inspired Despars to
contemplate the changeability of the body in the questio ‘Thirdly it is asked whether
the etas consistentie has a latitude of several years’. 191
‘It is argued that it does not: the human being is as a flower which rises,
withers and disappears; it is as a shadow. The human being never stays in
the same state, so it is not in a constant state for long.’ 192
Still, Avicenna and the other authorities maintained that iuventus lasted several
years. Despars explained that ‘remaining the same’ could be understood in two
ways. First, it could be interpreted as constancy of all the soul powers,
temperedness and purity. This type of constancy would not last for a day—it passed
by in a blink of an eye. Second, it could be seen as a constant beauty, a handsome
colour and perfection in the physical functions, as judged by the senses. Seen in this
light, Despars concluded, the etas consistendi lasted for several years. 193 So, while
the duration of iuventus may seem rather short to modern readers, these late
medieval authors tended to stress the very length of the age of perfection.

gradu caloris complexionalis remanet equalitas in tota consistentia: et in vigore non est notabilis
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6. SENECTUS

Galen distinguished three phases of old age in his tract On the Preservation of
Health. The first portion of old age should be called presenility, Galen argues, as men
in this phase are still able to discharge civic duties. The term senility is appropriately
applied to the second portion of old age, and this is the phase of which they say:
‘When he has bathed and eaten/ let him sleep softly.’ 194 Those in the third phase of
old age have become very weak. They should not follow Galen’s regimen for the old
any longer, because due to their infirmity, they would not be able to tolerate the
frequent baths Galen recommends. With a wry joke, Galen underlines the very
decrepitude of this age:
‘And they call him in this age a grave man, as they say who take pleasure
in etymology, because he is obviously on the road that leads to
Eternity.’ 195
The idea that old age should be divided into an active first phase and a later
phase of decline and decrepitude was pervasive in the learned medieval discourse.
The first phase was typically called senectus, and will be the subject of this section.
The second phase was known as senium or decrepitas, and is treated in the next
section. However, the term senectus was not exclusively a technical term, indicating
the third of the four ages of life. It also was the neutral Latin term for old age. So
when the Canon commentators spoke about senectus, it sometimes remains unclear
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whether they meant the age preceding senium, or whether they simply spoke about
old age in a more general fashion. Jacopo da Forlì did not add clarity in this matter
when he declared that the third age of life, senectus, was also known as senectus
prima, while senium could also be called senectus ultima. By contrast, the term
senium was unequivocally used to indicate the very last phase of life or decrepitude,
and never indicated a more general old age. 196
In the late medieval medical discourse, the onset of senectus was
conspicuously early, at the age of thirty-five to forty. 197 The second phase of old age
set in around the age of sixty. The Isagoge, Pantegni and Canon all give similar
descriptions of the two phases of old age. During senectus, the body begins to
decline, to lessen and decrease, but the soul powers have not yet lost strength.
Senium or decrepitas starts when the soul powers lose strength, and lasts until
death. 198
Late medieval and Renaissance sources often expressed the early onset of
old age in powerful rhetoric. Man’s life was supposed to change at the age of thirtyfive to forty, and the change was usually described in gloomy tones. 199 Perhaps
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most famously, Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) embarked on his descent into hell in the
Divina commedia at the age of thirty-five: ‘Midway in the journey of our life/ I came
to myself in a dark wood/ for the straight way was lost.’ 200 In 1373, at the age of
about thirty-five, Jean Froissart (ca. 1337-ca. 1404) wrote the poem Joli buisson de
jonece (The Fair Arbour of Youth). In the poem, the thirty-five year old narrator falls
asleep on a November day, and is transported back to Springtime, his youth, where
he meets a past love. Throughout the poem, the narrator presents himself on the
threshold of old age, and as someone who has lost the freshness of youth. 201
Erasmus poignantly described his awareness of the onset of old age in his poem
Carmen de senectutis incomodis (On the Discomforts of Old Age), which he wrote in
1506, at the age of forty or a few months less. 202 These lettered men in the late
Middle Ages and Renaissance recognized the age of thirty-five to forty as the
beginning of a new phase of life, one that they welcomed with mixed emotions.
They had apparently internalized the early onset of old age as described in the
Canon and in many other valued texts.
Yet, senectus did not have the same flavour as ‘old age’ has nowadays.
While it implied the end of the bright, perfect and fleeting age of iuventus and
announced the start of decline, senectus itself should be seen as presenility, green
old age, older adulthood. The age was depicted as one in which man was less prone
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to vice, and therefore more inclined towards virtue. Thomas of Cantimpré for
instance said that during senectus all vices but cupidity and parsimony
diminished. 203 At the morning of his sixty-third birthday (20 July 1366), Petrarch
(†1374) 204 appeared to have resigned himself to his age in a letter to his friend
Boccaccio (†1375). He pondered on dignified ageing, which could be brought about
through virtue, intact soul functions and a well-groomed appearance. 205 Dante
characterized the state of the noble soul during senettute, the third phase of life, as
prudent, just, liberal and affable. Because of the old man’s generosity, others could
now profit from the perfection he had achieved during the second phase of life. 206
Two commentators on Avicenna’s Canon showed traces of senectus’
positive sides. Jacopo da Forlì gave a Christianised version of Ptolemy’s astrological
sixth age, which lasted until the age of sixty, was dominated by Jupiter, and
preceded the final age of decrepitude. 207 Jacopo explained that Jupiter induced men
to desire good, lofty, and high things, and to keep all common, transitory and
perishable things in contempt. This was fitting for men in this age, as they started
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to secure the health of their soul, to scorn worldly things, and to reach for the glory
of paradise. 208
Jacques Despars discussed the body during senectus as a candidate for the
body with the best complexion:
‘Then it is argued that [the body possesses the best complexion] during
senectus, because in that age man has the best soul functions [operationes]
that are characteristic for man, and their superior soul powers are now in
full bloom. For the will [voluntas] is more regulated in old men, they are
least inclined to follow their lower passions [passiones], their mind [ratio] is
more adorned with virtues, and their intellect abounds for the sciences.’ 209
However, the largest part of Despars’ questio ‘in which age does man possess the
best complexion?’ was devoted to a comparison between iuvenis and puer, in which
the iuvenis won with flying colours. 210 At the end of his questio, Despars added a few
lines refuting the arguments in favour of the senex as the man with the best
complexion. People in senectus did sometimes excel in science, certainly, but that
was not because of their perfect soul powers or complexion. Their intellect
functioned well, because they had spent so much time studying. Old men certainly
were less prone to lower lusts than the iuvenis (not to speak about the man in
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adolescentia), but only because their complexion had cooled with time. 211 Put this
way, the virtue of the older man was hardly his own merit. So, Despars’ judgement
on senectus showed the ambivalence characteristic of many late medieval writings
on the first phase of old age. This ambivalence became even stronger when authors
arrived at the second phase of old age, senium or decrepitas.

7. SENIUM

Bartholomaeus Anglicus (fl. 1240-1245) 212 gave a vivid image of the man in senio in
his influential encyclopaedia and preacher’s compendium On the Properties of
Things:
‘The elderly man is despised by all, judged burdensome, and plagued by
coughing, spitting, and other afflictions until the time when ashes dissolve
into ashes and dust returns to dust.’ 213
In the current historiography of medieval old age, the relation between this type of
imagery and historical reality forms one of the main issues. Earlier historians tended
to take passages like Bartholomaeus’ judgement as an apt description of the actual
position of the medieval old, and sometimes stressed the lamentable physical
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condition of ‘many’ old people. 214 Recently however, authors emphasize that the
individual experience of being very old varied in the Middle Ages, just as their social
position was by no means unified. As Pat Thane asserts: ‘In ancient and medieval
Europe, as in the present, old people in general were not respected or despised by
reason of the simple fact of their advanced age…’ 215 Irina Metzler concludes that the
individual physical or mental condition of a very old person was the defining factor
for disability, not old age itself. 216
This study is concerned with late medieval representations of the very old
body, which tended to be utterly negative. In moral writing, notes on the body’s
decrepit state during senium could lead to positive elements, especially with regard
to his moral qualities. 217 Moralists dwelt upon the miseries of old age in order to
inspire their readers to contemplate the mutability and futility of life. 218 The duality
in the image of the very old man was aptly expressed by the preacher John
Bromyard († ca. 1352)
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in his massive work Summa praedicantium, which

contained an entrance on senectus. ‘First the usefulness [of very old age] with regard
to the soul will be shown, then the misery with regard to the body.’ 220 The obvious
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weakness and fragility of the very old body lead the very old man to contemplate
death, and thus to improve his soul, Bromyard said. Just as birds and beasts of prey
became more and more eager to catch their victim while they approached it, the
very old man diligently worked for his eternal life because his body was clearly ready
to die. 221 In a similar vein, the preacher Bernardino of Siena (†1444) 222 claimed that
the weak body of the very old man prevented him from sin, while it had tempted
him in youth. Loss of teeth meant less unseemly laughter and less idle talk,
weakened eyesight meant less gluttony, avarice and lust, while loss of hearing
meant inability to hear nonsense. 223
Long and deterrent lists of the physical signs of very old age were a
commonplace in late medieval writing. Bromyard for instance mentioned that the
eyes became dim, the ears heard with difficulty, hair was lost, the face turned pale,
the teeth fell out, the breath stank, the skin dried out, the chest sank, man suffered
from coughing fits, the knees shook and the feet swelled. All these things
announced that the house of the body would soon be demolished. 224 Irina Metzler
quotes similar catalogues of symptoms from authors as varied as Lothario de
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Segni, 225 Robert Grosseteste (†1253), 226 Roger Bacon (†1292), 227 John of San
Gemignano (†1333), 228 Richard Rollo of Hampole (†1349), 229 Martin de Saint-Gilles
(fl. 1362), 230 the anonymous English author of Cursor mundi (14th c.) 231 and Albrecht
von Eyb (†1475). 232 With variations, the authors drily listed items such as the
deterioration of eyes and ears, the wrinkled skin, the curved back, the runny nose,
the black and rotting toes and the unsteady gait of the very old.
This type of list probably goes back on several sources. The oldest is
Hippocrates’ Aphorisms, in which overviews of different medical problems for the
different phases of life are given. The sufferings of old men make up by far the
longest list, and include difficulty of breathing, catarrh and coughing, joint pains,
dizziness, itching, problems with urinating, bad vision and hardness of hearing. 233 A
second influential list of symptoms of age came from pseudo-Augustine’s Liber de
duodecim abusionum gradibus, the second chapter of which was devoted to an old
man without religion. ‘Old man without religion’ counted as a wrong choice of words
and as a strong paradox. While the outer parts of man—the body—withered in old
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age, his inner part—the soul—ought to be strengthened through religious practice.
The author enhances the frightening effect of a bad body combined with a bad soul
through his list of bodily symptoms of old age. 234 John Bromyard’s list, paraphrased
above, clearly went back on the one in this text, as did John of San Gemignano’s. A
third source is the sixth-century poet Maximianus 235, who famously describes old
age in six elegies. While the second to fifth elegies lament lost love and impotence,
the first presents a broader scope of the miseries of old age: it ‘voices a prayer for
death and calls old age a living death.’ 236 In lines 119 to 150, the poet scrutinizes the
physical signs of old age. The poem was taught at medieval schools, so that
generations of schoolboys learnt Latin over it. 237
For Avicenna and his commentators, senium or decrepitas constituted the
age of life during which the powers of the soul perceptibly lost their strength.
Digestion and generation, movement and walking, seeing and hearing: they all
counted as functions of the organic soul, and they all dwindled during very old
age. 238 The medical authors mainly discussed senium in relation to senectus, and
overall spent few words on the final age of life, especially when compared to
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adolescentia and iuventus. Their neglect seems to reflect the marginality of senium
in the late medieval world of thought.

8. THE EXTENDED LIFE COURSE FROM CONCEPTION TO DEATH

In medieval texts, the start of life was often posited not at the time of birth, but at
conception, so that the growth of the embryo inside the womb explicitly became a
part of human life. 239 For modern times, the phenomenon that human beings exist
socially before birth and after death has been called the extended life course. 240
Different types of the extended life course existed in late medieval discourses. In
theological texts, the moment of ‘ensoulment’, when the rational soul was infused
into the embryo, was regularly discussed. 241 The bodily continuity from conception
towards Resurrection could be stressed. Thomas of Aquinas for instance connected
knowledge about embryology and about the resurrection in his considerations of
the human soul. 242 In another conception of the extended life course, the social
existence of the dead was stressed without reference to their eventual Resurrection.
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In his encyclopaedia De natura rerum, Thomas of Cantimpré (†1272) 243 counted
death as a seventh and final age of life, during which the putrefying corpse
continued to change, as the cooling and drying carried on until nothing was left but
a skeleton. 244
The perception of life as an arch invited medieval authors to view life as an
organic whole. For instance, Dante carefully presented the life-course of man as a
symmetrical arch in his Il convivio, comparing it to the dome of the heavens.
Adolescenza was placed at the up-going arm of the dome, lasting until twenty-five,
while the peak of life was reached at thirty-five. The symmetrical top of the bow
thus consisted of ten up-going years and ten years of decline, until senettute was
reached at forty-five. The phase of senettute lasted as long as adolescenza: twentyfive years, until the age of seventy. Then, the years of senio or decrepitude started,
and they mirrored the eight months spent in the womb. 245 In this way, Dante
provided a place for the period in the womb in his dome of life.
Late medieval physicians tended to envisage the life of man from
conception onwards, until the time of death. The body’s traits and experiences in
earlier stages influenced the state of the body in later ones. They followed texts as
Galen’s tract On the Preservation of Health, in which he identifies three causes for
bodily imperfection: poor development of the body from the beginning during
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pregnancy, things that bring about a condition contrary to nature later in life, and
ageing. 246 In a related manner, Joannitius summed up five ways in which the evil
quality of a disease could attack the simple members (or membra simplicia) in his
Isagoge. Simple members could sustain damage in the mother’s womb at the time
of conception because of either overabundance or a lack of sperm, or defects in the
sperm’s qualities. At the time of birth, members might be injured when the child did
not come out in the right way. After birth, tight and inappropriate swaddling could
damage the members, and the newborn would be weakened if he was badly fed.
During the whole of life, simple members might have their sinews cut, or be
damaged through wounds, swellings, and other accidents. 247 In other words,
physicians ought to consider the whole course of life of the patient’s body in front
of them: from conception onwards, through the vulnerable stage of infancy, and
with regard to later events.
Gentile da Foligno considered the whereabouts of bodily heat during the
life of an imaginary Peter in his commentary on the Canon. At the moment of his
animation inside the womb of his mother, Peter received a measure of heat, which
remained intact during adolescentia and iuventus, but which dwindled during
senectus until finally death arrived, leaving Peter’s body cold and destitute. 248 So,
Gentile self-evidently portrayed the embryological period as an integral part of the
whole life, a period during which the vital supplies for the rest of life were infused.
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In the next chapter, the physicians’ conceptions of the role of food and the
spermatic core in the embryological phase will be investigated. Right at conception,
the spermatic core was constituted. It was extended during the embryological
phase, while the embryo grew through its nourishment with menstrual blood. These
food-related body parts were easily recognizable as the red, bloody, fleshy tissues
of the human body. The basic architecture of the human body and the vital supplies
for the life course after birth found their origins in the embryological phase.
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CHAPTER 3: EMB RYOS OF SPERM AND BLOOD, FORM AND FOOD

1. INTRODUCTION 249

According to medieval medicine and philosophy, every human being’s life started
with sperm and blood, the two components necessary for the conception of the
embryo. Jacques Despars explained in an Aristotelian vein:
‘… physicians just speak about the generation of animals. They then take
generation as the function of the generative capacity [of the soul], which
transforms sperm and blood from being an animal in potential to being an
animal in act.’ 250
When an embryo was generated out of sperm and blood, something grew, and it
would continue to grow. Where would the first phase of growth, namely that of
generation, end and where would the second phase, that of a growing embryo,
begin? The boundaries between the embryo’s generation and its nutrition were
vague in late medieval medical thought, as they had been for Aristotle and Galen.
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Indeed, the menstrual blood which provided matter for generation was also
considered to feed the growing embryo, and later the new-born baby in the form of
mother’s milk. Only gradually would other foodstuffs start to play a role in the
nutrition and growth of the child, making the analogy of menstrual blood with food
all the more immediate.
In this chapter, it will be investigated how the learned late medieval
authors presented the role of food during the phase of life before birth, from
conception to birth, and how they imagined the relations between food and the
spermatic core of the embryo’s body, which had been established only so recently.
The particular narrative on spermatic and fleshy membra will serve as case study, in
which spermatic membra became connected to the body’s core, and the fleshy
membra to food. 251 Avicenna describes the embryological genesis of these two
types of membra in detail in his chapter ‘What is a membrum and what are its
parts.’ 252 The four university masters Gentile da Foligno, Ugo Benzi, Jacopo da Forlì,
and Jacques Despars wrote a commentary on this chapter. 253 At the late medieval
medical faculties, learned physicians entertained a lively debate about embryology.
Canon commentaries figured prominently in the corpus of texts on the subject. 254
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Spermatic membra were, simply put, the hard and white parts of the body,
sustaining and structuring it. The fleshy membra were soft flesh and fat, filling up
the empty spaces between the spermatic membra. The spermatic and fleshy nature
of the different types of membra might suggest a direct relation to male sperm and
female menstrual blood, but the ties between the generative substances and the
membra were not clear-cut. The question whether male sperm became part of the
matter of the embryo was especially problematic, since Aristotle had denied that it
would do so, and Galen had argued that, indeed, male sperm was built into the
embryo. The confusing terminology forced the medieval authors to be scrupulous
about their language and about their explanations as to how, for instance, female
sperm from menstrual blood formed the basis for spermatic membra.
Here, first Galen’s ideas on the role of sperm and blood in the development
of the embryo are expounded, since they laid the foundations for the late medieval
theory of spermatic and fleshy membra. Then, the medieval reception of Galen’s
thought on the two types of membra will be assessed. As often, Avicenna was the
main source of knowledge about this theory in the Latin West. The question
whether male sperm materially became part of the embryo will receive special
attention, since it was a central problem in this debate which has received only
minimal attention in the modern history of science, especially when compared to
the question of female formative seed. For the topic of embryology, Avicenna and
his commentators needed to include women into their accounts, and it will prove

Generations of Italian Medical Learning (Princeton, NJ 1981) note 142. Dino wrote a commentary on
Hippocrates’ treatise De natura fetus. Petrus Turisanus († ca. 1320) wrote about embryology in his text
Plusquam commentum, just like Pietro d’Abano († ca. 1316) in his Conciliator.
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useful to investigate the notions of femininity and masculinity which were involved
in embryological theory. 255

2. MALE SPERM AS MATTER: GALEN’S SPERMATIC AND FLESHY PARTS

Did male semen materially become part of the embryo? Aristotle answers this
question negatively. Male sperm only acts as a formative agent on passive
menstrual blood, just as rennet curdles milk into cheese without becoming part of
it, and just as a carpenter makes a bench without ending up as material part of the
bench. 256 Galen argues against the metaphors and conclusions of Aristotle in his
tract On Semen, the first book of which is devoted to the male seed and testicles,
whereas the second and final book discusses female seed. Galen’s thoughts on
female seed and testicles have received much attention from modern authors, but
it should be realized that Galen himself placed his ideas on male seed first. Here,
Galen’s arguments for the materiality of male seed are followed. It will be shown
that they form the background of his theory of spermatic and bloody parts, which is
expounded in this section as well.
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Galen starts his tract On Semen with an inquiry into the nature of male
sperm: does it act in both a material and efficient way, or only as an efficient
principle, as Aristotle claims? In order to solve the problem, Galen proposes:
‘…let us first examine closely the following point: whether the semen
remains within the one who is about to become pregnant or whether it too
is voided.’ 257
Galen proceeds in three ways: he observes animals and discusses with animal
experts whether the female that is about to conceive retains the sperm, he asks
women who seem self-observant after their experiences (and finds that they use the
expression ‘the womb grasps the semen’ for conception), and he dissects a large
number of pregnant animals. All three methods reveal that the male sperm remains
inside the womb if the female conceives. 258
The foetus’ vegetative power ‘creates not from blood but from the semen
itself artery and vein and nerve, bone and membrane…’, Galen states, and he goes
to great length to explain how this could and should be so. 259 His conception of
sperm as viscous, strong and white is central in his argument. 260 Arteries, veins and
nerves are the first structures generated in the embryo. They are bloodless, which
is evident when arteries and veins have been emptied, and they are able to stand
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tension, so that they retain their own continuity when stretched. Now, if blood was
hollowed out into the shape of a tube, and if that tube was stretched, it would not
be able to resist the tension without breaking. Blood is not white or viscous or thick
enough to achieve that result. However, an abundance of white and viscous and
thick semen is at Nature’s disposal while she is creating the embryo. Semen is also
foamy and filled with tiny bubbles, which make the substance even more suitable
for the generation of hollow tubes as arteries and veins. Galen has no doubt that
semen is Nature’s material of choice for these first and most precious structures. 261
Bone too is created out of seminal matter. When male semen mixes with
the female semen, many of the bubbles in the male semen burst, and cavities are
formed. The thick and hard parts of the semen are pushed outwards. When these
are heated and dried, eventually bone will come about. In this manner, the skull and
the spine are created around the brain and the spinal chord; and similarly the bony
thorax comes into being around the heart. 262 Finally the membranes are generated
from semen: not in the first few days, but as time advances ‘the need arose for the
heart to be walled off from the liver and to be outwardly encircled, (…) and for the
peritoneum to be stretched around the stomach, and the parietal pleura to line the
thorax.’ 263 In the same way, the brain and the spinal cord are covered with
meninges, and the whole circumference of the foetus is lined with a membrane
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which will later become skin, when a fleshy part is added to it. ‘Nature used for all of
these [membranes] the viscous quality of the semen,’ Galen ascertains. 264
Now that the outlines of all the organs of the embryo have been made from
sperm, flesh is generated from blood. Galen does not go into detail as to how the
flesh is formed, nor does he say anything about the qualities or nature of the flesh.
Yet he stresses that the flesh finds a place within the already created structures
derived from semen. Flesh grows on and around all the (spermatic) bones, departing
from the (spermatic) periosteal membranes. 265 To conclude, Galen states: ‘For all
the parts that are fleshy in form were generated from blood; but all that are
membranous were drawn out from semen.’ 266
So, Galen’s theory that the embryo consists of spermatic and bloody parts
is firmly posited in his book on male sperm, and serves as argument against
Aristotle’s view that male sperm does not materially become part of the embryo.
Throughout his tract, Galen entertains a lively conversation with Aristotle,
dispersing his text with statements as:
‘I would like to (…) ask Aristotle whether he too agrees that the first and
commonest of the organs in animals (…) are vein and artery and nerve. If
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he should agree to this, I think that I could easily persuade them that they
are generated from semen.’ 267
Galen proceeds in a logical manner, first showing that male sperm is not discharged
from the womb after conception, then proving that it does not evaporate, and
finally arguing with all his rhetoric force that male sperm is the material basis for the
strong and white parts of the body. He is rather vague on the formation of flesh from
blood, but makes it clear that the new flesh is tied to spermatic structures.

3 . MALE SPERM AS MATTER: THE LATE MEDIEVAL SCHOLARLY CONTEXT

In the late Middle Ages, scholars did not often reflect on the problem whether male
sperm materially became part of the embryo. As Joan Cadden states in her
authoritative work on medieval perceptions of sex differences:
‘…some authors were interested in the much less prominent and less
frequently posed question aimed at clarifying the role of the male semen:
does the sperm of the male enter into the substance of the fetus? But far
more lecture time and far more manuscript pages were devoted to the
capacities and incapacities of females: does woman have sperm, and is it
necessary for generation?’ 268
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Here, the intellectual context of the debate on embryological structures at late
medieval universities will be outlined, with special attention to the materiality of
male sperm and to the theory of spermatic and fleshy body parts.
Late medieval authors tended to blend the Galenic and Aristotelian views
on embryology. It is rare to find an author, even a medical one, defending without
compromise the Galenic stance that females produce active, formative seed. 269
Late medieval medical authors had often received prior training in the arts
curriculum, full of Aristotelian natural philosophy, logic and metaphysics, before
moving on to medicine. 270 In their source texts, the Galenic and Aristotelian
viewpoints were also often mingled. Galen himself is acutely aware of Aristotle’s
philosophy of passive female matter, and Avicenna overall aims to unite Aristotle’s
and Galen’s views in his Canon. 271 As a result of their training and of the mixed nature
of their sources, university physicians usually were far stricter Aristotelians than
Avicenna in their ideas about generation, even when they commented on Galenic
texts. 272
Taddeo Alderotti’s ambivalent treatment of the material involvement of
male sperm in the spermatic membra can serve as an example. 273 Taddeo asserted
that ‘we say that bone is a member made from sperm, and that what is made from
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something has that something in it.’ He dismissed this statement by pointing out
that sperm is the efficient cause of the conceptus, and that an efficient cause does
not become part of that which it effects, like a carpenter does not become part of
the house. He concludes that male sperm does not become part of the embryo. Yet
at the end of the passage, he adds that the ‘sperm’ may also be understood in a
corporeal sense, and that is does become part of the embryo if it is envisaged in this
way. So, Taddeo preferred Aristotle’s view on conception, yet seems to have been
aware of Galen’s ideas on members created from sperm, and blended these
unwillingly with Aristotelian theory.
Traces of the body’s division into spermatic and fleshy membra can be
found in late medieval philosophical works as well. 274 A passage by the philosopher,
theologian and ardent Aristotelian Giles of Rome (†1316) will be discussed as an
example. Giles tried hard to dismiss the theory of spermatic and fleshy membra
when writing on embryology. 275 In doing so, he focused on female seed only, and
did not consider the option that male sperm would become part of the embryo’s
spermatic membra. Giles gave a version of the Galenic theory in his tract On the
Formation of the Human Body in the Womb, only to refute it later. It appears that the
female provides two types of matter for the embryo, Giles wrote. The first was
female seed, which was white and viscous, and gave rise to bones, nerves and veins;
the second was soft and light menstrual blood, which formed the basis of flesh and
fat. 276 Giles employed a multitude of arguments to reject this theory. The hardness
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of bone could only be reached through the action of male seed on menstrual blood,
because the viscosity of female seed could not be adequate to form something that
hard. 277 According to Giles, the very term ‘female seed’ was wrong. Seed was by
definition active, while the female contribution to generation was by definition
passive, so that it could not be called seed. 278 The error of the female sperm might
have arisen, Giles thought, when physicians saw that the embryo was white and
milky in appearance shortly after its conception. Active male seed had induced
menstrual blood to take on this whiteness. Yet, the physicians mistakenly
concluded that the embryo’s main matter was white, viscous female seed. 279
To conclude, Galen’s idea that sperm became part of the white and hard
parts of the body was known in late medieval scholarship, both in medicine and
philosophy. Still, Galen’s conviction that male sperm as well would become part of
these spermatic structures inside the body remained controversial. Physicians and
natural philosophers rarely discussed the problem of male sperm’s materiality, and
preferred to focus on the nature and capacities of female sperm.

4. SPERMATIC AND FLESHY MEMBRA

Avicenna expands Galen’s ideas on the generation of membra from sperm and from
menstrual blood in the Canon.
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‘…we say that some membra are generated from sperm, which comprise
the membra of the similar parts except flesh and fat; and there are some
which are generated from blood such as flesh and fat.’ 280
Throughout the chapter, Avicenna does not refer to these two types of membra in
another way than as ‘membra generated from sperm/blood’ [e.g. Membra autem que
ex spermate sunt creata… Illa vero que ex sanguine sunt creata…]. The ‘similar parts’
in the quotation above are also known as membra simplicia, which are, Avicenna
explains, those membra which remain the same in name and definition if one takes
a part from the whole. A part of a vein is still called vein, a part of a bone is still bone,
a part of flesh is still flesh. 281 Earlier in his chapter, Avicenna discusses all the
different membra simplicia, starting off with bone, because it is the foundation of
the body and supports all its movements. After bone, cartilage follows, then nerves,
chords, ligaments, arteries, veins, and membranes. In this row of eminence, flesh is
the last membrum simplicium. It fills up the empty spaces in between the other
membra, and supports their strength. 282
The Canon commentators easily accepted the division between body parts
arising from sperm and those arising from blood. They employed the terms membra
spermatica and membra carniformia to denote the two types of structures, as in Ugo
Benzi’s text: ‘…the matter (…) that is prepared to be converted into membra that are
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called spermatica.’ 283 , and Gentile da Foligno’s statement: ‘and by membra
carnifornia or carnes we mean all the other soft membra…’ 284
Flesh and fat were fleshy membra, derived from menstrual blood. The other
membra simplicia were described as spermatic. 285 Gentile da Foligno explained:
spermatic membra were those which were hard and mostly white, such as bones,
cartilage, nerves, chords, ligaments, arteries, and veins, while other spermatic
tissues possessed a celestial colour, like membranes and coverings. 286 Gentile was
most outspoken that spermatic membra were better than the flesh and fat of the
fleshy membra:
‘…by membra spermatica, we can understand all the principle, noble
intrinsic membra in so far as they are necessary for every part, as well as all
the extrinsic, hard and solid membra, such as bones and nerves. Then the
flesh of the liver, heart, spleen, lungs and brain are called spermatic
membra…’ 287
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The flesh and fat of the fleshy membra could be found in between all these organs
and tissues. As opposites of the spermatic membra, they apparently counted as
secondary, ignoble and extrinsic. Jacopo da Forlì and Jacques Despars depicted the
relationship between the two parts with a comparison between nature, creating an
embryo, and a painter at work. 288 A painter first drew the lines and only later filled
in the empty spaces between the lines. When creating an embryo, nature first
created the spermatic membra, as if it were lining out the embryo’s contours. Nature
filled the voids in between the spermatic membra with flesh and fat, in such a way,
Jacopo stated, ‘that after the repletion a becoming shape and composition of the
membra results.’ 289

5. MULTIPLE SPERMS

When considering spermatic and fleshy membra in the embryo, one might expect
that masculine sperm generates the spermatic membra, and female menstrual
blood the fleshy membra. For the fleshy membra, this prediction is correct. However,
when it came to spermatic membra, or to the precise interpretation of ‘menstrual
blood’, scholastic knowledge about the subject was far more complicated. The
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commentators had to face problems of definition before making statements about
the origins of spermatic and fleshy parts. A first problem was the existence of
multiple sperms, covered in this section; a second problem the definition of
menstruum, which is discussed below.
Scholastic medical authors knew two forms of female sperm, both tightly
linked to notions of nutrition. A first type of female sperm was true sperm. Women
secreted true sperm in the veins surrounding the female testicles. From there, true
sperm fell into the uterus at the time of conception. This type of sperm was white
and well-digested, and necessary for conception. 290 Gentile da Foligno and Jacques
Despars described the true female sperm as food for the male sperm, referring to
Galen’s On Semen and On the Use of the Parts. 291 Galen explains that the male
semen attracts female menstrual blood, which it will use as nourishment, not for the
embryo, but for itself:
‘…so the semen will easily dominate and quickly assimilate it [the
menstrual blood]—in fact, it will use it as food. It will then, I imagine, draw
to itself a second and a third quantum, and thus by feeding it acquires for
itself considerable bulk and quantity.’ 292
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The male semen’s way to become nourished by the female menstrual blood is highly
similar to the physiology of nourishment later in the life course. While the menstrual
blood is spread over the semen like dew, it loses its own characteristics and receives
new traits, and finally it is completely assimilated—later in life, food goes through
similar stages during digestion. 293 Actually, when Galen describes how the heart of
the embryo grows from the size of a millet seed into its size at birth, he clarifies that
the food necessary for growth is employed ‘in the way that, as I showed a little while
ago, the semen is nourished.’ 294 In On Semen, Galen explains that female semen
becomes a kind of nutriment for the male semen, as it is thinner and colder, ‘and
more suitable than all else for nourishment.’ 295
Late medieval learned physicians saw male sperm as strongest in giving
form to the embryo, whereas female sperm was best known for its passive quality
of providing matter. In the presentation of female sperm as nourishment for the
male sperm, both ideas elegantly came together. Just as the membra forced form
on digested food later in life, and the digested food served to add or restore matter
to the membra, male sperm forced form on its food, female sperm, which provided
matter and volume for the newly-formed embryo.
A second type of female sperm, secreted to the outside just like masculine
sperm, enabled the female to experience sexual pleasure. 296 Since the interior of the
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womb was not sensitive to touch, the emission of the true female sperm would not
become a source of pleasure to the woman during coitus. This second type of sperm
was like saliva, and came from the mouth of the womb. 297 Jacopo da Forlì gave the
most complete analogy between the second female sperm and saliva, mentioning
the mouth and the sensual pleasure facilitated by the two fluids: 298
‘We speak about the saliva-like superfluity that is secreted at the mouth of
the womb in the woman at the time of coitus. It is not in itself useful for
generation, but it has only been created by nature for the sake of pleasure
for the woman.’ 299
In this way, he confirmed the parallel between the act of eating and the act of
intercourse. The relations between nutrition, generation and femininity were firmly
stressed in the medical discourse of female sperm.
The two forms of female sperm were analogues of the two types of male
sperm. The first type of male sperm was true sperm, necessary for procreation. It
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was useful, active, white and foamy, made from well-digested blood. 300 This type of
sperm could count as the end stage of digestion, which came about when the hot
male body had exerted all its powers on food. The commentators referred to the
Canon for a second and infertile form of male sperm, called alguadi. This sperm
would be secreted by men before or without intercourse, just by the touch or sight
of a woman. 301 The commentators did not associate the second type of sperm with
food. So, while the first female sperm was defined as nourishment to the male
sperm, and the second female sperm counted as an analogue to saliva at the very
start of the stages of digestion, male sperm was only connected to food as true
sperm was the ultimate and final product of digestion, ready to press form on
female matter.

6. MALE SPERM AS MATTER: THE CANON AND ITS COMMENTARIES

In the Canon, Avicenna states that male sperm becomes part of the substance of the
embryo. All the embryo’s membra except flesh and fat, he says, ‘are generated from
the two sperms: the sperm of men and the sperm of women.’ 302 Avicenna supports
this statement through Aristotle’s cheese metaphor, which he distorts. Aristotle
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had said that male sperm does not become part of the embryo, just as rennet does
not become part of the cheese. 303 In Avicenna’s version, male sperm becomes part
of the embryo’s substance, just as rennet becomes part of the substance of the
cheese:
‘But according to the text of him who from the wise men 304 verified that
from masculine sperm is generated in the same manner as cheese is
generated from rennet, and from female sperm is generated in the same
manner as cheese is generated from milk. Just as the principle of
coagulation is in the rennet, the principle of the coagulation of form is in
the male sperm. And just as the principle of coagulation is in the milk, a
similar principle of coagulation, namely the passive virtue [virtutis
patientis], is in the sperm of females. It seems that in this manner both of
the two, milk and rennet, are part of the substance of the cheese. Likewise,
each of the two sperms is part of the substance of the embryo.’ 305
Although he deviates from Aristotle in allowing male sperm to become part of the
embryo’s substance, Avicenna’s account of the formation of the embryo is not
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Aristotle, Generation of Animals II 739b21-739b27; see also Generation of Animals I 729a7-729a14.
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Despars indicates that he does not know who these wise men are: perhaps they were excellent men
of Avicenna’s time. Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1. I also do not know
who the wise men were.
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Avicenna, Canon I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Sed secundum sermonem eius qui de sapientibus
verificavit de spermate masculi generatur sicut generatur caseus de coagulo: et de spermate mulieris
generatur sicut caseus generatur de lacte: et sicut principium coagulationis [active] est in coagulo ita
principium coagulationis forme est in spermate viri. Et sicut principium coagulationis [passive] est in lacte
ita principium coagulationis forme scilicet virtutis patientis est in spermate mulieris: et quemadmodum
unumquodque duorum: coaguli videlicet et lactis est pars substantie casei que sit ex eis: ita
unumquodque duorum spermatum est pars substantie embrionis.’
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similar to that of Galen, as he himself announces. Galen thinks that the power to
actively coagulate and the power to passively coagulate are present together in
both male and female sperm. Female sperm possesses less active power and more
passive power, while male sperm possesses more active power and less passive
power. Avicenna follows Aristotle in his statement that male sperm only possesses
active power, and female sperm only passive. In the passage quoted above, he says
that ‘in this manner’ [ita] both sperms become part of the embryo’s substance.
Whereas late medieval scholars in general tended to ignore the problem of
materiality of male sperm, commentators on Avicenna’s Canon could hardly do so
in their commentaries on these passages. Their reactions to Avicenna’s scheme
were varied, and will be presented here in chronological order.
Gentile da Foligno refused to acknowledge Avicenna’s distortion of
Aristotle’s opinion, and clung to Aristotle’s ideas and to his faith in Avicenna’s
wisdom alike. According to him, anyone who might think that Avicenna deviated
from Aristotle here was mistaken. 306 Gentile first made it clear in his commentary
that only female sperm added to the embryo’s spermatic membra in a material
sense:
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1.
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‘So we say that all the spermatic membra are made from sperm, that is from
that matter which is provided by the woman, which is white, well-digested,
more stable and thicker.’ 307
The soft and fleshy sanguineous membra were formed from female blood which
‘was not transformed by this transformation, namely it had not been made
sperm.’ 308 Gentile concluded that the spermatic membra were made from true
female sperm, whereas the fleshy membra were made from blood. 309 When he
arrived at Avicenna’s statement that male sperm materially became part of the
embryo just as rennet became part of cheese, Gentile simply denied that Avicenna’s
interpretation differed from Aristotle here. Avicenna had not meant that rennet and
male sperm materially became part of cheese and embryo respectively, but only
that they became part because they imposed form on the matter.
‘Some people criticize Avicenna at this point that he did not understand
Aristotle, because he stated that each of the two sperms is part of the
substance of the embryo… (…) Let us say that Avicenna follows Aristotle
completely in this opinion… (…) And Avicenna gives this similitude [the
cheese metaphor] … (…) So Avicenna explains how each of the two—
rennet and milk—becomes part of the cheese etc. Yet the rennet is part
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘…ergo dicemus quod membra
spermatica omnia fiunt ex spermate idest ex illa materia data a muliere: que est alba: digesta: magis
constans: et magis spissa:’
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘…ex sanguine mulieris non
transmutato illa transmutatione scilicet non facto sperma.’
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through the form which it gives, and it is not matter etc. Therefore the
intention of Avicenna and Aristotle is one and the same.’ 310
Jacopo da Forlì discussed the formation of the spermatic membra and the
cheese metaphor step by step, all the while concentrating on Aristotle’s point of
view. Jacopo started off as follows:
‘It should be known that Aristotle stated that masculine sperm is only
engaged in the generation of the foetus in an active manner, and not in any
way materially, out of his intention. The female sperm however [is
engaged] only materially and passively. Therefore it is fitting that the
similitude of the rennet and milk on the one hand, and of male and female
sperm on the other, is placed here.’ 311
Later in his commentary, Jacopo acknowledged that Avicenna’s seemed to deviate
from Aristotle’s interpretation of the cheese metaphor, and he discussed the
problem in a quick questio
‘this does not seem to be Aristotle’s position which Avicenna explains in his
text. For it is clear […] that Aristotle intended that male sperm does not
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Hic quidam mordent Avicennam.
quod non bene intellexerit Aristotelem. quia vult quod unumquodque duorum spermatum est pars
substantie embrionis: (…) Nos dicamus quod Avicenna omnino sequitur aristotelem in hac opinione: (…)
et hanc similitudinem avicenna ponit: (…) exponatur igitur Avicenna quemadmodum unumquodque
duorum coaguli et lactis est pars substantie casei etc. Sed coagulum est pars per formam quam dat:
et non est materia etc. Intentio igitur avicenna et aristoteles est una.’
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 46r: ‘Sciendum secundo
Aristotelem ex intentione posuisse sperma masculi ad generationem fœtus solum concurrere active, et
nullo modo materialiter. sperma vero mulieris solum materialiter sive passive. Ideo convenienter posita
est similitudo coaguli ad lac ex una parte, et spermatis masculi ad sperma mulieris ex alia parte.’
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become a part of the embryo… Avicenna however pronounces the opposite
when he says, that just as milk and rennet are part of the substance of the
cheese, male sperm and female menstrual blood are parts of the substance
of the embryo.’ 312
Jacopo solved the problem by explaining that when Avicenna said ‘part of
the substance of the embryo’, he did not mean an integral or essential part as it is
commonly taken, but any essential cause for the production of something. In this
limited and non-material sense, male sperm was part of the embryo. 313
Ugo Benzi focused on female sperm as the material constituent of the
embryo’s spermatic membra, ignoring Avicenna’s statements on male sperm as
matter. According to Aristotle, female sperm did not exist, whereas Avicenna freely
spoke about such a fluid. Ugo thought that ‘female sperm’ should be seen here as
whitened menstrual blood, acting as the milk in the cheese metaphor:
‘Because Avicenna calls this matter female sperm, as I said above. Indeed,
without doubt he said in the spirit of Aristotle about the female sperm that
it made the membra as cheese [is made from] milk; that is, as from matter.
Therefore he is not contradicting Aristotle who denies that sperm exists in
a woman, because [Aristotle] did not employ this vocabulary with the same
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 46v: ‘Circa hec quedam insurgunt
dubia. Primum, quia hec non videtur positio Aristotelis quam Avicenna in littera explicat. Patet enim ex
primo de generatione animalium, et exemplis inductis ex intentione Aristotelis non fuisse sperma viri
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coagulum sunt partes substantie casei, ita sperma viri et menstruum mulierum sunt partes substantie
embrionis.’
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denotation when he denied this. We cannot reprehend Avicenna that he
imposes on Aristotle something else than he said, because in ambiguous
meanings there is no contradiction.’ 314
Jacques Despars discussed the problem of a material role for male sperm
in his questio ‘whether any membra are generated from sperm’. 315 As an argument
against the generation of membra from sperm, he pointed at sperm’s small amount
and at its thinness.
‘…the amount of sperm does not amount up to the quantity of one small
bone. How then would it be possible to generate all the bones, cartilages
and ligaments of the body from sperm?’ 316
In order to come to a solution, Despars stated that membra can be
generated from sperm in two ways: materially and in an efficient manner. He quotes
Aristotle’s metaphor of the carpenter, who does not become part of the wood for
the stool which he makes, just as male sperm does not become part of the
conceptus. At this point, Despars embarked on the problem of male sperm:
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 43v: ‘Et quia hic avicenna ut supra dixi
hanc materiam vocat femineum sperma. immo non dubitanter dixit secundum aristotelis mentem de
spermate mulieris fieri membra sicut caseus de lacte hoc est sicut ex materia. Non obstante tamen isto
aristoteli negat sperma esse in muliere: quia non utitur ista significatione huius vocabuli in negando hoc:
et non potest hic avicenna reprehendi quod imponat aristotelem aliter quam dixerit: quia in equivocis
non est contradictio.’
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Queritur utrum membra aliqua
generatur ex spermate.’
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Tertio moles spermatis non ascendit
ad quantitatem unius parvi ossis: quomodo ergo ossa omnia et cartilagines ligamenta generarentur ex
spermate.’
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‘But someone would ask why the sperm of men does not enter the
substance of the foetus and of his membra, but acts as the craftman of what
it finally becomes, or is converted into its substance; namely whether it
remains in the womb or whether it is expelled from it.’ 317
Despars provided his readers with a faithful account of Galen’s investigations of the
whereabouts of male sperm after conception in his tract On Sperm, as described
above.
When Despars reached his own conclusion, he firmly chose to speak as a physician,
and to follow Galen’s point of view.
‘All this being said this conclusion is drawn in the spirit of Galen and the
physicians. All the membra simplicia except flesh and fat are generated
from sperm, not only as an efficient principle, but also as matter.’ 318
Despars gave three reasons for his choice. First, he followed Galen in stating that
the spermatic membra are often white and cavernous, such as arteries and veins.
Blood is not likely to serve as matter for the generation of such parts, but foamy,
white sperm seems highly suitable. Second, Despars remarked that similarities
between the membra of the father and the son could only be explained if the sperm
of the father invaded the embryo, and shaped the membra into its likeness. If the
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Sed quereret aliquis ex quo sperma
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘His premissis ponitur hec conclusio
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spermate non solum se habente ut effectivum principium: sed etiam ut materia.’
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sperm only acted as a carpenter, it would follow that someone suffering from kidney
stones would not generate a son afflicted by the same ailment, nor would a gout
sufferer, nor a scrofulous patient, nor a cripple. ‘For these things do not come to pass
unless because the father’s semen remained imbued in the substance of the son.’ 319
Finally, Despars pointed out that only flesh and fat can be regenerated later in life.
This argument will be discussed below. After finishing this questio, Despars stated
that Avicenna’s opinion on rennet and cheese seemed more in conformity with
sensual experience and to have more appearance of truth. Nobody had ever seen
the rennet being separated from the cheese after mingling milk and rennet
properly. 320
The four commentators each responded in their own manner to the
challenge posed by Avicenna’s statement that male sperm became part of the
embryo’s substance, just as rennet became part of the substance of the cheese.
Gentile da Foligno simply denied that Avicenna disagreed with Aristotle on this
point. Jacopo da Forlì followed Aristotle’s line of thought, and also denied that
Avicenna disagreed with Aristotle. Ugo Benzi ignored male sperm and focused on
the nature and role of female sperm. Only Jaques Despars consciously chose to
follow Galen’s view. The commentators’ responses confirm the image sketched
above: late medieval scholars mingled Aristotelian and Galenic views on male sperm
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Ista enim non contingunt nisi quia
semen patris infectum manet infectum substantia filij.’ In the commentary on the same chapter, Despars
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Cf. Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 44r. For late medieval ideas on
heredity, see van der Lugt, de Miramon (eds.), L’hérédité entre Moyen Âge et Époque moderne.
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and overall preferred Aristotle. They also show that if medieval scholars were
confronted with an authoritative text partly contradicting Aristotle’s views on male
semen, their responses were highly varied.

7. MENSTRUUM, FEMALE SPERM, AND FILTHY MENSES

In late medieval medicine, the term menstruum had many meanings. It could point
at everything a woman added to the formation and feeding of the embryo, such as
female sperm, blood attracted to the womb, and menstrual blood. In this manner,
the term menstruum firmly tied female sperm to the notion of menstrual blood. If
female sperm could properly be called menstruum, should one see it as sperm then?
Or would it be more correct to see female sperm as a form of menstrual blood—
transformed perhaps into the likeness of sperm, turned white and made thicker, but
still, menstrual blood? Ugo Benzi showed to be entirely comfortable with this
ambivalence of menstruum:
‘…[the name of menstruum is used] for the blood which is the matter of
generation, and which is driven towards the place of conception: whether
or not this was first whitened and for a large part transformed into the
nature of sperm.’ 321
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 43v: ‘Nomen autem menstrui de
quatuor diversis ab auctoribus invenitur dici. secundo de sanguine propulso ad locum conceptionis qui
est materia generationis: sive hoc fuerit prius in mulierum testiculis dealbatus et multum ad naturam
spermatis permutatus sive non.’
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So, according to Ugo all female blood involved in the generation and
nourishment of the embryo was called menstruum. Part of it was changed to
become like sperm, part of it was still blood. Ugo did not care, as long as he was
certain that it functioned as the matter for generation.
Next to female blood as the matter for generation, the term menstruum
could be applied to describe the menses, the monthly expulsions of blood from the
uterus. 322 Menstruum also was the putrid blood which left the uterus after the
delivery of the baby. In order to nourish the new-born baby, blood called menstruum
was transformed into mother’s milk. If a scholarly concept is used in such different
meanings, the ensuing discussion loses clarity, to say the least. Jacopo da Forlì
acknowledged this problem of the debate, concluding: ‘So, when the authorities
speak about menstruum, they now take it in one way, then in the other. From such
[differences], many contradictions can occur.’ 323 Gentile da Foligno mentioned that
lay persons as well were unable to distinguish the different types of menstruum from
one another, complaining:
‘yet the common people call all the blood of the woman menstruum, just as
they call every swelling of the throat squinantia…’ 324
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For medieval ideas about menstruation, see Monica H. Green, ‘Flowers, Poisons, and Men:
Menstruation in Medieval Western Europe,’ in Andrew Shail, Gillian Howie (eds.), Menstruation: A
Cultural History (New York 2005) 51-64.
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 46r: ‘Dum igitur de menstruo
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘licet vulgus omnem sanguinem
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The broad term menstruum became especially problematic when the
commentators thought more closely about the nourishment of the embryo and the
new-born baby. The menses were well-known as a filthy, polluting substance in late
medieval learned culture. 325 Would this supposedly filthy blood be involved in the
nourishment of the embryo and the new-born baby? It was difficult to accept this
premise. As the commentators explained, a theory of Avenzoar functioned as
background to the debate. 326 According to Avenzoar, the embryo certainly dies if it
is nourished with the monthly expelled menstrual blood, through which the female
body is purged. The embryo has to be nourished by pure female blood which is
attracted towards the uterus during pregnancy, especially for this function.
The Canon commentators regularly discussed Avenzoar’s theory in
questiones, and they found truth in it. Ugo Benzi for instance distinguished between
menstrual blood which was expelled on a monthly basis and blood attracted to the
womb at the time of conception and during pregnancy. Both were called
menstruum. The foetus was preferably nourished by the purer attracted blood,
although the expelled blood contained a good part as well, and exceptions were
possible. 327 Jacques Despars stressed the active role of sperm in the womb in

in his questio ‘Dubitatur secundo utrum infans possit nutriri ex sanguine mulieris qui non de periodice
expelli…’.
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 45r, in his questio ‘Queritur hic
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menstruus matris tanquam materia subiecta nutricationi omnium membrorum fetus.’ fol. 44v.
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attracting pure blood. Sperm in the womb would not choose filthy, superfluous
blood, which had to be expelled from the womb in the form of menses. Instead,
Despars stated, the sperm attracted
‘the pure blood which is fit for the formation of the membra and for its
nourishment, because [the sperm] is spirituous, powerful, and directed by
a divine cause.’ 328
Jacopo da Forlì was most explicit on the dangers which putrid menstrual
blood posed to the embryo. The expelled menstrual blood was corrupted, whereas
the blood attracted towards the foetus was pre-digested and rectified. If the blood
attracted towards the foetus would be as corrupted as the expelled menstrual
blood, the foetus would become infected. This explained, Jacopo stated, that a
foetus conceived at the time of menstruation would be born as a leper. For the same
reason, children conceived when the woman’s body had been purified from
menstrual blood were pure and shining, and not likely to have smallpox. Children
conceived before the mother’s menstruation however were foetid and full of
abundant superfluities, which made them susceptible to smallpox.
‘And the closer the woman is to her menstruation, the more infected the
foetus will be.’ 329
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Tertio est imaginandum quod
sperma in matrice retentum ad conceptionem cum sit spirituosum et magne virtutis et directum a re
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1 fol. 48r: ‘Et quanto erit mulier
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Indeed, no matter how the commentators theorized on useful parts of
menstruum and even of the menses, the putrid character of menstrual blood caused
hesitations. Gentile da Foligno, Jacopo da Forlì and Ugo Benzi all reassuringly
explained that although menstrual blood looked filthy and putrid, it still contained
unpolluted and laudable parts. Exactly these parts were used for formation of the
embryo and nutrition of the foetus during pregnancy. 330 Still, at the end of his
commentary on the passage of menstrual blood, Jacques Despars burst out in a
passionate plea for humility, based on the very sordidness of the matter and the
mode of generation:
‘O miraculous wisdom and goodness of God almighty, who joins such filthy
matters together, and creates such useful bodies! O poor mortal with your
fragile nature, why are you proud? Consider your origins!’ 331

8. MENSTRUUM AS SOURCE FOR THE FLESHY MEMBRA

In the chapter on membra, Avicenna treats the coming-to-be of the fleshy membra
simply as female blood clots filling in the empty space between the properly
generated spermatic membra. He literally speaks about the coagulation of the
fleshy membra, not about their generation. Avicenna does so in a passage on the
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different parts of female menstrual blood. A first part is turned into a white
substance similar to sperm, and it is transformed into spermatic membra and
nourishes them. Another part of menstrual blood will coagulate into flesh and fat,
and fill in the gaps between the spermatic membra. In Avicenna’s words:
‘Afterwards the blood which departs from the woman during the time of
menstruation serves as nutriment. But its other part is that part which is
turned into the likeness of the substance of sperm, and of the membra
which are generated from it, and it will be the nutriment which makes
them grow. Its other part is not nutriment thus far, but is suitable to
coagulate in order to fill up the empty space of the first membra, and it is
flesh and fat. Another part, which is not useful for any of these two things,
is superfluous, and remains [inside the womb] until the hour of parturition
when namely nature expels the superfluity.’ 332
Avicenna devotes less attention to the coming-to-be or coagulation of the fleshy
membra than to the generation of the spermatic membra in an earlier stage of
conception. He mentions the coagulation of flesh and fat only after the generation
and the nutrition of the already-created spermatic membra.
After considering the different opinions on male sperm as the embryo’s
substance, the commentaries on this ensuing passage of the Canon read as a miracle
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Avicenna, Canon I.1. doctrina 5. capitulum 1: ‘Postea vero sanguis qui in tempore menstruorum a
muliere separabatur fit nutrimentum. Sed alia pars eius que in similitudinem convertitur substantie
spermatis: et membrorum que ex eo generantur et erit nutrimentum augmentans ipsum. Alia pars eius
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of agreement. The physicians discussed menstruum, the female matter which
served for generation and nourishment of the embryo. Nutrition, femininity and
generation were once again linked.
Gentile da Foligno, Ugo Benzi and Jacopo da Forlì all stressed the temporal
relation between the creation of spermatic membra and of its fleshy counterparts,
as Avicenna had sketched them. The spermatic membra came first and were
followed by the fleshy ones. Gentile da Foligno spoke about the time of generation
and formation, or the time of the sperms, and the time of nourishment and growth.
During the time of generation and formation, the spermatic membra came into
being. The time of nourishment and growth followed upon the time of generation
and formation. During the time of nourishment and growth, the spermatic membra
expanded and grew, and the fleshy membra were generated, as Jacopo da Forlì said
in order to ‘fill up the empty places of the first membra, which means the emptiness
falling in between the first or spermatic membra.’ 333 Jacopo da Forlì and Ugo Benzi
explained that the same part of menstrual blood served first as matter for, indeed,
the generation of flesh and fat, and then as nourishment for these fleshy membra. 334
In this context, the commentators mentioned the infusion of the foetus’
soul as a boundary between the time of generation and the time of nourishment of
the embryo. Before the soul was infused, the embryo was dependent on the powers
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of the male sperm to generate and coagulate. As soon as the embryo possessed its
own soul, it was able to nourish itself from menstrual blood. For instance, Ugo Benzi
employed the infusion of the soul in order to draw a line between generation and
nourishment for both the spermatic and the fleshy membra:
‘Note about the part of menstrual blood which is converted into the
likeness of sperm, and similarly, which is coagulated into flesh and fat. If it
is transformed in this way before the infusion of the foetus’ soul, it is called
the matter of the generation of the foetus. Yet if it [is transformed] after
[the infusion of the soul], it is called nourishment.’ 335
The commentators were eager to follow Avicenna on his scheme of female
blood and nutrition. The mother’s body nourished the child, before and after birth,
through menstrual blood and its product, milk. Jacques Despars pointed out that
after delivery, mother’s milk continued the role which menstrual blood had fulfilled
during pregnancy.
‘…after the infant has left the mother’s womb, blood made by his own liver
replaces this [menstrual] blood. His liver generates the blood from milk,
suckled at the breast. From the milk, the same flesh and fat and parts of
spermatic membra are generated which were generated before from
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menstrual blood in the maternal womb, but now through nutrition and
growth.’ 336
Jacopo da Forlì too showed how logical and natural the connection between
nutrition and motherhood felt. For instance, external signs of female fecundity were
for him not so much signs of the ability to conceive, but signs of the ability to feed.
The growth of pubic hair, the onset of menstruation, and the elevation of the breasts
showed that an abundance of matter existed in the female body. The matter was
useful as nourishment for the woman’s membra, but could also serve as food for the
foetus, because it was for the sake of the foetus that nature brought about all these
external changes. As nature should not be more solicitous for nutrition than for
generation, Jacopo continued, she also pushed superfluous matter to the spermatic
veins and to the woman’s testicles, in order to be turned into female sperm. 337
Elsewhere, the author wondered why nature had chosen to feed the foetus
from menstrual blood, and not simply to bring food to the foetus’s stomach, food
which the mother had chewed for him. Jacopo referred to morning sickness as one
reason for nature’s choice in this matter: so that if the mother’s stomach was so
upset that no appetite was left, the child would not lack nourishment.
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Furthermore, Jacopo warned that physicians should not conclude that a foetus was
of a strong disposition if the pregnant woman became fat and fleshy. In such cases,
they ought instead to be weary that the foetus was weak and small. The membra of
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the robust woman were so strong, that they attracted all the nourishment to
themselves and thus left the foetus badly nourished. As Jacopo said: ‘The young
physicians should therefore not be amazed and they should not flee to celestial
causes for all the things that are hidden [to them], if they sometime would see a
robust woman bring out weak foetuses, also from a strong man.’ 339 The reverse was
true as well: ‘a rather weak woman may bring out a robust foetus from a strong or
mediocre man, because of the opposite cause.’ 340 So, female condition and female
matter were strongly connected to the nourishment of the embryo.

9. SPERMATIC AND FLESHY MEMBRA LATER IN LIFE

During the whole course of life of the human, sperm and menstrual blood remained
visible in the physical structures of his body. Spermatic membra still were the hard,
white, and sustaining parts of the body, and the fleshy membra kept their softness
and relatively limited usefulness in filling up the spaces between the spermatic
parts. While these differences in appearance and firmness had already been clear in
the embryo, one important distinction between spermatic and fleshy membra came
to the fore only after the period in the womb. The two types of tissue differed
markedly in their reaction to injury, or the dissolution of continuity, as it was called
in medieval medicine. Flesh wounds might heal in medieval times. Bones, arteries
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and many other structures as a rule did not heal. These phenomena could be
explained through the concepts of spermatic and fleshy membra.
According to Avicenna, the spermatic membra will not be restored after
injury, and he defines the exceptions to this rule:
‘The membra which are created from sperm will not restore a firm
continuity, with the exception of some of them. In some, [continuity can be
restored], through their constitution or during the age of childhood, such
as bones or small branches of veins, not in large branches nor in arteries.
For when any part of these is separated, nothing is born in its place. And
these are membra such as bones and nerves.’ 341
If, however, the fleshy membra are damaged, new and similar material will be
created to make up for the loss, and continuity will be restored. The Canon text uses
the verb renascere, to be reborn, to describe the process:
‘Yet those which are created out of blood are being reborn after their loss
and they regain continuity through substance which is similar to them such
as flesh.’ 342
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Why would the spermatic membra not be reunited after a dissolution of
continuity, while the fleshy membra could be regenerated? Avicenna does not tell.
In late medieval Western learned culture, many possible explanations were known.
When the foetus was completely formed, the soul power almost completely left the
spermatic membra such as bones and arteries. Because of that, they could not be
formed again after injury. When spermatic membra were injured, they were too
weak to successfully attract new matter to replace the lost matter. Different traits
of spermatic membra also prevented them from attracting new matter. Bones for
instance were so hard, that it was very difficult for them to let the matter flow in
from which they could generate new bone. The lungs were hindered by their
constant motion. The continuous flow of blood through the liver’s flesh prevented
the accumulation of new matter. 343 As Jacopo da Forlì concluded:
‘And these … causes taken together constitute one integral cause of the
impossibility of union under the said conditions.’ 344
The opposite causes enabled fleshy membra to regain continuity after it
had been dissolved. The fleshy membra were created out of blood. During life, they
were still full of blood, and therefore they did not lack matter to replace lost parts
after injury. Blood was nourishing, so the fleshy membra did not suffer from
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shortage of soul power. Flesh was not that weak after injury, because it was warm
and moist. Finally, flesh was soft and open, easily allowing new matter to flow in. 345
All the explanations mentioned above could be subscribed by physicians
and natural philosophers alike. However, one explanation was only employed by
physicians. They thought that the basis of the spermatic membra’s continuity was
sperm, which was provided by the parents at conception. After birth, the spermatic
membra had no stock of sperm, and there was no new supply to be found. If they
were injured, they lost their precious and unifying spermatic substance without
being able to replace it. 346 Natural philosophers however followed Aristotle’s
opinions more closely, and they did not accept the premise that sperm was
materially incorporated in the membra. The only matter involved in generation was
female blood. Because of this conviction, the natural philosophers refrained from
any reference to a lack of sperm, when they explained the fact of life that bones did
not regenerate after injury as flesh would. As Jacques Despars stated, physicians
regularly focused on sperm as the matter of origin of the spermatic membra when
solving the problem, in contrast to the philosophers:
‘Because according to the physicians the principal cause is the defect of
matter from which they [the spermatic membra] have been made, but
Aristotle and the philosophers deny that this is the cause. They feel that
blood is the matter for all the membra, for the fleshy ones as well as the
others. According to them, the cause [of the lack of regeneration] of
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spermatic membra is the hardness and the dryness and the weakness of
natural vegetative soul power which they possess.’ 347
That fleshy membra could regenerate, and spermatic membra could not,
seems to have caused some uneasiness about the supposed superiority of the
spermatic structures in the body. Suddenly, the fleshy membra could do something
the spermatic membra could not. How was this to be explained? The uncertainty
gave rise to expositions about imperfect animals, which were able to regenerate
whole parts of their body. Lobsters, for instance, could acquire a complete new claw
after losing one, and serpents regenerated their tail if it had been cut off, not to
mention the ability of plants to redevelop new branches and leaves. 348 Jacopo da
Forlì explained these facts. When nature made the perfect animals—man being the
most perfect animal possible—she tried with all her might to make them as good as
possible, right from the beginning of their life. Nature considered that perfect
animals would live longest if their parts were complete, strong, and well aligned
from conception onwards. She was a lot less careful during the creation of imperfect
animals, but made up for that by leaving some extra matter in their bodies, which
they could use to overcome injuries and accidents. This solution might seem
speculative, Jacopo added, but according to him it made good sense. 349
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The speculative message about the hierarchy between spermatic and
fleshy membra seems clear. The spermatic membra were the perfect ones, as they
were created from costly, unique matter that was only available at the moment of
conception. Therefore, spermatic membra could not be restored later in life. Fleshy
membra were not that carefully put together, and in turn kept the capacity to
regenerate. The body used ordinary blood that stemmed from food for the
replacement of lost flesh and fat.

10. CONCLUSION

After conception, an embryo grew through generation and nutrition. The boundary
between these two processes seems to have been constituted through the soul
power responsible for the coming-to-be of the embryo’s membra. As long as the soul
powers of the parents were promoting growth, this counted as generation. When
the embryo’s own soul powers took over, the embryo was growing through
nutrition.
In this chapter, the relations between the embryo’s generation and
nutrition, and between the inner spermatic core and the outer flesh have been
investigated through the theories on the formation of fleshy and spermatic membra
in the embryo in commentaries in Avicenna’s Canon. Spermatic membra were
formed first out of female and male sperm, although the material role of male sperm
remained highly controversial. The female sperm involved was described as
transformed and whitened menstruum, a first part of menstrual blood. The
spermatic membra were noble, hard, white, and sustained the body. They could not
be regenerated later in life, because they contained an inimitable trace of the
original sperm through which the embryo had been conceived.
The formation of fleshy membra out of a second part of menstrual blood
was supposed to follow upon that of the spermatic membra, and did not receive
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much attention. Fleshy membra comprised all the flesh and fat located in between
the spermatic membra, and they were soft. Fleshy membra came from nurturing
blood, which was still present in a grown body, and therefore could be restored after
injury.
Even more dichotomies than noble-ignoble, first-second, hard-soft,
skeleton-filling, and irreplaceable-replaceable can be found in the expositions on
the spermatic and fleshy membra. Female, food, and inferiority were firmly linked
to one another, and opposed to male, form, and superiority. The series of
dichotomies might seem quite familiar. One thing, however, is new. Usually ‘matter’
would be mentioned as the opposite of ‘form’, but in this series ‘food’ has entered
the female series, and replaced ‘matter’. The female contribution to generation
could be formulated concisely as that of offering nourishment: to the male semen,
to the embryo, and to the new-born baby.
The late medieval authors showed just how self-evident the ties between
masculinity and generation, and femininity and nutrition felt. When the Canon, their
mother text, gave statements which seemed to go against the usual associations,
the commentators provided a wide variety of arguments. When Avicenna stated
that male sperm became an actual part of the spermatic membra’s substance, and
thus somehow fed them, the commentators presented a wide array of reactions.
Yet if the Canon stayed in line with their expectations, their arguments were fluent,
logical, and unanimous. The status of female sperm in the generation of spermatic
membra was ambivalent—was it menstruum, was it sperm? Yet, since it was female
and nourished, the commentators were entirely at ease with this ambivalence. Their
obvious preference for arguments according to the standard dichotomies suggests
that these associations reflected broader cultural preferences of their age.
The science of embryology thus constructed powerful images of male
superiority and female inferiority, and connected the soul functions of generation,
nutrition and growth. After the baby was born, the process of generation surely was
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over. The soul powers of nutrition and growth however reached their ultimate
strength in the time after birth, in the first age of life. Spermatic and fleshy membra
alike expanded massively during adolescentia. The food-induced expansion of
spermatic structures and fluids posed new problems to the commentators, which
will be treated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: A MATTER OF EXPANSION: RADICAL MOISTURE IN YOUTH AND
ADULTHOOD

1. INTRODUCTION

In his commentary on Avicenna’s chapter about the ages of man, Gentile da Foligno
illustrated the differences between the bodies of the boy and of the adult male
through an image of everyday life: kneading dough out of water and flour. Water
stands for radical moisture, flour for nourishment, and dough for the human body,
in which the two are mixed. Suppose that you have a large vessel of water, and a
small amount of flour. You will be able to make only a small amount of dough, and
the dough will be soft. This provides a neat image for the body of the child, which is
just as moist, soft and small. If you have a small vessel of water, and much flour, you
will make a lot of solid and strong dough—as the body of the iuvenis, which is as dry,
sturdy and big. 350 In Gentile’s dough metaphor, the mixture between nourishment
and moisture clearly determined the nature of the body of both the child and the
grown man.
How did food influence the body during the phases of adolescentia and
iuventus, and in which ways did food-derived matter interact with the body’s radical
moisture? The late medieval commentaries on Avicenna’s chapter on the
complexions of the ages (Canon I.1.doctrina 3. capitulum 3) will be employed as
main source material. Gentile da Foligno, Ugo Benzi, Jacopo da Forlì and Jacques
Despars commented on the chapter. As explained above, adolescentia was the long
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first age of life, lasting until the age of approximately thirty, while iuventus
comprised the five to ten years following upon adolescentia. Together, the two
phases covered the first half of life.
Adolescentia was the phase of life which was especially tied to both food
and sperm. During this long first age, the human being grew spectacularly from a
tiny infant, still close to its spermatic roots, into a full-grown man. The soul powers
of nutrition and growth reigned supremely during adolescentia, and brought about
this transformation and expansion. 351 As Jacopo da Forlì succinctly states:
‘In the first age, the movement of growth and extension exists. We call this
phase adolescentia.’ 352
The commentators thought about the spermatic background of radical
moisture, about its spread over the body as the organism grew into its adult shape
and size, and about its relation with moistures derived from food. Would it be
possible for radical moisture to expand, if it came from sperm? Could nutrimental
moisture be turned into radical moisture? The commentators followed earlier
authors in their preference for these subjects. Crisciani and Ferrari find that such
questions and enquiries were at the heart of the learned debates on the fluid during
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: whether or not radical moisture could be
restored, and which were the nature of radical moisture’s ties with sperm at
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conception and with nutrimental moisture later in life. 353 Here, these matters will be
approached through an analysis of the views of Avicenna and his commentators on
adolescentia and iuventus. The phases of life are first described with regard to their
complexional features of moisture and heat, and to the soul functions. Then, the
commentators’ ideas on growth are ascertained, in which the expansion of radical
or spermatic membra received a prominent role. So, moisture and heat, soul
functions and growth lead to discussions of the expansion and mixture of radical
moisture.

2. ADOLESCENTIA IN TERMS OF MOISTURE AND SOUL FUNCTIONS

Avicenna succinctly sketches the first age of life, adolescentia, in his chapter on the
ages of life. He famously says about adolescentia:
‘The complexion of children from infancy onwards until iuventus is almost
tempered in heat, and almost superfluous in moisture.’ 354
Due to its abundance, the moisture in adolescentia was able to perform two
functions: ‘namely to protect the heat, and to leave still enough [moisture] to bring
about growth.’ 355
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The commentators unanimously followed Avicenna in his image of
adolescentia as the phase of life with a maximum of moisture. The surplus of
moisture allowed the body to grow, and that was why the high content of moisture
inside the child’s body suited childhood so perfectly. For this very reason, Avicenna
calls the moisture in the first age of life almost superfluous, as Gentile da Foligno
pointed out: ‘It should be seen as almost superfluous, because it is superfluous with
respect to the dryness of the iuvenis. For those in adolescentia, moisture is not
superfluous, because they have to grow.’ 356 Jacques Despars specified: ‘…strong
moisture is necessary in infancy [infantia], so that the matter [materia] of the
membra is strengthened in its extension, and can lead these membra to grow.’ 357
In the commentators’ comparisons of the soul functions of puer and iuvenis,
the puer prevailed in only one field: nutrition and growth functioned best during the
first age of life. 358 Despars for instance explained that during the first age of life, the
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body was best capable to preserve the individual— through nutrition and growth. 359
He sustained his statement with a well-known assertion of Galen in On the
Preservation of Health, in which he explains that children excel in one field, namely
in the ‘so-called physical functions, such as growth, digestion, distribution, and
nutrition, infants are superior to all the other ages.’ 360 According to Despars, it was
clear that the body in adolescentia was better suited for digestion:
‘Likewise, the innate heat and the radical moisture are purer and airier and
less terrestrial in childhood than in iuventus: and therefore they make for a
purer restauration [of lost matter], so that it is said that a puer is as purus
aer. Likewise, blood (which is moist) unites with the moist membra of
children more easily than with those of men in iuventus, and assimilates
more easily to them as well.’ 361
From birth onwards, the relative amount of fluid in the child’s body slowly
diminished. Jacques Despars explained that this was only right and proper. To be
sure, the overflow of moisture in the child’s body conserved both heat and the
power to grow. Yet, all this moisture also caused the sluggishness of the physical
functions and the child’s defective control over them. Moisture heaped up inside the
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body, dulled the senses and weakened sinews, muscles and ligatures which were
responsible for conscious movement. 362 Even the driest and hardest part of the
body, the bones, possessed the character of wax in new-borns, Despars explained.
Galen had stated that nursing women manipulated the limbs of their infants until
they were straight and even, as though they were correcting wax models for
vases. 363 Despars paraphrased Galen’s text and advised his readers, who were male
by definition and not supposed to be familiar with the care of new-borns, to
experience a similar softness in the bones of young animals at the dinner table, or
by anatomical investigation of new-born animals. Indeed, their flesh was soft, and
their bones felt like candle-grease at the point of solidifying. 364

3. IUVENTUS IN TERMS OF MOISTURE AND SOUL FUNCTIONS

The start of iuventus was determined by the decline of moisture. There was no
opportunity for growth as there had been during adolescentia. Avicenna states:
‘It is necessary that in the middle [of life] such a state exists, that the one
thing can be brought about [i.e. the protection of heat] and not the other
one [i.e. growth]. (…) So it remains to be said that it can protect the heat,
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and is no longer able to supply for growth. And it is known that this is the
age of iuventus.’ 365
Avicenna indicates that during iuventus, a human being possesses the most
balanced complexion. The complexion has reached a perfect mean, since it is dry
when compared to the complexion of the child, and moist in comparison with the
complexion of the old man and the decrepit man. 366 Iuventus ends when moisture
has dried out to such extent that the innate heat starts to decline. 367
The commentators did not question Avicenna’s statement that growth
stopped during iuventus because of the relation between heat and moisture in this
phase. Ugo Benzi for instance simply asserted that during iuventus, true growth
could not take place due to the proportion of heat to moisture. 368 Dryness caused
the end of growth in other ways as well. For one thing, the bones no longer were
similar to soft wax, but they had become dry and hard by now. In this state, they
could not be elongated any more. 369 Jacques Despars knew that for growth to be
useful, elongation of bones was necessary. Otherwise, people would not be able to
walk, as large bulges of flesh at their lower extremities would hamper them. Along
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the same lines, if a copious amount of flesh grew on top of the skull, it would make
the head very heavy, without any purpose being served. 370
So, during iuventus, the body did not change in size. Actually, it did not
change at all, as this was Avicenna’s age of remaining the same, the etas consistendi,
also known as the etas pulchritudinis or the age of beauty. Jacques Despars
characterized the age as follows:
‘The second age is the etas consistendi (which means ‘remaining in the
same state’) during which men do not grow nor shrink. It is called the age
of beauty, since all of the membra are completed, and the colour of the
body is liveliest, and the body is at its manliest and strongest, not yet
marred by inflamed eyes or wrinkles.’ 371
The commentators commonly concluded that the iuvenis or grown man
was superior to the child with regard to all soul functions, except those of nutrition
and growth. 372 Despars for instance underlined that the vital, the intellectual, the
sensory and the generative functions all worked best during iuventus. First, the vital
functions of the iuvenis were the sharpest of all men. The heart was the principal
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organ for the vital soul functions, since it was the source of the arteries. The arterial
blood carried the vital pulse and spread the life force through the body. Despars said
about the vital powers:
‘…the man in iuventus is the most tempered [temperatissimus] in the sense
of the temperament ad iustitiam with regard to the vital power and
functions. For then the heat of the heart is liberated from the superfluous
moistures by which it was covered during childhood, and the heart and the
arteries have obtained their proper magnitude. They are moved with more
force. (…) And men in iuventus are more energetic and more courageous
than children.’ 373
The intellectual and the sensory functions of the child were equally buried
underneath the moisture that characterized adolescentia, so that the iuvenis was
superior in this field as well. The senses of the iuvenis were at their liveliest, his
voluntary movements were perfect, and the functions of fantasy, memory and
cogitation were without impediment. During childhood, all these functions had
been hindered either through superfluous moistures of the brain and nerves or
through the vapours which easily rose to children’s heads. 374
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Despars concludes that iuventus was the best age for the soul function of
generation as well. 375 The young child did not produce sperm, whereas the sperm of
older children came in limited amounts and was of bad quality:
‘…[sperm] is not abundant in childhood because then all the nutrimental
moisture will be converted for the functions of nourishment and growth.
(…) Similarly, experience teaches that the sperm of children [puerorum] is
watery and of small amount. Their testicles and penises are small and icy,
and they do not have the firmness [robur] they will have in iuventus.’ 376
So, the age of iuventus was as a plateau, the plateau of the highest possible
level for this single human body and for this single human life. Gentile said about
iuventus: ‘They find that in the next part [of life, iuventus], the body remains in its

cerebri et nervorum: tum propter multitudinem vaporum ad caput elevatorum. A pueris enim ut prius
allegatum est: elevatur vapor multus propter mollitiem et teneritatem eorum.’
375
To support his choice, he followed Galen on pregnancy in his tract On the Usefulness of the Parts of the
Body XIV.4 (Kühn III: 154-156). Galen explains that the female body in its prime is most suitable to bring
forth offspring, because prime is the period of life in which the female can provide enough well-digested
nourishment for the foetus. During old age, the woman’s body is shrinking, and cannot even nourish itself
properly. In the time of growth, all nourishment is usurped by the woman’s growing body, so that none
is left for a foetus. Following this ancient knowledge about pregnancy, Despars concludes that iuventus
was the best age for generation.
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perfect state, and it is not perfected any further.’ 377 The body of the iuvenis was
constant in its quantity, because growth had stopped and shrinkage not yet begun.
Yet, just how stable was the body during this age of perfection, the age of
remaining the same? No body can ever remain exactly the same for years in all its
traits, and the commentators were acutely aware of this fact of life. Jacopo da Forlì
discussed how several physical traits declined during iuventus in his questio on the
ages:
‘No age exists in which the continuous exsiccation of moisture does not
progress. And so [no age of remaining the same exists]. The same is
confirmed by the action of the soul power of nutrition, which continuously
restores the moisture in children in a steadily worse manner for life. (…) The
same is confirmed, since at the end of the etas consistendi, or towards the
end, the soul power is weaker, and the functions are more imperfect than
at its start or in the middle of this same age. Accordingly, in no age should
the body be described as remaining the same.’ 378
How to solve the problem that Avicenna declared the body to remain the same
during a five year phase, whereas it obviously kept on changing in many of its traits?
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘…in sequenti quadam parte
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary, Questio XXIX: ‘…nulla est etas in qua non procedat continue
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The idea of degree enabled a more relative approach. 379 The body kept the same
degree of heat in relation to moisture, while it changed. For instance, in his
conclusions to this questio, Jacopo explained that the etas consistendi had not
received its name because the body was stable in its quantity during the phase. As
a matter of fact the body was stable in its quantity during iuventus, but it might have
been equally stable in quantity during periods of the adolescentia. Instead, iuventus
was called the age of remaining the same ‘because due to the proportion of heat to
moisture, the body stays in the same degree of perfection with regard to its
functions, and in the same degree of strength of the soul powers, and it keeps the
same gradual measure of heat.’ 380

4. HEAT OF THE CHILD, HEAT OF THE MAN

Heat was a central topic in the discussions on adolescentia and iuventus. Avicenna
devotes half of his chapter on the ages of man to the question which phase is
hottest: adolescentia or iuventus. 381 The question gave rise to a dispute in Antiquity.
As Avicenna explains:
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‘The ancient physicians debated among themselves about the two forms
of heat of childhood [puericie] and iuventus. There were those who said that
the heat of the child [pueri] was larger… (…) There were those among them
who said that the innate heat in men in their iuventus was much
stronger…’ 382
The quality heat was valued highly in late medieval theory and strongly connected
to masculinity. 383 For scholars seasoned in this same theory, it could be hard to
accept that a child’s heat might be just as intense as or even stronger than the heat
which gave manhood its splendour. Yet, good reasons existed to think that the heat
of the child was stronger than the heat of the man. For one thing, the child clearly
was closer to the moment of conception than the full-grown man, and the heat was
thought to be infused at the very start of the life cycle. Innate heat was ultimately
derived from the parents’ sperm. As Avicenna presented the argument: ‘For children
were not generated unless from sperm, which is very hot.’ 384 The child’s ability to
grow also pointed at the strength of its heat.
In his solution to the problem which phase is hottest, Avicenna follows
Galen:
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‘Yet Galen contradicts both sects. For he says that the types of heat of the
two [phases] are equal in root [in radice]. The heat of children however is
larger in quantity and less in quality, namely in its sharpness. And the heat
of men in iuventus is less in quantity and larger in quality, namely in its
sharpness.’ 385
Avicenna borrowed two metaphors from Galen in order to enhance the reader’s
understanding of these two types of heat. The heat of a child was as a unit of heat
penetrating a large amount of water and spreading over its entire volume: soft and
dispersed. The metaphor fitted neatly with the image of a child’s body as moist,
growing, soft and changeable. The heat of a iuvenis, a grown man, on the other
hand, was as the same unit of heat penetrating a dry, small stone. 386 The fierce heat
of the hard rock went well with the image of mature masculinity in a strong and
hardened body. The changes in quantity and quality turned the heat from the
supporter of growth in the child into the centre of male strength in the man.
In their commentaries, the late medieval authors discussed Avicenna’s
term ‘root’, Avicenna had said that the two types of heat were equal in root, in
radice, whereas the relative nature of heat could be expressed far more reliably
through the term degree or gradum. The degree of a quality, for instance of a
pharmaceutical substance, reflected the intensity of this quality. So, why had
Avicenna spoken about root instead of degree? Gentile gave several reasons for
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Avicenna, Canon I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘Galienus vero ambabus sectis contradicit dicit enim quod
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this. 387 It had pleased Avicenna to use the word root [radicem] instead of the degree
of form [gradum forme]. Root had a different connotation in Arabic than in Latin,
Gentile thought:
‘I believe that in their language there was no extraneous notion such as
there is in our language, since we immediately imagine the root of trees by
the term “root.”’ 388
Furthermore, for Avicenna the term ‘degree’ probably pointed towards
pharmaceuticals, the relative strength of which was expressed in degrees. Since
Avicenna did not want to convey the impression that he thought about the phases
of life as pharmaceuticals, he chose to speak about the root of heat instead of the
degree of heat.
Besides roots of trees and the powers of pharmaceuticals, Avicenna’s
terminology gave rise to yet another association among scholastic physicians. It was
possible not to speak about heat being equal in root, but about the root of heat, the
radix calidi. With just one more leap of thought, the root of heat was identified as a
substance inside the body carrying the heat. The radix of heat pointed at humidum
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radicale, radical moisture, which indeed was thought to carry the body’s natural
heat. Gentile described this opinion as follows: 389
‘On the declaration of this point, he says that the root of heat [radix calidi]
is radical moisture [humidum radicale] which is the substantial moisture
which makes the membra continuous, and which was gained at the first
moment of generation from sperm.’ 390
According to this opinion, Avicenna meant that the child and the grown man
possessed equal amounts of radical moisture when he said that the heat in the child
and the grown man were equal in root: ‘since the heat being equal in root means
that radical moisture is equal.’ 391 This made sense, because radical moisture would
only start to decline during old age. 392
Ugo Benzi too was familiar with the interpretation of the root of heat as
radical moisture, although he did not agree with it. When discussing Avicenna’s
opinion on the heat of the boy and the man being equal in root, Ugo remarked:
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‘Consider here that heat or warmth is sometimes taken as the warmth of
the body [pro corpore calido], suppose as spiritus or in the form of radical
moisture. Sometimes it is taken as the quality with the denomination of
heat. And this [latter interpretation] is correct.’ 393
Despars neatly brought the two opinions on the heat in the first two phases
of life together, connecting the heat as a quality to heat rooted in the body. He
started off with heat as a quality of a certain degree, continued that the heat
possessed this degree in the subject or carrier of the heat, and finally identified the
subject or carrier as radical or spermatic moisture. In Despars’ words:
‘When Galen said that the heat of the child and the heat of the iuvenis are
equal in root, he meant that they are equally intense, or that they are in the
same degree in their proper subject, that is to say out of the proper part of
their subject, which is the root and the source [radix et origo] of innate heat,
excluding all the foreign heat. This subject then is radical moisture or the
spermatic substance.’ 394
According to Despars, the heat of sperm did not decline in the child. This fact
became clear from the continuity of growth during adolescentia. During iuventus,
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the heat was conserved in moisture of a lesser quantity and quality than during
adolescentia, ‘because from the beginning of life at birth until death something of
the radical moisture continuously resolves, and in this way its quantity decreases;
and it continuously desiccates, and in this way its quality or moistness decreases.’ 395
So, in the scholastic medical tradition the innate heat and the moisture
which sustained it were tied to radical moisture and sperm at conception. Although
the concept of radical moisture was devised in the thirteenth-century Latin West,
authors presented their ideas on radical moisture as invented by Galen and
Avicenna themselves. They found cues such as ‘the two types of heat are equal in
root’/ caliditates in radice sunt equales in the authoritative texts to support their
assertions about radical moisture.

5. RADICAL MEMBRA AND GROWTH IN ADOLESCENTIA

What parts of the body did the soul power of growth cause to expand in the first age
of life? Aristotle provides an answer to this question in his treatise On Generation
and Corruption, and in it he uses the concepts of homogeneous and heterogeneous
parts. Homogeneous parts membra simplicia in Latin) were those body parts that
remain the same after division, such as flesh, bones and nerves. Heterogeneous
parts (membra composita) are constituted from homogeneous parts, and do not
remain the same after division. Instances of heterogeneous parts are the head and
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘…quia continue a principio
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the hand. 396 Now, the parts that grow are the homogeneous parts, and their
expansion causes the growth of the heterogeneous parts. Aristotle’s thirteenthcentury commentators followed him in this assertion. The natural philosophers
thought that the body parts with the clearest form were the membra composita.
They depended for their growth on the expansion of the membra simplicia, which
were more material in nature, and had received less form. 397
The late medieval Canon commentators followed a similar path when
thinking about growth. However, Jacopo da Forlì and Jacques Despars did not
identify the membra simplicia as the membra that grew and that caused the membra
composita to grow. Instead, they spoke about spermatic or radical membra. 398 This
made sense to those thoroughly versed in Avicenna’s Canon. In his chapter on
moistures, Avicenna defines the fourth secondary or digestive moisture as being
present within the membra simplicia and as stemming from sperm. Later on,
Western scholars identified this fourth moisture as radical moisture. The connection
between membra simplicia and radical moisture is presumably derived from this
Canon passage.
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Jacopo even mentioned that the phrase ‘membra simplicia’ in the Canon
text was usually understood to mean ‘radical membra’. 399 When he continued, he
employed the terms ‘radical membra’ and ‘spermatic membra’ as synonyms.
Despars explained with reference to Galen that the radical membra were the solid,
simple, elementary and homogeneous parts of the body: arteries, veins, nerves,
cartilage, bones, membranes, connections and tunics―all well-known as spermatic
membra by the late Middle Ages. 400 So, according to Jacopo and Despars, spermatic
or radical membra were the parts which grew inside the body, and which through
their expansion enabled the whole body to grow.
Of the Canon commentators, Jacques Despars elaborated the idea of the
growing parts of the body most plainly. He used the terms radical membra and
spermatic membra as synonyms in his discussion of children who had been ill for
years, who ate very little, who appeared meagre and bloodless, but who still grew.
In fact, these children grew so obviously that the public said that they grew more
than healthy children did because of their illness, as if the disease helped to dilate
and extend the soft membra, and as if food was not that necessary. 401 Despars did
not agree with this popular impression. If the children truly grew, he said, that was
in the first place because food was attached to their spermatic membra. 402
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Secondly, the soul power of growth worked on the spermatic parts, and not on the
fleshy and fatty parts of the body. Therefore, nothing prohibited the body from
growing through the radical membra in all directions. As the soul power of growth
did not concern itself with flesh and fat, it made perfect sense that these children
looked so meagre and bloodless. 403 In this passage the two terms ‘radical membra’
and ‘spermatic membra’ were used as having one and the same meaning.
The task of the soul power of growth was, according to Despars, to widen
the radical membra in every body part. After the soul power of growth had widened
the radical membra, the soul power of nutrition was able to fill the open space with
new membra, derived from food. Without the open spaces, brought about by the
power of growth, the nutritive soul power would bring just enough food to the
membra to replace what was lost, and there would be no growth. Only during
adolescentia would the soul power of growth be able to widen the radical membra in
this way. In the first phase of life, the complexion was so warm and moist, that the
radical membra were soft enough to be extended. After adolescentia, the radical
membra had become too dry and hard to obey the soul power of growth. They would
not widen anymore, and growth stopped. 404
During the processes of widening, extension and growth, the body’s radical
moisture was diluted over the spermatic membra. They had grown so much, and
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radical moisture’s original substance—sperm at conception—was only used up, and
never replenished. Despars explained:
‘…the proper subject of innate heat [i.e. radical moisture] (…) is more
extended and diluted in grown men [than in children] because of the
extension of their spermatic membra. No spermatic matter that could
enhance their substance reaches these membra after their once-only
generation.’ 405
So, during adolescentia, radical or spermatic membra expanded through
the actions of the soul power of growth. The original spermatic matter of the body
became diluted and extended, as it spread over the growing spermatic membra. Yet,
while the original spermatic moisture became thinner and thinner, the growing
body gathered a lot of new stuff, which could also serve to sustain the innate heat.
How this stuff should be called was a matter of definition.
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6. THE DEFINITION OF EXPANDING MOISTURE

In the modern secondary literature on radical moisture, this matter is often defined
as spermatic in origin and acquired at the moment of conception. 406 Radical
moisture is portrayed as the opposite of nutrimental moisture, and the two
moistures appear to have been sharply delineated from one another. Reynold’s
description of radical moisture can serve as an example:
‘…radical moisture is a substance in the body that is essential for life but
cannot be restored from food. It is the proper subject of vital heat and the
instrument of assimilation. One gets one total stock of it from one’s parents
in sexual generation, which is why it is also called “seminal moisture”
(humidum seminale).’
Modern authors certainly are not mistaken in doing so. Yet, there is another side to
radical moisture. Namely, late medieval scholars also envisaged the boundaries
between radical and nutrimental moisture as thoroughly porous and fluid. 407 Their
main source text on radical moisture, the Canon, already presented a seminal, lifesustaining fluid as the final of the four digestive moistures, and as such intimately
tied to nourishment and digestion. 408 Scholars in the West often portrayed the
radical and nutrimental moistures as mixed, inseparable and indistinguishable.
Arnald of Villanova († ca. 1310) famously argued in his Tractatus de humido radicali
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that radical moisture could be replenished through nourishment, 409 and others
followed his lead.
The same inconsistency can be found in the late medieval commentaries
on Avicenna’s Canon. The commentators might present radical moisture as an
irreplaceable, seminal moisture, as Gentile da Foligno did (paraphrasing Antonio da
Parma): ‘[radical moisture is] the substantial moisture which makes the membra
continuous, and which was gained at the first moment of generation from sperm.’
Yet, they also stressed that radical moisture was not solely derived from sperm at
conception, but that the fluid could expand through mixture with food. 410 The
commentators did so especially in the context of their discussions of adolescentia
and iuventus, but also in their solutions to other problems. In this section, definitions
of radical moisture which see food as one of its sources will be studied.
Gentile da Foligno asked himself what the notion ‘radical moisture’ meant
in his discussion on the heat in the man and the heat in the child. Would it be the
substance which was tied to the soul at the moment of conception? This would
certainly be lower in amount in iuventus than in adolescentia, because it dissolved
over time. Or would it be this stuff, together with the matter added to it during
growth? This would be far more extended in the body of a grown man than in that
of a small child. 411 Gentile remarked that ‘derived from sperm’ should not be taken
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Arnald of Villanova, Tractatus de humido radicali; ed. Michael R. McVaugh Arnaldi de Villanova Opera
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too literally: ‘…when we say ‘from sperm’ we understand this effectively and not
materially.’ 412 Sperm at conception brought about radical moisture as its efficient
cause, but it did not provide all its matter. When he came to his conclusions, Gentile
stated that:
‘first, it is necessary to postulate that radical moisture is the animated
moisture inside us, whether it is derived from generation, or derived
through time, from nutriment and growth.’ 413
Jacopo da Forlì thoroughly mixed up radical moisture and nutrimental
moisture when he listed four types of moisture in relation to one another: radical
moisture, nutrimental moisture, inflowing moisture and innate moisture. 414 Jacopo
worked hard to clarify the fluid and ambivalent boundaries between these four
types of moisture. He started off with a definition of radical moisture.
‘By radical moisture they [auctores et doctores] properly understand
membral animated moisture. This moisture is called radical since it sustains
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘Notant hic quod quando dicimus
ex spermate intelligimus effective non materialiter.’
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Gentile da Foligno, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘oportet autem ad huius
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on this problem in his chapter on the etates, I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3.
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the root [radice] and fosters the natural heat, by the presence of which the
soul is conserved in the membra.’ 415
This was a rather open description, as it did not take into account whether or not
the radical moisture had been received in the form of sperm at the moment of
conception. Indeed, Jacopo continued to state that ‘many authors and doctors use
the term more strictly and precisely for moisture contracted from the beginning of
generation.’ 416
Nutrimental moisture was the second type of moisture which Jacopo
discussed. This moisture could serve as nutriment, so that membra were generated
or restored by it. Still, many authors used the term nutrimental moisture
interchangeably for the moisture itself and for the membra which were made from
it. If nutrimental moisture encompassed the membra as well, it was an animated
moisture, since membra were animated. Now Jacopo returned to his first definition
of radical moisture as a membral, animated moisture.
‘From this it is obvious, first, that not all [quodlibet] radical moisture is
contracted from generation. Indeed, some of it is contracted from
generation and some of it from nutriment. Second, in some way it is
possible to state that nutrimental moisture is radical moisture, because
some moisture contracted from nutriment truly is membral, animated
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary, Questio XXXIV: ‘Intelligentes per humidum radicale proprie
humidum membrale animatum. quod ideo radicale dicitur, ipso tanquam radice sustentatur et fovetur
calidum naturale per cuius presentiam conservatur anima in membris.’
416
Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary, Questio XXXIV: ‘Utuntur tamen auctores et doctores frequenter
isto termino radicale magis stricte et precise pro humido contracto a principijs generationis.’
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moisture. As a consequence, [this moisture is both] radical because of its
animation, and nutrimental because it is contracted from food.’ 417
In the same manner, Jacopo understood the third type of moisture, innate moisture,
either as all membral, animated moisture, regardless of its origin, or as moisture
received at generation, as the term ‘innate’ seems to suggest. Innate moisture
resembled both radical and nutrimental moisture in the broad meaning these terms
received in the passage, since the term ‘innate moisture’ could point at both the
original, literally innate moisture inside the body, and at all the moisture inside the
body which had been made ‘innate’ by the soul. Inflowing moisture however, the
final moisture on Jacopo’s list, was nothing but nutriment, flowing towards the
membra. 418
In Jacopo’s view, from the four different moistures, just the inflowing
moisture was univocal. Radical moisture, nutrimental moisture and innate moisture
could all three be equated with ‘membral, animated moisture’, and membral,
animated moisture could stem from both food and innate matter. Radical moisture
and innate moisture were ambivalent stuff. Food became animated and membral—
in one word, radical. Inside the body, food-derived stuff and innate stuff were mixed
until they were inseparable from one another, and indeed one fluid. Jacopo solved

417
Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary, Questio XXXIV: ‘Ex quo patet primo quod non quodlibet radicale
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the problem of the ambivalence between the moistures by equating them to one
another.
So, Gentile da Foligno and Jacopo da Forlì both felt the need to
acknowledge other sources than just sperm for radical moisture when they
discussed the concept in the context of adolescentia and iuventus. Food was the
obvious source for the large amount of radical, animated, membral moisture inside
the growing body. Spermatic matter mingled with food, and the commentators
clarified the simultaneous processes of dilution and expansion through ideas about
mixture, nutrition and growth. In the next section, theories of mixture and growth
will be discussed as general background; in the section after the next one, the
dimensions in the physicians’ theories will receive pride of place.

7. MIXTURES OF WINE AND WATER: BACKGROUND

A vessel of wine mixed with water served as metaphor for the body during
adolescentia and iuventus in late medieval learned medicine. 419 Water was added to
the wine so that the fluid expanded, and mixture and growth were central features
of the metaphor. The Canon commentators employed the wine and water
metaphor in order to grasp the expansion of radical moisture during adolescentia.
The metaphor enabled them to clarify the state of the fluid before and after mixture,
as representing the state of the body of the young child and of the full-grown
iuvenis. This metaphor sheds new light on the late medieval medical conception of
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Azélina Jaboulet-Vercherre provides background knowledge on classical and medieval views on and
practices of mixture of wine and water: ‘Wine and Water: On the Intricate “Art of Mixture”’ in her work
The Physician, the Drinker, and the Drunk 133-141.
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childhood and adulthood. It has not yet received systematic attention from modern
researchers. 420
The Canon commentators were not the first to use the image of wine mixed
with water in learned texts. Through the ages, the mixture of wine and water proved
a persistent metaphor for processes inside the human body. 421 The likeness
between wine and blood was frequently mentioned in classical and medieval
medical texts. Wine was the type of nourishment most easily converted into blood,
since it was so similar to this fluid. 422 Diluted wine was an especially apt metaphor
for processes of digestion not only because of this similarity, but also because wine
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Roger French discusses the metaphor of vessels wine with water for Gentile da Foligno’s treatment of
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itself had gone through several stages during its production. Grapes were pressed
and transformed into juice, and juice fermented into wine, which was drunk mingled
with water. The processes were reminiscent of food being masticated and turned
into chyle, chyle into blood, and blood into the secondary humours. 423 Aristotle
famously employs a metaphor of wine mixed with water in order to clarify growth:
just like water added to wine becomes wine itself, and at the same time enhances
the amount of wine, so is food turned into the growing body of the eating person. 424
For a proper understanding of the conceptions of late medieval learned
physicians on mixture and the role of the wine-and-water metaphor in it, it is useful
to trace Aristotle’s theory of mixture, which he develops in On Generation and
Corruption. 425 True mixing occurs, Aristotle states, when the components of the
mixture form a homogeneous substance. This happens when the two ingredients
are roughly equal in strength, so that each one converts the other. They somehow
reach a mean, and the resulting substance has the character of a compromise
between the two. 426 When one of the two components overpowers the other, and
turns this component into its own form, the result is not a true mixture. Logs are
therefore not mixed with fire, because the fire is turning the logs into its own form.
Similarly, food is not mixed with the body, because the flesh superimposes its form
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on food. 427 If a drop of water is added to a large amount of wine, this is not mixing,
since the water is turned into wine. 428 Processes as logs being turned into fire, food
turned into flesh, and water turned into wine can only be described as mixing in a
loose manner. When a large quantity of one component is mixed with a small
quantity of the other component, the process that takes place is growth, because
the dominant ingredient grows, while the weak ingredient loses its form. 429 It is this
latter, loose type of mixing that will receive most attention here.
Late medieval philosophers accepted Aristotle’s ideas on mixture, and, as
historian of science Norma Emerton states, ‘the problem of mixtion became one of
the most widely discussed philosophical questions of scholastic times.’ 430 All
material substances were mixtures out of the four elements earth, water, air and
fire, which on their turn carried the four qualities warm, cold, wet and dry. Now, in
which ways the forms of the elements were mixed within every material substance
became one of the central problems within scholastic philosophy, especially in the
fourteenth century. 431
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Scholastic philosophers kept on using Aristotle’s images of nutrition,
growth and wine mixed with water as examples of mixture. 432 Albertus Magnus
called the loose type of mixing ‘vulgar mixing’, and discussed it in relation to the
assimilation of food. Food mixed with the body during digestion in the vulgar
manner, in which the strongest component—the body—changed the weaker
component—food—into its likeness. The mixture of food with the body was
comparable to a bit of water added to wine: the water changed into wine, and
received wine’s qualities and functions while it lost its own form or species. 433
Philosophers and theologians like Thomas of Aquinas 434, Nicholas of Ocham († ca.
1320) 435 and William de la Mare († ca. 1270) 436 stressed that radical and nutrimental
moisture (or counterparts of these fluids) were inseparably mixed inside the body.
Thomas of Aquinas repeated the image of a bit of water becoming wine, 437 and
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William de la Mare too employed wine and water to characterize the mixture
between radical and nutrimental moisture. 438
The Canon commentators, with their extensive propaedeutic education in
natural philosophy, 439 were aware of the philosophical debates on mixture in their
days. The Canon doctrina on the elements gave them a chance to show their
knowledge on mixing, as from the mixing of elements diverse species of things were
generated. 440 In his commentary on the elements, Ugo Benzi confidently spoke
about the intension and remission of substantial forms in a mixture, quoting
Avicenna’s On Generation and Corruption and Averroes’ commentary on Aristotle’s
On the Heavens. 441 Jacques Despars imagined a discussion about mixture:
‘But someone insists. When the mixed elements remain in the mixture,
they are not one thing, unless through a unity of assemblage, the type of
unity a heap of stones possesses. (…) …I say that in a mixture, a greater
unity exists than in an assemblage of assembled things. Firstly, the mixable
things in a mixture reduce themselves to one single complexion through a
process of continuous alteration… (…) Secondly a substantial form is
introduced in the mixture after the mixable things have brought
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themselves back to one complexional mean. In an assemblage however,
these changes do not take place.’ 442
In their commentaries on the ages of life, the Canon commentators caught
the relations between mixture, growth and radical moisture through a complicated
and extended metaphor of wine mixed with water, which will be investigated in the
section below.

8. METAPHORICAL VESSELS IN THE CANON COMMENTARIES

An exemplum by Galen served as direct source for the metaphor of vessels wine
mixed with water in the Canon commentaries. The passage was part of Galen’s
commentary on Hippocrates’ Aphorism I.14. 443 This Aphorism starts as follows:
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‘Growing bodies have the most innate heat; they therefore require the
most food, for otherwise their bodies are wasted.’ 444
In his explanation of the aphorism, Galen speaks about heat as a quality in mixed
and unmixed materials. In unmixed material, the amount of heat can be measured
by the amount of material. For instance, if two basins of unequal size contain
unmixed water of a certain heat, the largest basin contains most heat. In mixed
substances, the hot quality is determined by the measure of the mixture. Take for
instance two basins of equal size with unequal mixtures of water and wine. The basin
with the mixture which contains the most wine will be the hottest in quality, Galen
says. 445
Late medieval physicians modified Galen’s example to serve as the basis
for a metaphor about vessels of wine, which they employed especially in the context
of Avicenna’s statement that the heat of the child and the heat of the iuvenis are
equal in root. The wine served as image for the original radical moisture, obtained
at conception, while the water represented nourishment added to the body after
conception. Two terms are central in the commentators’ explanation: the proper
extension [extensio propria] and the joint extension [extensio communis] of the wine
or the radical moisture. Instead of extensio, authors could also refer to proper and
joint dimensions [dimensiones]. The physicians used the term proper extension to
indicate the original volume of the wine. By joint extension, they meant the volume
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the wine had obtained after its mixture with water. When a lot of water had been
added to the wine, the wine’s joint extension was larger than the proper, original
extension of the wine. In modern eyes, the joint extension of the wine would be
described more properly as the volume of a new fluid, namely of wine mixed with
water. In late medieval medical theory however, both the proper and the joint
extensions were characteristics of the wine itself.
If this metaphor was applied to radical moisture and food, the proper
extension of radical moisture was only small, as its original amount came from
sperm at conception. During life, radical moisture was mixed with food and
expanded enormously. The metaphor showed that this expansion could be
described as an expansion of the joint extension of radical moisture, brought about
by its mixture with food. The metaphor also showed that despite mixture with
nutrimental moisture and expansion in a growing body, radical moisture still was
radical moisture.
Gentile da Foligno employed the metaphor of wine and water in his questio
‘whether the heat of children is larger than the heat of men, or equal in root’. 446 Heat
was carried by radical moisture, which had two extensions:
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‘…namely the joint extension, in which it is extended over the total mixture
such as the human being. The other is the proper extension, in which the
moisture is extended over the proper extension…’ 447
Gentile thought that the doctrine was clear, but he realized its high level of
abstraction. For those who could not understand these deeper matters, he made
things simpler. Gentile turned to vessels of wine.
‘Take for instance two barrels of wine with the same type of wine, and one
barrel is small and the other is big. The heat founded in the large quantity
of wine is more extended and larger in its proper extension. But [the wine]
in the small barrel is of a smaller proper extension…’ 448
In this thought experiment, the small amount of wine from the small barrel should
be put into a large amphora with water, so that the small amount of wine is
dispersed over the whole amount of water. At this point, this wine has a large joint
extension, since it is mixed over a large volume of fluid. Its proper extension is still
small, since the original amount of wine was small. Gentile instructed to act in a
reverse manner with the large barrel of wine. Its wine should be poured over into a
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small carafe of water. This wine is now small in its joint extension, whereas it is still
large in its proper extension. 449
With the metaphor, Gentile made clear that the magnitude of a fluid as
radical moisture was not fixed. While its original extension might be small, as small
as the amount of sperm necessary to conceive an embryo, it could expand
enormously due to mixture with other stuff. Inside the body, all this other stuff was
ultimately derived from food (whether in the form of menstrual blood for the foetus,
mother’s milk for the infant, or plain foodstuffs). So, through mixture with food, just
a bit of radical moisture would expand up to the size of an adult human being.
Jacopo da Forlì employed the same simile of the vessels of wine in order to
explain the heat of the child and the iuvenis. Bodies can be larger or smaller in two
ways, namely in their proper extension and in their joint extension, he stated. He
first gave an example of a difference in proper extension. If one vase contained one
measure of wine, and another one half a measure of wine, the wine in the first vase
was larger in its proper extension than the wine in the second vase. Jacopo went on
to explain the joint extension. Half a measure of water was added to the first vase
with one measure of wine, so that the first vase contained one and a half measure
of wine mixed with water. One and a half measure of water was added to the second
vase with half a measure of wine, so that the second vase contained two measures
of wine mixed with water. Now, the joint extension of the wine in the second vase
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was larger than the joint extension of the wine in the first vase. The proper extension
of the wine in the second vase was still as it originally was: half a measure, and
therefore smaller than the proper extension of the wine in the first vase, which
comprised one measure. 450
If we think about the heat in the human body, we find the same difference
in the types of moistures which sustain natural heat, Jacopo said. Radical moisture
was contracted at the moment of generation, and it optimally sustained the natural
heat because of its purity. Radical moisture was the proper extension of the
moistures sustaining natural heat. Since food came from the outside world,
nutrimental moisture counted as foreign and extraneous to the body. Nutrimental
moisture, derived from food, was the extraneous moisture sustaining natural heat.
Radical moisture and nutritive moisture taken together formed the joint extension
of the moistures sustaining natural heat. In this way, Jacopo explained the growth
of natural heat during the first age of life. The natural heat of the child was larger
with regard to the proper extension of its sustaining moisture, whereas the natural
heat of the iuvenis was larger with regard to the joint extension of the mixed
moistures sustaining it. 451
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totum aggregatum fiat vinum extensum extensione unius libre cum dimidia. vino secundo quod erat libra
media addatur libra una cum dimidia aque, et fiat totum vinum etcetera ut duarum librarum. patet quod
ratione subiecti communis maius est vinum secundum quam primum, licet ratione subiecti communis
proprij maius sit primum secundo.’
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As these passages show, the learned doctors were quite used to employing
two separate measures or extensions for the investigation of growing, mixed bodies
with an original core. 452 It was a central feature of their theory of two extensions
that the original core could mix with other components inside the body. The proper
extension focused on the original core and the space it occupied, or the small
quantity of undiluted wine. The concept of the joint extension enabled them to
study space occupied through mixture. As the original core mixed with every
component inside the body, it finally encompassed a much larger space than it had
done in its earlier, unmixed form. The original core became as large as the whole
mixture, simply through mixing. In this way, a fluid could expand immensely, while
no matter was truly added to its original, unmixed amount.
The late medieval physicians did not need to see the expansion of radical
moisture as dilution or rarefaction. Radical moisture truly expanded in its joint
extension, because it mingled with extraneous, nutritive moisture. The
commentators envisaged the body of the young child as an amphora filled with wine
to which drops of water were steadily added. As the wine mixed, it increased its
extension.

452
In his commentary on the passage on the heat of the child and of the iuvenis, Ugo Benzi referred to
Gentile da Foligno’s and Marsilio de Sancta Sofia’s treatment of the questio ‘whether the heat of the child
is larger in quantity with regard to its proper dimensions [quo ad proprias dimensiones], and not with
regard to its joint dimensions’ [quo ad communes]. Ugo himself said: ‘sicut vinum unius ciphi commixtum
cum aqua trium ciphorum quo ad communes dimensiones est quattuor ciphorum: et quo ad proprias est
unius ciphi tamen.’ Later in his commentary, Ugo criticised these ideas, and stated that the only correct
way to decide this matter was by judging the body heat manually. The physician should touch the bodies
of many children and men, and would then find that their heat was comparable. This was in line with
Avicenna’s ideas on the subject, said Ugo. Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3 fol.
17v. Galen extensively recommended touching the bodies of many children and men in order to
determine the heat of their bodies, and boasted his own experience and skill in this type of physical
examination : Galen, On Mixtures II.2 (Kühn I: 587-598).
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9. CONCLUSION

The commentators showed a remarkable double layer in their ideas on radical
moisture. According to the conventional late medieval description of radical
moisture, which dominates the modern secondary literature on the topic, radical
moisture was derived from sperm and existed inside the body in a fixed amount,
which only declined during life. When the physicians thought of adolescentia, the
age of relentless growth with its air of upwardness and positivity, they imagined
radical moisture in a different way. Radical moisture became an expanding fluid. 453
It expanded in an extraordinary manner, from the moisture of an embryo to that of
a new-born, and from a child’s moisture into the huge amount of an adult. It mingled
with enormous quantities of food. A large vessel with a small amount of wine—the
radical moisture—and with a large quantity of water—matter derived from food:
this was how the commentators preferred to see the human body in adolescentia.
The two soul powers of nutrition and growth were at the height of their
force during adolescentia. While all the other soul powers reached their perfection
during iuventus, the body was never ruled by the nutritive and the augmentative
soul power as completely as during the first thirty years of life. The strength of
nutrition and growth did not make adolescentia a very dignified phase of life.
Admittedly, these soul powers were vital for the preservation of the individual. Yet
while the powers of nutrition and growth ruled the body, the human being was ruled
by his lowest passions, and not be capable of much beyond simply gobbling down
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Cf. Crisciani, Ferrari, ‘Introduzione’ 477-478 on the extension of radical moisture when a baby grew
into adult size.
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food. Indeed, all the moisture which enabled growth to take place hampered firm,
purposeful actions.
Seen this way, adolescentia was just a phase of life which prepared the body
to enter the perfect stage of iuventus, starting at the age of approximately thirty
years. During that phase, all the other soul powers were at their strongest. The
iuvenis or adult male thus possessed self-control, intelligence and sexual power; he
was strong, brave and full of purpose. As his body was at the height of its beauty
and capacities, the soul power of growth did not need to function anymore. The soul
power of nutrition still performed well enough to keep his body in the perfect stage
for five to ten years. This, the physicians must have felt, was soul power’s best level
of strength. It did not rule the body like it had done in the first phase of life, but it
efficiently and completely mastered food and got rid of superfluities.
The same sentiment was expressed by late medieval theologians, who
repeatedly stressed that Christ’s body—around the age of thirty, the perfect adult
male—possessed a perfect complexion, and was moreover able to perfectly digest
the nourishment he took. John Pecham for instance earnestly theorized on the
sweat that Christ emitted when ‘being in agony, he prayed the longer’ (Luke 22.43).
Was this sweat natural, Pecham wondered. It appeared not, as natural sweat came
about through a complexional flaw or a humoral residue. Christ’s body was of the
utmost equality, and he would therefore be unable to produce sweat in the natural
way. Yet, Christ used food in the most perfect way, due to his unfailing digestion.
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This would cause an aggregation of superfluity inside his body, which might give rise
to sweat under the right circumstances. 454
After iuventus, the Canon commentators thought, decline was inevitable.
The decline was already foreboded in the image of the vessel of wine mixed with
water, which stressed that the human body consisted of a mixture of elements and
qualities. The components of the mixture were contrarious to one another, since
heat caused moisture to dry. Any earthly mixture was doomed to destroy itself, and
the body of man was no exception to this rule. Food played a particular role in the
decline of the body, as will be shown in the next chapter.
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Quoted in Joseph Ziegler, ‘Medicine and Immortality in Terrestrial Paradise’ in: Peter Biller, idem
(eds.), Religion and Medicine in the Middle Ages (York 2001) 201-242, 238.
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CHAPTER 5: RADICAL MOISTURE ON THE DECLINE: THE DOWNWARD
SPIRAL OF OLD AGE

1. INTRODUCTION

Food was a central force in the decline of old age. Avicenna gives much attention to
the failure of the soul power of nutrition in the old body, as did his commentators.
He calls the two last ages of life the etates minuendi, the ages of diminution or
shrinkage, for the soul power of nutrition no longer manages to replace all the
matter which the body loses. 455 Then, how did food interact with the inner core of
man during the two last ages of life, senectus and senium? Which role did digestion
play in the decline towards death?
The Canon commentators Gentile da Foligno, Jacopo da Forlì, Ugo Benzi
and Jacques Despars imagined the decline of old age as a self-promoting,
downward spiral. They described how the soul power of digestion slowly lost its
force during the first phase of old age, senectus, while its decline progressed more
and more rapidly during senium, the second phase of old age leading to death.
During the first two ages of life, the soul power of digestion had been strong enough
to replace and even expand the life-sustaining spermatic fluid in the body’s inner
core, called radical moisture. When the commentators arrived at the two final ages
of life, senectus and senium, their depiction of radical moisture changed. They
stressed that radical moisture had come in a fixed amount, which slowly declined
during life. During old age, food could still be added to the body, but as the soul
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Avicenna, Liber canonis I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3.
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power of digestion failed, lost radical moisture was no longer self-evidently replaced
by nutrimental moisture, let alone expanded. Instead, badly digested food residues
threatened the body’s balance while the end of life came near. Decline was most
obvious during senium, the final age of life, and this phase will receive most
attention in this chapter.
Late medieval medical doctrines on old age have never before been
investigated thoroughly. This gap will be filled here through the study of the Canon
commentaries, which have not yet been questioned systematically on the topic. The
sources are of special interest as they show the state of the scholarly ideas on ageing
before early modern philosophical theories on ageing developed. The latter have
received much attention in modern historiography of old age, while the late
medieval sources have been relatively ignored. 456 Gentile da Foligno, Jacopo da
Forlì, Ugo Benzi and Jacques Despars wrote commentaries on the chapter about the
ages of man (Canon I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3), which will serve as source
material. 457 Avicenna philosophizes about the necessity of decline and death in his
capitulum singulare (on the causes of health and disease and the necessity of death),
which forms the starting point of the Canon’s section on regimen, fen 3 of Book I.
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Publications on the early history of science on ageing often treat medieval ideas as a mere preparation
for their true topic: the science of ageing in the early modern period. See for instance Schäfer, ‘More than
a Fading Flame’; idem, Alter und Krankheit in der Frühen Neuzeit. Der ärztliche Blick auf die letzte
Lebensphase (Frankfurt/New York 2004).
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The theory of old age in the Canon was related to passages in medicina practica on fever and on marcor
or marasmus, the disease linked to old age. These topics fall out of the field of investigation of this
dissertation. See Galen, On Marasmus.1 (Kühn VII: 666-667); Theoharis C. Theoharides (trans.), ‘Galen on
Marasmus’ in: Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 26(1971) 369-390; Luke Demaitre, ‘The
Medical Notion of “Withering” from Galen to the Fourteenth Century: The Treatise on Marasmus by
Bernard de Gordon’ in: Traditio 47(1992) 259-307.
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Gentile da Foligno’s and especially Jacques Despars’ commentaries on this chapter
are used here. 458
The chapter starts off with a section on the lamp metaphor, the dominant
metaphor for old age in late medieval medical writing. The tiny oil lamp, filled with
a finite amount of fuel, provided a stark contrast with the spacious vases full of wine
mixed with water, which exemplified adolescentia. Then, the discussions of the two
phases of old age are analysed. The interplay between heat and moisture during life
ended with natural death, a concept tied to weakness of digestion. The chapter
finishes with a discussion on the necessity of death—why do people inevitably die?

2. LAMP METAPHORS

Since Hippocrates, a metaphor of a flame, fire or lamp has been used to express
relations between life, death and food. 459 By the late Middle Ages, the lamp
metaphor was a self-evident component of medical writing. 460 Different forms of
the lamp metaphor were known, so that authors could adapt the metaphor to the

458
The Canon provides a regimen for old people as well. Since this regimen clearly belongs to the practica
of medicine, it has not been taken into account here. Avicenna, Liber Canonis I.3. doctrina 3 ‘sermo
universalis in regendo senes’, capitula 1-6. For Avicenna’s regimen in old age, see Paola Carusi, ‘Età
avanzata e qualità della vita nel ‘Canone’ di Avicenna’ in: Crisciani, Repici, Rossi (eds.), Vita longa 41-60.
Carusi shows in her article that Avicenna relied on Galen’s On the Preservation of Health. For regimen
texts for people in old age in general, see for instance Youngs, The Life Cycle 182-185; Luke Demaitre,
‘The Care and Extension of Old Age in Medieval Medicine’ in: Sheehan (ed.), Ageing and the Aged in
Medieval Europe 3-22.
459

Jacques Despars and Gentile da Foligno commented on capitulum I. 3. singulare. Despars’ commentary
was rich and emotional, while Gentile commented only tersely.
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On the history of the lamp metaphor, see Niebyl, ‘Old Age, Fever, and the Lamp Metaphor’.
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context in which they wrote. The metaphor depicted the relation between the
body’s heat and radical moisture: while the lamp’s flame burnt, it devoured its oil,
and it would extinguish when all the oil was gone. Even influences from the outside
could be expressed through the lamp metaphor, for what would happen if one
poured a lot of cold water into a burning oil lamp? Precisely.
The connection between nutrition and old age already comes to the fore in
one of the earliest lamp metaphors in the Hippocratic Corpus. In Aphorisms I.14, the
author compares the feeble heat of life in the old man’s body to a flame. Because
the heat of the old man is so weak, he does not need as much food as hot youngsters
do. On the contrary, much fuel can easily extinguish, as it were, the flame. 461
Aristotle connected nourishment, fire and life in On Youth, Old Age, Life and Death,
and Respiration. 462 Fire can be extinguished or exhausted, he says. Either way, the
destruction of fire ultimately comes about through a lack of nutriment. 463 The fire
serves as an image for the body’s heat. Life depends on the maintenance of heat,
while death is the destruction of this heat. Galen most famously expands the lamp
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Hippocrates, Aphorisms I.14.
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Aristotle speaks about flames, heat and life in various treatises. For instance Aristotle, On Youth, Old
Age, Life and Death, and Respiration 474b25-474a20; Aristotle, Generation of Animals 784b7; Aristotle, On
Length and Shortness of Life V 465b27-465b32; and see below. Cf. also (pseudo-)Aristotle, Problems III.5
871b6-13 and III.26 875a4-8. On the medieval reception of On Youth, Old Age, Life and Death, and
Respiration see Dunne, ‘“The Causes of the Length and Brevity of Life”’; Karine van ‘t Land, ‘Long Life,
Natural Death: The Learned Ideal of Dying in Late Medieval Commentaries on Avicenna’s Canon’ in: Early
Science and Medicine 19(2014) 558-583.
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Aristotle, On Youth, Old Age, Life and Death, and Respiration 470a5-470a19; cf. Aristotle, Meteorology
IV.1 379a23-379b8. On the flame metaphor in the text: King, Aristotle on Life and Death 99-101; Niebyl,
‘Old Age, Fever, and the Lamp Metaphor’ 356; Dunne, ‘“The Causes of the Length and Brevity of Life”’
132; McVaugh, ‘“Humidum radicale”’ 271.
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metaphor in his treatise Differences of Fevers. 464 This metaphor is not about
undefined flames or fires, but clearly about an oil lamp. If a fever proves to be
incurable, this means that the body has become extremely dry, as dry as the charred
wick of a lamp that already burnt a couple of times. Such a wick falls apart and can
no longer sustain a flame, no matter how much oil is being poured into the lamp.
The flame flickers until it dies out. 465
Avicenna’s Canon played a decisive role in the introduction of the lamp
metaphor to late medieval medical writing, and the same metaphor became part of
natural philosophical and theological texts as well. 466 Avicenna rephrases the earlier
lamp metaphors, employing them to explain fevers, the inevitability of death and
the concept of natural death. 467 The simplest and most clear-cut lamp metaphor of
the Canon is found in the chapter on the inevitability of death. Natural heat

464
In On Marasmus, Galen rejects the lamp metaphor, stating that the image of the flame is not a suitable
one for the innate heat of an organism. Still, Galen states that the comparison between innate heat and
a flame is accepted as true by ‘almost all the newer philosophers and physicians’. Galen, On Marasmus III
(Kühn VII: 674-675); translation Theoharides, ‘Galen on Marasmus’ 375-76. Galen also expands on the
flame metaphor in the Aphorisms: On Hippocrates’ Aphorisms I (Kühn XVIIB: 413-414); quoted in Niebyl,
‘Old Age’ 353, see also 362-363; cf. Crisciani, Ferrari, ‘Introduzione’ 341; Mark Grant, Galen on Food and
Diet (London/New York 2000) 49-50.
465

Galen, Differences of Fevers I.10 (Kühn VII: 313-315); cf. McVaugh, ‘“Humidum radicale”’ 264-265, with
quotation in Latin and English.
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Crisciani, Ferrari, ‘Introduzione’ 338-42; Joutsivuo, Scholastic Tradition 174; Stolberg, ‘Die Lehre vom
“calor innatus”’ 38-39.
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Michael Stolberg stresses that Avicenna employs more than one lamp metaphor in the Canon. He
himself describes two different lamp metaphors in his article (the lamp metaphor in which the oil is
digested by the flame, and its extinction is hastened by extraneous moistures; the lamp metaphor in
which the wick is finally devoured by the flame), while I prefer to see them as three metaphors (the lamp
metaphor in which the oil is digested by the flame; the lamp metaphor with the extraneous moistures;
the lamp metaphor in which the wick is finally devoured by the flame). Stolberg, ‘Die Lehre vom “calor
innatus”’ 40, 50.
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consumes the moisture on which it depends, just as the flame of a lamp consumes
its oil. 468 When the oil is gone, the flame will go out—when the body’s moistures are
gone, its natural heat will extinguish, and the human being will die.
Later in the same chapter, Avicenna expands this basic metaphor of flame
and oil into one of flame, oil and water. While the flame’s existence is secure in oil,
water will extinguish the flame. The water within the lamp is analogous to the cold
and phlegmatic humours which the body produces abundantly during old age, due
to the weakness of the nutritive soul power. Just like a weak flame is easily put out
by a dash of water, the old human being will easily die of the abundance of
extraneous, cold moisture. This death, Avicenna says, is the natural death. 469
Avivcenna’s lamp metaphor for hectic fever clearly builds on Galen’s
elaborate lamp metaphor. 470 It would prove to be highly influential in later Western
medical thought. 471 Avicenna points out that hectic fever attacks moistures derived
from nutriment, which are on the verge of solidification and of becoming similar to
the membra. The first type of these moistures can be compared to lamp oil which
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Avicenna, Liber canonis 1.3. doctrina 3. capitulum singulare.
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Avicenna, Liber canonis 1.3. doctrina 3. capitulum singulare.
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For other sources on which Avicenna drew for this elaborate lamp metaphor, see McVaugh,
‘“Humidum radicale”’ 260-268.

471
As an example, the theologian and natural philosopher Giles of Rome referred to ‘medici’ and Aristotle
when he discussed the lamp metaphor in his Sentences commentary, as a starting point for the discussion
of Adam’s immortality in Paradise. Life consists of heat and moisture, and when the heat has dried all
the moisture, it extinguishes, and the animal will die. The same happens with the flame in a lamp: once
it has consumed the oil, the flame goes out. Quoted in Ziegler, ‘Medicine and Immortality’ 228. For more
references to the oil lamp metaphor in medieval texts, see for instance Dunne, ‘“The Causes of the
Length and Brevity of Life”’ 134-135; Ziegler, ‘Ut dicunt medici’ 219-220; Peter Niebyl, ‘Old Age, Fever,
and the Lamp Metaphor’ 359-360.
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has been poured into a lamp, while the second type is similar to the oil imbibed by
the lamp’s wick. A third type of moisture establishes the continuity of the body’s
similar parts—also known as membra simplicia—from their first creation onwards. 472
These moistures can be compared to the moistures which create the continuity of
the parts of the cotton from which the wick is made. 473
‘So long as this [heat] is devouring the moistures which are in the first
digestion in the membra, (…) as when a flame consumes the oil poured into
a lamp, you have the first degree of hectic fever. (…) When it has devoured
the moistures of the first kind and begins to devour those of the second, as
when a flame which has consumed the oil poured into a lamp attacks that
present in the body of the wick, you have the second degree (…) When
these are consumed, and it begins to attack the moistures of the third kind,
as when a flame begins to attack the body of the wick and its radical
moistures, you have a sickness in the third degree.’ 474
So, according to Avicenna, hectic fever digests the moistures of digestion stage
after stage, until it reaches the radical moisture. The fever acts as a flame on the
wick of the lamp. Eventually, the flame devours the components which ensure the
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Similar parts of membra simplicia were those membra which remained the same after being divided,
such as bone, nerve and arteries.
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Avicenna, Liber canonis IV.1. tractatus 3. capitulum 1.
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Avicenna, Liber canonis IV.1. tractatus 3. capitulum 1: ‘Verum dum ipsa permanet finiendo humiditates
que sunt in digestione prima in membris (…) sicut finit candela oleum infusum in lucerna, tunc est gradus
primus appropriatus nomine granis que est ethica (…) Et cum finit humiditates que sunt divisionis
secunde, et finire eas sicut flamma oleum evacuatum in lucerna et incipit finire imbibitum in corpus
lichinii erit gradus secundus (…) Cum ergo finiuntur iste et incipit finire humiditates que sunt divisionis
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continuity of the lamp wick, the radical moistures. The wick falls apart, the flame
dies. 475 The row of nutrimental moistures involved in hectic fever are connected to
Avicenna’s account of the secondary, digestive moistures in Liber canonis I.1.
doctrina 4. capitulum 1. There too, the final spermatic moisture establishes the
continuity of the membra simplicia from the moment of birth [a principio nativitatis].
The late medieval commentators on the Canon straightforwardly accepted
the lamp metaphor: they copied it into their commentary, or slightly adapted it.
Jacques Despars for instance compared the natural heat in old men to a lamp ready
to go out. 476 Ugo Benzi extensively employed the lamp metaphor when he
discussed ‘why heat was extinguished due to the consumption of moisture’,
whereas heat usually became stronger in conditions of dryness, for instance in a fire.
Why then should the heat of a human being go out in dryness? The lamp metaphor
showed that in man, moisture served as food or fuel for the heat. 477 At no point
however did one of the commentators systematically discuss the usefulness or
correctness of the lamp metaphor in his writing. The lamp metaphor was simply
there as a useful and versatile explanatory tool.
So, when the late medieval commentators thought about old age and
death, their thoughts were partly guided by an old and broadly known metaphor of
the body as a small, enclosed vessel. The vessel was filled with fuel in order to
sustain the flame of life, and it could be refilled an indefinite number of times. Yet
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3.
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘prima [difficultas]. quare propter
consumptionem humidi extinguitur calor.’
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at some point, the flame would go out. A lack of oil might be the cause of that, or a
worn-out and charred wick which carried the flame, or too much cold matter from
outside poured into the vessel. This was all self-evident, and fitted so well with
learned ideas about nutrition, ageing and death that the commentators never
questioned the metaphor.

3. THE SECOND HALF OF LIFE

In the Canon, the second half of life starts when the stable but short age of iuventus
ends, at the age of thirty-five or forty:
‘Then there is an age of diminution in which the soul power [virtus] is not
lost, and this is senectus, which lasts until approximately the age of sixty.
There is another age of diminution with a manifest weakness of the soul
power, and this is the age called senium and the end of life.’ 478
After the age of iuventus, the moisture of the body starts to decline, and the body
becomes too dry. Since moisture serves as the basis for heat, heat diminishes as
well. Heat functions as instrument of the soul, so that the soul powers lose their
optimal strength. 479 In Avicenna’s account, senium or the second phase of the
second half of life starts when the decline of moisture and heat reaches a critical
point. Suddenly, the consequences of weakening soul powers become clearly
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Avicenna, Liber canonis I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3, ‘Et etas minuendi cum virtus non amittitur et hec
est etas senectutis que fere est ad annos .lx. Et est etas minuendi cum manifesta virtus [sic] debilitate: et
hec quidem est etas senium et finis vite.’
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noticeable. People in this final age of life are known as the decrepiti: those who are
worn-out by life. 480
As discussed above, the third phase of life or senectus could be seen as ‘old
adulthood’. The man from forty up to sixty typically kept his social position, and was
in full command of his physical and intellectual strength. This notion of the first
period of old age matches with Avicenna’s description of senectus as a period
without loss of the soul power. Still, some of his commentators betrayed their
aversion to senectus in their writing. Ugo Benzi did so when he presented senectus
as equally undesirable as hunger in his explanation of the word naturalis or natural.
Something could be natural because it was intended by nature. A second type of
naturalness was not intended by nature, but followed the rules of nature. Instances
of this second kind were senectus, and hunger. 481
Jacques Despars found it difficult to believe that during senectus, human
beings truly did not notice the new coolness and dryness of their bodies. He
wondered in a short questio which signs marked the difference between iuventus
and senectus, if in senectus the soul powers only lost strength in a hidden way, and
not openly. 482 If one looked very carefully, the learned physician stated, one would
notice the dryness, the cold, the superfluities. People in senectus were sexually less
potent. They might be able to perform acts of great strength, but they were not able
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3. More on the discussion whether old age
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘Queritur quarto: cum in senectute
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to persist as men in iuventus. They were prone to all kinds of weakness. Wrinkles
and grey hair started to become visible. 483 In another passage, Despars quoted
Galen’s saying that senectus was nothing else than semita ad mortem, or the
footpath to death. The saying was universally known, he added. 484
Another example of Despars’ disgust with old age came to the fore in a
comparison between the young sanguine man and the old man with the same
temperament. Despars rejected the claim that sanguine men became more
tempered as they grew old. Sanguine old men were definitely not tempered. The
bodies of sanguine old men became impure and unfit to fulfil the works of the soul.
In a stream of metaphors, some derived from digestive processes, Despars
explained the sordid complexion of sanguine old men. A sanguine person lost his
subtle and airy radical humours during his life. They were squeezed from the body
as butter was removed from milk, or as the useful parts of food were extracted by
digestion. When the radical humours were lost, the remaining fluids in the body of
the old sanguine man were as sour buttermilk, they were coarse and earthy and
faecal as the leftovers of digestion. One could see it with one’s own eyes, Despars
stated. The skin of young sanguine men was of a gorgeous colour, but this splendour
faded during life. So, all the good parts of the sanguine complexion were used up
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during the delightful youth of sanguine men. As a consequence, the bodies of old
sanguine men consisted only of foul left-overs. 485
In the Canon and in the commentaries, senium received only little attention.
It was dry, cold and the end was near—and these terse characteristics were usually
given in relation to facts about adolescentia, iuventus, and senectus. For example,
Ugo Benzi obediently repeated the Canon’s words in his commentary:
‘Secondly he says that senes and decrepiti, next to the fact that they are
cold, are dry as well. This is known in the first place through experience, for
their bones are very hard, and their skin is very dry. It is also known through
reason, because much time has passed since they consisted of sperm and
blood and spiritus, and in this time they developed into dryness.’ 486
So, while old adulthood or senectus counted as the continuation of the adult state
of the human being, just drier and colder, old age or senium was characterized by
manifest decline. One other feature of senium in the medical tradition will be
discussed in the next section: the very old body was simultaneously dry and wet.
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quo fuerunt sperma et sanguis et spiritus vaporalis in quo tempore supple in siccitate precesserunt.’
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4. EXTRANEOUS EXCESS MOISTURE AND A DRY CORE

Late medieval learned authors encountered conflicting images for the body in the
final age of life or senium. In learned texts, it was described as either very moist or
very dry. In the traditional world view of qualities, elements and temperaments, the
fourth and final age of life is supposed to be moist (and cold) as the winter. 487 For
instance, the Hippocratic Regimen portrays the final age as cold and moist; 488 so
does the Venerable Bede (†735) in his On the Reckoning of Time, 489 and William of
Conches († ca. 1154) in his Dragmaticon. 490 This depiction of the final age is
sustained by the connections between moist and cold, winter, phlegm and old age.
Yet, many other classical and medieval learned authors assumed that the
body progressively dried during life. In the learned traditions of natural philosophy
and medicine, youth and life were often characterized as being moist and warm, old
age and death as dry and cold. As Aristotle says:
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Schäfer, ‘More than a Fading Flame’ 247-248; Burrow, The Ages of Man 12-15, 21-25.
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Sears, The Ages of Man 13.
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Burrow, The Ages of Man 12.
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Sears, The Ages of Man 27-28. Burrow adds that the traditional moistness of the final age of life also
comes about from shifts between the qualities. Switches between hot and cold alternate with switches
between moist and dry, so that during the life-course, the body starts warm and moist, becomes warm
and dry, then cold and dry, and finishes cold and moist. Burrow, The Ages of Man 21.
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‘We must remember that an animal is by nature humid and warm, and to
live is to be of such a constitution, while old age is dry and cold, and so is a
corpse. This is plain to observation.’ 491
Galen compares old age in human beings to the dryness and withering of a dying
plant. While a plant is moist and soft during its phase of growth, it dries out and
shrivels before its death, its leafs becoming brittle, its stalk easily snapped. 492
Now, if old age implied dryness as the result of an ongoing process of drying
out, how could very old age traditionally be associated with moistness? Galen
provides an influential solution by stating that the old body is dry in its central parts,
and moist in its extrinsic parts. According to him, the fourth age of life is essentially
cold and dry, as the solid and intrinsic parts of the body continually dry out.
However, the outer parts gradually become moister, because the body is no longer
able to completely digest food. As a result, phlegm-like, excessive moistures heap
up inside the body. 493
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Aristotle, On Length and Shortness of Life V 466a25-466a31. Galen approves of Aristotle’s image of old
age as cold and dry: Galen, On Mixtures II.2 (Kühn I: 581-582).
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Galen, On Mixtures II.2 (Kühn I: 581-582); cf. Schäfer, ‘More than a Fading Flame’ 244. Galen also
explains the dryness of very old age in connection to marasmus. The term marasmus originally meant the
dry corruption of fruit. In his days, dry corruption of all sorts of substances could be referred to as
marasmus in a metaphorical sense, and he himself uses the term to indicate the pathologically dry
condition of the human body, which also occurs during old age. Galen, On Marasmus.1 (Kühn VII: 666667); Theoharides (trans.), ‘Galen on Marasmus’ 371.
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Galen, On Hippocrates’ Nature of Man III.7 (Kühn XV: 185-190); idem, On Mixtures II.2 (Kühn I: 580582); quoted in Schäfer, ‘More than a Fading Flame’ 248. Simon Byl discusses Galen’s views on the old
body being essentially dry and accidentally moist in: ‘La gérontologie de Galien’ 73-92. Aristotle makes a
similar distinction between natural, inner moisture and extraneous moisture in On Generation and
Corruption. He compares extraneous moisture to water in which a garment is soaked. When the water
evaporates, the garment will not be affected. By contrast, inner moisture turns matter into a cohering
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Avicenna follows Galen, and describes the very old body as essentially cold
and dry, with a surplus of moistures. 494 According to Avicenna, the excess of
moisture in the very old man comes about through the failure of the soul power of
nutrition. Nutriments are not properly digested, and they remain inside the body as
cold and phlegmatic humours.

495

Although they dwell inside the body, the

moistures are conventionally called ‘extraneous’, a term which expresses their alien
nature and their tendency to go against the body’s natural needs. 496 The extraneous
humours continually accumulate inside the body, and they diminish the natural
heat, since they are cold and phlegmatic. As will be discussed below, Avicenna
thinks so gravely about the extraneous, phlegmatic by-products of failing digestion
that he identifies them as the immediate cause of natural death.
While the cold phlegmatic moistures are heaping up inside the very old
body, the body’s essence is continuously drying out. Avicenna identifies the membra
simplicia as the body parts that dry out and subsequently become brittle in the final
age of life. He states: ‘the man in decrepitus is drier than the iuvenis or the senex in
his membra simplicia, and he is moister than both due to the production of

substance, and without its presence the substance will be corrupted. Quoted in Freudenthal, Aristotle’s
Theory 153; Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption II.2 330a17 ff., 330a21.
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Avicenna, Liber Canonis, I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3; Schäfer, Alter und Krankheit 51-53.
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Avicenna, Liber Canonis, I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: …illud est humor extraneas [sic] qui accidit assidue
propterea quod cibus privatur digestione: et adiuvat ad extinguendum [calorem]… (…) hic enim humor
est flegmaticus frigidus. (…) Decrepitus vero est siccior iuvene et sene in membris simplicibus et humidior
utriusque humiditate extranea madefaciente.’
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Karine van ‘t Land, ‘Internal Yet Extrinsic: Conceptions of Bodily Space and their Relation to Causality
in Late Medieval University Medicine’ in: Patricia A. Baker, Han Nijdam, Karine van ‘t Land (eds.),
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extraneous moisture.’ 497 The membra simplicia, as discussed above, are those parts
of the body which do not lose their identity if they are divided into parts. They are
derived from sperm at the beginning of conception, and they provide the body with
its continuity. Because of these traits, they were easily connected to radical
moisture in the later Western tradition. The Canon played a pivotal role in spreading
the theory of the dry inner core and the excess of extraneous moisture in the very
old body over the Latin West. 498
The late medieval commentators agreed with Avicenna that the old body
contained an excess of phlegmatic, extraneous moisture. A knowledgeable
observer could easily notice these fluids in old human beings. Because of all the
phlegm inside their bodies, old people often suffered from coughing. They spitted
more than young people. Their eyes were runny, as were their noses. 499 Gentile da
Foligno discussed that the extraneous moisture was generated ‘out of necessity
during the age of senectus due to the defect of natural heat’. 500 He described the
extraneous moisture as the phlegmatic, cold, viscous, coarse, oppilating, and as a
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Avicenna, Liber Canonis, I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘decrepitus vero est siccior iuvene et sene in
membris simplicibus: et humidior utrisque humiditate extranea madefaciente.’
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Schäfer, ‘More than a Fading Flame’ 250-252; Joutsivuo, Scholastic Tradition 174-177. Other medieval
authors separated the dry core and the moist periphery of the ageing body in this manner. For instance,
Albertus Magnus wrote about moisture in old age in his original tract De aetate. He explained that the
abundant moistness in the old body was not due to intrinsic, natural, beneficial moisture. In fact, the body
was radically drying out, with dryness affecting the nerves, the skin, the bone structure, hearing, sight
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liber I.6; quoted in Lewry, ‘Study of Aging in the Arts Faculty’ 32-33.
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consequence suffocating and heat-destroying humour. Jacques Despars explained
that during the largest part of the life course, phlegm was a necessary part of the
body. Only in old age did it become ‘extraneous’, since then the amount of phlegm
became too large for this dry age, and cooled the natural heat too much. In Despars’
own words:
‘…princeps [Avicenna] understands here for ‘extraneous humour’ the
phlegm which multiplies during senectus because of their reduced
digestion. (…) I say that phlegm is called an ‘extraneous humour’ for old
men [senibus]. First because it is at variance with this age, since it is too
moist for the dry body in old age. Secondly because it is only rarely
converted into blood in old men, and for the most part strikes the natural
heat.’ 501
The Canon commentators located the excess of extraneous moisture at the
outer space of the body, which they contrasted with the body’s dry, withered core.
The dry core was too hard to let the moisture in, although it desperately needed it.
Jacques Despars for instance described how the body’s inner core or the profunditas
corporis suffered from dryness, yet was unable to attract nutriment to its depth. 502
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘Attende secundo quod per
humorem extraneum intelligit hic princeps phlegma quod multiplicatur in senectute propter diminutam
eorum digestionem. Phlegma namque nihil aliud est nisi sanguis non bene coctus ut dicetur in capitulo
sequenti. Sed cum ita sit queret aliquis primo cur nominatur hic extraneus humor cum sit domesticus et
familiaris nature aptus ut fiat sanguis et pars corporis. (…) Ad primum dic quod phlegma in senibus
vocatur humor extraneus. Primo quia dissidet illi etati cum sit humidius quod est in corpore et senectus
sicca. Secundo quia raro in senibus vertitur in sanguinem et obtundit ut plurimum naturalem calorem.’
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The extraneous moistures floated about in the exterior parts or exterius, Despars
stated. 503 These exterior parts were soft and open.
Whereas Avicenna had stated that the membra simplicia became very dry
in the decrepit man, both Despars and Jacopo da Forlì referred to the spermatic and
fleshy membra in this context. As has been discussed earlier, the spermatic membra
could be seen as the body’s sustaining core, as opposed to the fleshy membra flesh
and fat. Despars employed the terms radical or spermatic membra as synonym for
Avicenna’s membra simplicia, explaining that the extraneous phlegm could not
become part of these membra. 504 Jacopo da Forlì contrasted the dry, hard radical
membra of the man in senium with the soft fleshy membra, in which the extraneous
moistures gathered:
‘First note that membra simplicia are understood most as radical… (…) Note
secondly that the decrepit man is drier than the iuvenis or the senex mostly
in his radical membra (although other membra can be drier as well), due to
the said causes. Still, a lot of accidental phlegmatic moisture is multiplied
through insufficient digestion [per indigestionem] (…) Yet this moisture
presents itself most powerfully in the fleshy membra [membris
carniformibus], into which it is imbibed because of the laxity of these
membra. The moisture does not manifest itself in the spermatic membra,
especially not in the bones, because of the opposite reason.’ 505
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hic maxime intelligunt radicalia… (…) Secundo nota quod decrepitus maxime in his membris radicalibus
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Despars referred to the moistness of the fleshy parts of old men in his discussion of
fatness in old age. Why would so many men became fat in old age, who had been
thin in earlier ages? Fatness was nothing else than moisture added to the membra.
Despars explained that in fat old men, just their soft, fleshy parts were enlarged due
to moist fat, while their solid membra, for instance cartilage and bones, continued
to dry out. 506
So, during old age badly digested foodstuffs heaped up in the body’s more
external spaces, the soft and open fleshy membra. They were called extraneous
moistures, and they made the appearance of old people even more unpleasant, as
the moistures dripped from their noses and eyes, and made them cough and spit.
By contrast, the inner core of the old body became increasingly drier, due to the
progressive failure of the soul powers of nutrition and digestion.

5. THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL

The decline of old age was not steady, nor was it slow. Once it had started, the
decline progressively reinforced itself, as a cascade of disintegrative processes.
Avicenna presents the core of the idea most explicitly in his chapter on the causes

licet omnibus etiam, est siccior iuvene et sene, propter causas tactas. Quia tamen per indigestionem
multa in eo multiplicatur humiditas phlegmatica accidentalis, madefaciens membra plus quam in
supradictis, ideo est illis accidentali humiditate humidior. Hec autem humiditas potissime manifestatur
in membris carniformibus, in quibus imbibitur propter eorum laxitatem. Non manifestatur autem in
spermaticis: propter causam oppositam et maxime in ossibus.’
506

Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.3. capitulum singulare.
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of health and disease and the necessity of death. There, he speaks about the selfreinforcing nature of the relations between moisture and heat:
‘So the innate heat accidentally is the cause of its own extinction, because
it is the cause of the consumption of its own material…’ 507
Moisture serves as the basis of heat, so that an increase of dryness causes a decrease
of heat. If heat decreases, it will not serve the soul as well as it did before, so that
the soul will not restore the body’s lost matter as it used to do, so that dryness will
increase further, and heat will be diminished even more. As a consequence, the
defect grows incessantly. 508 An intricate spiral of damage, not enough repair, more
damage, even less repair emerges. 509
Jacques Despars expanded on Avicenna’s spiral of decline in old age,
stating: ‘The said causes are connected in such a way, that the one necessarily
attracts the other.’ 510 The first and principal cause of decline was innate heat
consuming moisture. When moisture, the basis of innate heat, was thus corrupted
and weakened, it could no longer keep all the innate heat. Innate heat served as the
instrument of the soul. So, on the inability of the body’s moisture to protect innate
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The spiral of decline in old age was noted outside the medical realm. Ziegler quotes the theologians
Nicholas of Ockham (†1320) and Henry of Ghent (†1293) to this effect: Ziegler, ‘Ut dicunt medici’ 222.
Albertus Magnus as well described a spiral of decline in his commentary on Aristotle’s On Generation and
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3, ‘…quia dicte cause sunt ita connexe
quod una necessario attrahit aliam.’
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heat followed weakness of the digestive and nutritive soul powers, causing the
body’s overload with extraneous, cold, phlegmatic moisture. All these factors had
influenced one another during the whole of life, Despars said. Yet in a young and
healthy body, innate or natural heat kept them in check. At the end of life, the
strength of natural heat faded. 511
The drying out of the old body could be understood in materialistic and
almost mechanical terms. During life, the body lost its subtle moisture bit by bit,
while its crude, earthy moisture remained in place. Natural heat needed subtle
moisture which fostered the heat. Dry, earthy, coarse and crude moisture
eventually caused its extinction. 512 For instance, Jacopo da Forlì explained that
natural heat always resolved the subtler and airier parts of the moisture on which it
worked first. ‘This is evident, because heat that is equally well applied to the moist
and the airy as well as to the terrestrial and the coarse, will resolve the moist and the
airy more easily than the terrestrial and the coarse.’ 513 Ugo Benzi varied on this
theme when he said that natural heat dried out the body in a quantitative and in a
qualitative manner. 514 Heat decreased the total quantity of the moisture inside the
body. Heat also affected the qualities of the body, enhancing the quality of
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dryness. 515 If for example the moisture had been dry to the second degree (degree
being a measure of the intensity of the quality moistness), through the influence of
the innate heat it would become dry to the third degree. As a result of these two
mechanisms, the amount of moisture diminished, while the moisture which was left
was less moist in intensity than before.
Through digestion, food was assimilated into the likeness of the body. So,
if food was assimilated into the likeness of an aged, dry body, it would become
equally dry. Therefore, and ageing body could not moisten itself through digestion.
Jacopo da Forlì stated that if the body’s membra had become progressively drier and
earthier over time, the assimilating nutriment would be turned into something
equally dry and earthy. He specified this statement with the example of Socrates,
whose body lost moisture and became drier to one hundredth part of a degree. As
a consequence, the nutrimental moisture replacing it was also one hundredth part
of a degree dryer, and then Socrates’ body became dryer again to one hundredth
part of a degree, and so on. 516 Ugo Benzi succinctly wrote that exsiccation was not
prohibited by restoration, when he explained this mechanism: he restoration of lost
matter in the body through digestion did not prevent the body from drying out,
since equally dry matter would be restored. 517
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3.
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Jacopo da Forlì, Canon commentary, Questio XXXIV.
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Ugo Benzi, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3. Jacques Despars too explained that when
lost radical moisture was replaced by nutrimental moisture, the resulting membra were less pure and
earthier than they had been before. Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3.
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A dry body became harder, and its hardness might add to the downward
spiral. Jacopo mentioned that induration of the membra of breathing promoted the
decline and extinction of heat during old age. In ancient and medieval philosophy,
breathing served to prevent the innate heat from being wasted by outside heat. 518
When only little heat was present in the body, and the lungs were very dry and hard,
the movement of breathing would be severely hampered. When the lungs no longer
aptly fulfilled their function, the extinction of the small amount of heat that
remained would be accelerated. 519
So, Avicenna presented a theory on the progressive and self-reinforcing
patterns of decline during old age, caused by the particular interaction between
heat and moisture inside the body. Moisture served as the basis of heat, while heat
functioned as instrument of the soul. As moisture dried out, heat diminished.
Jacopo da Forlì and Ugo Benzi explained this downward spiral in materialistic terms,
focusing on the earthiness of the matter which was left in the body. If food was
assimilated into this matter, it would become equally dry and earthy, they argued.
Jacopo pointed out that induration of the lungs because of the dryness would
prevent breathing to protect the innate heat as well. Through the interplay between
heat and moisture inside the body, death came near.
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6. NATURAL DEATH 520

‘And this old man, a few hours before his death, told me that he was over a
hundred years old, and that he felt nothing wrong with his body other than
weakness. And thus, while sitting on a bed in the hospital of Santa Maria
Nuova in Florence, without any movement or sign of any mishap, he passed
from this life. And I dissected him to see the cause of so sweet a death…’ 521
Probably in the winter of 1507-1508, Leonardo da Vinci took his ‘Notes on the death
of a centenarian’: an eye-witness description of sweet, natural death, which occurs
when the body has reached its ultimate length of life. The concept of natural death
went back at least on Plato’s Timaeus 522 and on Aristotle’s text On Youth and Old
Age, on Life and Death, on Breathing, and the Latin Canon text spread the concept
through Western Latin medicine. Through the idea of natural death, authors were
able to explain the differences in the length of life between individuals in terms of
heat, moisture and nourishment. The oil lamp metaphor was closely connected to
the concept of natural death. Here, first Aristotle’s description of natural death will
be quickly discussed, then Avicenna’s account of the concept, followed by the
commentators’ treatment of natural death.
Aristotle contrasts natural death in old age with violent, unnatural death on
several occasions in his tract On Youth and Old Age, on Life and Death, on
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Breathing. 523 The two types of death arise from different causes. Violent, unnatural
death is caused by foreign causes from the outside. Natural death comes about from
intrinsic factors, which are part of the body’s constitution from the beginning
onwards. 524 Next to being completely caused by intrinsic factors, natural death is
painless, Aristotle states. The vital heat of the body has become so weak that it
resembles a feeble flame, which is easily extinguished, and therefore the slightest
strain will quickly cause death. Aristotle ensures his readers that ‘...there is an entire
absence of feeling when the soul’s connexion [with the body] is severed.’ 525
Avicenna employs the term natural death when he explains that every
individual is endowed with a certain length of life at the time of birth:
‘This then is the natural death, for which the individual is destined
according to his first complexion [primam complexionem], until the period
has passed during which he can potentially keep his moisture.’ 526
Within this given period of life, the innate heat of the body gradually dries out the
innate moisture. The complexion of the body at birth determines how long innate
moisture can be kept, and therefore how long life will last. Avicenna stresses that
the moment of natural death varies for each human being, as the complexion of
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every human being is different. He also states that not everyone lives as long as his
natural limit might have enabled him to, since many different causes can abbreviate
human life. Ultimately, the length of life is prescribed by God’s commands. 527
The concept of natural death guides Avicenna when he formulates the
goals of preventive medicine. The art of the conservation of health is unable to keep
people safe from death, nor can it protect people from every harmful influence from
the outside. There is no fixed maximum of longevity for all human beings, which can
be reached if they carefully follow preventive measures and physicians’ instructions.
Every human being has his own ultimate time of death. The drying out of innate
moisture is unavoidable. 528
Digestion and nutrition play a very final role in Avicenna’s concept of
natural death. During decrepitude, the nutritive soul powers fail to assimilate food,
and food remnants float through the body in the form of cold, extraneous,
phlegmatic moistures. When they succeed in cooling and covering the weak flame
of natural heat, it extinguishes. This type of death is the natural death, Avicenna
states, and moves on with the definition quoted above. 529 In his chapter on the
necessity of death, Avicenna connects the extraneous moistures to natural death as
well:

Avicenna, Liber canonis I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘unumquodque enim eorum terminum prefixum
habet qui in individuis diversificatur propter complexionum diversitatem. et hi quidem sunt termini
naturales. sunt vero et alij termini abbreviati. totum tamen divino pervenit precepto.’
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privatur digestione: et adiuvat ad extinguendum ipsium duobus modis. uno suffocando et tegendo. alio
qualitati obviando. hic enim humor est flegmaticus frigidus. et hec est mors naturalis…’
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‘the innate heat exists in innate moisture and is extinguished through the
growth of extraneous [moisture], that comes about from weakness of
digestion (…) and natural death follows.’ 530
In the Canon commentaries, ‘Whether natural death truly exists’ became a
standard questio. Could any death be called natural? 531 Heat and moisture were
central concepts in the commentators’ reasoning about this problem. The authors
decided that ‘natural’ could be taken to mean all those consequences of the actions
of the things constituting the body from the beginning onwards. If something was
built out of entities opposite to one another, the thing would eventually perish, due
to its nature. Aristotle had made this very clear throughout his works. 532 As the body
was built out of heat and moisture, the human being perished when the heat had
dried out all the moisture. In this sense, death was a natural phenomenon, and this
was the sense in which Avicenna had used the concept of natural death. 533 For
instance, Gentile da Foligno stated:
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et mors subsequitur naturalis.’
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‘…we can understand the naturalness of senectus and as a consequence of
death as well in two ways. ‘Natural’ can mean that something is a work
[operatio] of nature, such as nutrition and growth and the like. Death is not
natural in this sense, because these are operations of the soul [operatio
anime] which are necessary for our continued existence. Death however is
not like this. It can be understood to be natural in another way, because it
is the suffering [passio] that follows on actions of the natural principles
inside us: the actions of heat on moisture. In this way then death can be
called natural.’ 534
Despars stressed the role of digestion in his account of the classic course of
events in a natural death. Right before natural death, the physician usually saw a
body becoming excessively vulnerable for extrinsic influences such as hot air
surrounding it, and actions of body and soul, causing heat. These same types of heat
(in a moderate dosage) had enhanced natural heat in earlier stages of life. Yet, at
the very end of life, natural heat no longer properly served the soul powers, so that
the powers failed to protect the body against extrinsic influences, or to perform the
works of digestion as they should. The failure of digestion caused an excess of cold
phlegm, which further diminished the natural heat. The process went on until the
human being painlessly died his natural death, as an oil lamp that softly went out. 535
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Now that it was clear that a certain type of death could be called natural,
the commentators encountered—more or less explicitly—a second problem related
to the concept. Was it possible to reach the point of natural death? It was obvious
that many people would not live that long. When Gentile wondered whether life
could be extended beyond natural death, he added: ‘for there is no doubt about the
possibility to shorten it.’ 536 The opposite of natural death was death beyond nature
or preter naturam. This death occurred before the point of natural death, and by
definition shortened life. Preternatural death was caused by an agent against
nature. Jacopo mentioned the sword, coldness and swelling as examples of extrinsic
and accidental causes against nature. 537 Jacques Despars gave hunger, war,
earthquakes, floods, and lightning; treason, poisoning, suicide, murder, excessive
eating, and excessive drinking as examples of causes of preternatural death.
Life could be abbreviated in less conspicuous ways, since in theory,
everything which caused the body to lose moisture prevented the human being
from reaching the point of natural death. Jacques Despars explained: ‘After all,
nothing prevents the longevity of a certain complexion to be abbreviated due to
climate, or work, or bad heavenly influences. For example, a choleric who dwells in
India, a choleric who is a cook or a craftsman, will live for a shorter time than a
phlegmatic craftsman or cook or inhabitant of India.’ 538 As will be discussed below,
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the choleric was by his nature determined to live longer than a phlegmatic. Yet,
when placed in a too hot climate, or performing too hot work on a daily basis, the
choleric would consume his moisture far too quickly, and die before a phlegmatic in
the same circumstances.
Ugo Benzi acknowledged that the ease with which bodily moisture dried
out was problematic for the concept of natural death. Nobody could live without
making any movement, or without catching some heat from his surroundings. If
moisture was vulnerable to all these influences, who would die a natural death? Two
opinions existed on this point, Ugo said. According to one opinion, the point of
natural death was reached only very rarely or never at all. No man could live under
such ideal conditions that all his moisture was preserved until the natural end of life.
In order to solve this problem, Ugo actually proposed a new definition of natural
death. He thought that it was more true to see natural death as any death which did
not follow from preternatural causes. So even if an individual wasted his moisture
during his lifetime, and thereby greatly shortened the lifespan which his moisture
had in store for him at the moment of birth, his death was still natural if causes such
as poison and swellings were absent.
Thus, natural death was the inevitable end of life, finishing off the spiral of
decline in life’s last age. The extraneous moistures caused by the weakness of

cholericus morans in india vel coquus aut faber factus minus durat phlegmatico fabro aut coquo morante
in india.’
On climate theory and differences between people, see Peter Biller, ‘Proto-racial thought in medieval
science’ in: Miriam Eliav-Feldon, Benjamin Isaac, Joseph Ziegler (eds.), The Origins of Racism in the West
(Cambridge 2013) 157-180; Joseph Ziegler, ‘Physiognomy, Science, and Proto-Racism 1200-1500’ in:
Eliav-Feldon, Isaac, Ziegler (eds.), The Origins of Racism in the West 181-199; Claire Weeda, Images of
Ethnicity in Later Medieval Europe PhD thesis (2012).
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digestion pushed the body towards its natural death. Traditionally, the point of
natural death was thought to be determined by the measure of heat and moisture
at the start of life at conception. Yet, the commentators took into account that no
person could avoid the influences of outside heat, which caused the body to dry out
more quickly than the measure of heat and moisture at conception would predict.
Ugo Benzi devised a definition of natural death more suited to everyday life: it was
any death not caused by preternatural causes.

7. LONGEVITY OF COMPLEXIONS

In the Canon, Avicenna curtly announces that the diversity of complexions accounts
for the different duration of individual lives. 539 He seems to point only at the ratio
between heat and moisture in individuals, and does not discuss whether groups of
people who share a similar complexion also share a similar length of life. By the late
Middle Ages however, the longevity of people with a similar complexion was a wellknown topic for scholarly discussion. In an unusually personal passage of his
commentary, Gentile da Foligno explained that he only refrained from answering a
questio on this topic, because he felt overwhelmed with grief about the death of a
friend on the very day at which he had planned to venture on it. It has been stated,
Gentile wrote, that a sanguine man will live for 70 years, and that other individuals
will live for 60 or 50 years because of their physical state, or just as long as the
learned authors want them to live. ‘However, it remains to be seen for just how long
they will live in real life, because the material disposition of an individual may also
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be apt to let a vein rupture. Here we will omit many things which we intended to say
about death. And I say this because, on the day at which I write this, November 26th
1315, our very dear friend master Stephanus, loved as a son, has died. His death
keeps our mind confined, and we will also omit the questio which bodies will live
longest: the warm and moist bodies or the tempered ones.’ 540
Jacques Despars suffered from no such emotional impediment when he
embarked on the topic, and he extensively answered the questio ‘which of the
complexiones has the longest time to live?’ 541 In his answer, the relationship
between physical state, digestion and length of life came to the fore in a clear
manner. He chose the tempered complexion, with all four qualities heat, cold, moist
and dry in a perfectly equal balance, as the complexion which enabled human beings
to live longest. 542 They lived longest because of many reasons, but their perfect
digestion played an important part. As Despars explained, a balanced complexion
enabled the soul to perform the physical functions as perfectly as possible. 543
‘Therefore, [the soul] replaces what is lost optimally and perfectly, and this is the
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most important cause of longevity.’ 544 People blessed with a perfect digestion did
not suffer from food superfluities causing nasty diseases, as their soul power
dominated food vigorously and without flaws. In the unlikely event that
superfluities remained in the body after digestion, they would be excreted quickly.
If any traces of superfluity were left afterwards, the body would easily conquer
them. Moreover, people with a tempered complexion were the only ones who did
not need food prescriptions in order to stay healthy, since they never desired to eat
more than they were able to digest. In short, a perfectly balanced body was a body
which perfectly handled the intake and digestion of food, and because of that lived
longer than any other body. 545
The sanguine complexion lived second longest, according to Despars.
‘The sanguine complexion abundantly possesses the principles of life,
namely heat and moisture. The complexion is furthest removed from the
coldness and dryness which lead to senium and death.’ 546
Despars presented a debate on the longevity of the sanguine complexion. The
Persian scholar Ali ibn al-Abbas al-Majusi or Haly Abbas (†994) states that a person
with a sanguine complexion lives longer than someone with a tempered body, as
sanguine persons become more perfect with age, while tempered persons lose their
perfection with time. Since sanguine bodies possess more heat and moisture than
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Jacques Despars, Canon commentary I.1. doctrina 3. capitulum 3: ‘Optime igitur et perfectissime
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tempered bodies, they are further removed from the state of death. Despars did not
share these beliefs:
‘I say that indeed, the sanguine complexion possesses more warmth and
moisture; yet, it does not possess such pure moisture, nor such welldigested moisture, nor is its heat so well-proportioned to the works of the
nutritive and digestive soul powers, which serve the body by restoring that
which is lost…’ 547
So, the sanguine body was less able than the tempered one to replace the matter it
had lost, and this was the power which brought longevity within reach, as stated
above.
After the sanguine man, the hot and dry choleric man lived longest.
Choleric men possessed much innate heat, which sustained life. The heat formed
the key to the survival of choleric persons, as it blazed their powers of digestion.
Cholerics possessed lots of well-digested blood, which Avicenna calls the treasure
of nature. 548 They were able to defend their bodies against superfluities, as they
rapidly digested them. Some authors might say that cholerics died quickly because
of their heat, comparing them to a strong fire in dry and weak wood: quick to burn,
quick to die out. Despars disagreed. The vigilant heat ensured quick and strong
digestion of food, and efficient replacement of all the moisture which cholerics lost
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so rapidly. Therefore, hot and meagre cholerics could live for a remarkably long
time. 549
The cold and moist phlegmatic complexion lived longest after the choleric
one. Phlegmatic persons possessed much radical moisture that sustained their life.
Because of their moistness, phlegmatics were better able to digest food, as the
nutritive soul power converted food into a series of secondary moistures that fitted
with their complexion. After all, phlegm was nothing else but imperfectly digested
blood. If the soul powers of digestion of the phlegmatic person gained some
temporary strength, the excess of phlegm might be transferred into blood, so that
life was lengthened.
Finally, the cold and dry melancholic lived a miserably short life. The
melancholic body was the opposite of the tempered ideal. It possessed the least
radical moisture of all four complexions. Its soul powers of digestion were the
weakest as well, so that lost matter was only poorly restored. Their bodies
contained nothing but seeds to old age, Despars stated. Indeed, these melancholic
bodies were hard, and therefore they might give the impression of being firm and
able to resist extrinsic influences. Yet in reality, the hardness of melancholics’ limbs
was the result of their weak powers of digestion. If melancholics lost the scarce
moisture they had, it would be only imperfectly replaced. The dryness of their
membra felt hard, but indicated the nearness of death.
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‘Indeed, the melancholic possesses hard limbs, yet because the
restauration of lost matter in his body is very bad, he does not live long.’ 550
Despars associated the melancholic temperament with farmers. 551 ‘Do you
not see,’ he asked rhetorically, ‘that farmers fed with beans and black bread tolerate
this kind of fodder and hard labour much better than sanguine and phlegmatic men,
who are nourished delicately?’ 552 Farmers were so used to labouring and to coarse,
earthy grub that their limbs were hardened, which enabled them to better endure
their toil and their feed. Badly digested moistures were drawn to the hard membra,
often causing chronic illnesses [egritudines chronicas] and accelerating death. 553
So far, death has been treated as the physiologically determined limit to
life. Its moment depended on fluids and dryness, on digestion and left-overs, on
heat and coolness, on individual complexion and on the broader range of
temperament. Avicenna’s Canon offered yet another, more philosophical
perspective to death.
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8. THE NECESSITY OF DEATH

Avicenna influentially states that the death of human beings is not just an inevitable,
but also a necessary event in his chapter on the necessity of death and decline. 554
Death is a consequence of the process of drying out, of the fundamental opposition
between moisture and heat. Without moisture and without drying, no human being
would reach his full-grown state or the summit of his humanness. 555 Jacques
Despars added emotional depth to Avicenna’s account of the necessity of death in
his commentary. 556 Although the other commentators did not comment on these
passages, they knew about Avicenna’s interpretation of the necessity of death. In
their commentary on the ages of man, both Ugo Benzi and Jacopo da Forlì repeated
the idea that the drying out of the body was necessary for the completion of the
human being and for the perfection of the operations. 557
For his account, Avicenna draws on Galen’s text On the Preservation of
Health. Galen recounts that drying out is necessary for an embryo to develop itself,
as it comes into being out of blood and semen. Heat dries out these two fluids and
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brings about firmness. The process of drying out continues after the birth of the
animal:
‘…it keeps growing larger and drier and stronger, until it reaches full
development. (…) …and thus all the parts become strong and attain their
maximal power.’ 558
Yet, as drying out continues, the condition of the animal deteriorates later in life:
‘But in ensuing time, as all the organs become even drier, not only are their
functions performed less well but their vitality becomes more feeble and
restricted. And drying more, the creature becomes not only thinner but
also wrinkled, and the limbs weak and unsteady in their movements. This
condition is called old age, and is analogous to the withering of plants (…)
This, then, is one innate destiny of destruction for every mortal creature.’ 559
Avicenna’s account of the necessity of death starts with the conception of
the embryo, as Galen did. The embryo is conceived from male sperm and female
sperm and blood. In the male component, airiness and fieriness predominate, while
in the female component, aquosity and earthiness abound. The female and male
components are alike in one aspect: they are both fluids. When the fluid male and
female components come together, coagulation takes place. The earthy
component gives some solidity to the mixture, while the fiery component uses its
power to further ripen the coagulated mass, and to add extra firmness.
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‘Yet this [body], at the end of the coagulation of firm bodies, does not reach
[a hardness] as stones and glass 560 do. From them namely nothing resolves,
or it resolves in such a way that it cannot be noticed by the senses. [If the
bodies were similar to stones and glass, they] would be safe from the
damaging influences which [occur] due to the continuous and life-long
resolution. Yet, this is not the case.’ 561
So, the resulting embryo does not in any way possess the hardness of hard bodies
like glass and stone. Had human bodies been like these hard, lifeless things, they
would have been safe from constantly acting harmful influences, from insidious
forces that slowly demolish them—but they are not. 562
Still, Avicenna continues, dryness is necessary for human beings:
‘…our perfection and integrity, and our ability to perform actions would not
exist, had it not been for the large amount of dryness that happens to us.’ 563
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In Avicenna’s view, one needs dryness in order to become wholly human.
When human beings are born, they are too moist to be whole or perfect, and their
moistness suffocates their heat. In order to mature, they need drying out.
Unfortunately, the process of drying out has its downside.
‘From [the point of perfection onwards], the dryness [of the body]
incessantly proceeds, until it kills us. Yet this same dryness which kills us is
necessary for us.’ 564
In his commentary, Jacques Despars fully displayed the tragedy of earthly
human existence with its inevitable end. Why did the supreme ruler of all things not
create man as hard as glass or stone? Despars vividly described that someone might
pose this question, while weeping about the fragility and the short duration of the
days of man, supposedly the crown on creation. 565 How would Despars answer the
weeping person? He said that if a human being was hard and durable like a stone,
he would have a mouth, but he would not speak. He would have eyes, but no sight.
He would have ears, but hear nothing. He would have a nose, but no sense of smell.
He would have hands, but without touch. He would have feet, but he would not
walk. The praise of God would not resound from his throat, nor would he be able to
engage in conversation. He would be more like a statue or a mute idol than a true
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human being. All sensibility and voluntary movement derived from organs which
were soft and flexible when compared to stones and glass. 566
Every human being was mortal because of the contrarious elements out of
which he was created—elements which would eventually destroy one another.
Through divine grace, this same mixture of elements enabled man to act and to
become immortal. This, Despars added, is what the theologians teach us, who
contemplate on things in a different way than physicians do. 567 When he endowed
the human body with perishable moisture, God planted the seeds for human beings
to last as long as stones. They could win enduring fame through intellectual
achievements, because of enlightening knowledge, or by their virtues and
goodness. So, God had given human beings solace for the short while they were
alive, as moistness enabled human beings to perform actions.
Despars elaborated on Avicenna’s statement that man’s perfection,
wholeness and potential to perform operations could not exist without the dryness
which came upon man. From the beginning of life onwards until the start of
iuventus, drying out did not pose a threat to the body. On the contrary, the process
‘guides us to our temperament ad iustitiam’, or the temperament which is most
fitting for the species man. 568 A proper mixture of the elements is necessary to attain
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the temperament ad iustitiam; through drying out, ‘we are steadily ameliorated and
invigorated, as we proceed towards virile potency and the perfect state of man
according to nature.’ 569 The man in iuventus, Despars argued, owed three things to
the drying out of the body:
‘The first one is the perfection of men in both body and soul (…) The second
thing caused by dryness is our wholeness, as it comes to the fore in the
quantity and in the measure of the body and the membra: in nature and
size, in quality and quantity. The third thing is the ability to fully perform
our action [nostram operationem], mainly the actions of voluntary motion
and of physical strength…’ 570
After the body had reached its optimal point of dryness, the process of drying out
continued, and even increased. Then the third phase of life or senectus started,
which was followed by life’s final age, senium. The graveyard was the inevitable
destiny for the human body. Death was the price man had to pay for his short time
of wholeness and perfection as a iuvenis.
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9. CONCLUSION

During the life course of man, digestion kept the body whole and functioning. The
living body continuously lost matter from the membra, which threatened the body’s
continuity. Only through digestion, the inevitable losses of matter could be
replaced, as assimilated food was built into the membra. In this manner, from
ancient times onwards, learned medical authors have contrasted wholeness to
dispersion while they discussed digestion. Galen for instance explains:
‘For since the substances of all animals are in perpetual flux, the whole body
will be thus destroyed and dispersed, unless other similar substances be
supplied to replace what has flowed away.’ 571
If digestion is strong, powerful, and able to completely assimilate the ingested
foodstuffs into the likeness of lost substances, the body will remain stable and
healthy. Yet, if digestion fails to completely replace the body’s losses, ageing and
finally death are the results.
The difference between the body’s intrinsic core and its outer space was
never as clear as during very old age. The intrinsic core had lost nearly all its radical
moisture, and was dry and withered. The commentators described the intrinsic
body as consisting of the spermatic membra, and their dryness in old age could not
be undone through nutrition. On the other hand, the outer space of the body was
flooded with extraneous, cold moistures. The commentators identified the extrinsic
body space as the fleshy membra, which were loose and open, and therefore easily
allowed the extraneous moistures to float through them. The extraneous moistures
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themselves were derived solely from food, food which the body’s soul powers had
failed to dominate and assimilate. Extraneous moistures were alien to the body and
contrarious to its needs. They floated aimlessly through extrinsic body spaces,
cooled the body, and finally extinguished the flame of life at the time of natural
death. So, in the late medieval medical sources studied here, digestion comes to the
fore in old age’s patterns of decline, because the soul power of nutrition joins in the
general weakness of all soul powers.
The idea that digestion was one of the most powerful determinants of the
length of life remained with medicine well into the Renaissance. To quote just one
example, Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499), whose father was a famous physician and who
studied medicine himself, dwells on the importance of digestion in his tract On Long
Life, the second book of On Life. 572 Chapter II.4 carries the phrase ‘How Necessary
to Life Is a Perfect Digestion’ in its title, and Ficino explains that nothing is so harmful
for the state of moistures inside the body as indigestion, which causes unhealthy
moistures to flow into the body parts. ‘For that precept which seems to be the
greatest—to take wholesome food—will do no good unless you digest it, since
indeed a noxious moisture pours forth from these almost as much as from foods
which are unwholesome, if they flow into the members undigested.’ 573 In order to
prove his case, Ficino referred to Avicenna and Galen, who both called digestion the
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root of life, the radix vitae. ‘This rule of Galen, therefore, is the best and practically
unparalleled: to care for the digestion of food before anything else.’ 574 Ficino
advised his reader to take great care not to hinder digestion in any way. In order to
have a long life, a man ought to monitor his digestion with meticulous care. 575
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

I. NARRATIVES ON CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

In their discussions on the influences of food on the course of life, late medieval
learned physicians addressed meaningful themes and touched upon fundamental
questions. Food and time both change individuals in a way, while they remain the
same individuals in another way. What is it that changes, through time, through
food? What is it that stays the same, despite time, despite food? In order to answer
these questions, the authors investigated notions of a continuity which was hidden
deep inside the body. This continuity can be imagined as a bodily inner core, which
provided the body with a limited stability. It functioned as seat to the organic soul,
which executed all of the body’s functions. The body’s stability was limited indeed.
The authors knew only too well that no such thing existed as true stability for mortal
human bodies, since extrinsic influences worked on the body. Food was among
these extrinsic influences, and as such counted as one of the causes of the body’s
normal wear and tear. Food was necessary for growth and life, yet in the course of
life, it affected the body’s stability. One day, the inner core of every human being
would cease to exist, the body’s continuity would crumble, the organic soul would
be unable to execute the body’s functions and the body itself would fall apart. This
was death.
In this dissertation, selected chapters from the theoria of four late medieval
commentaries on Avicenna’s Canon have been investigated. The authors of the
commentaries were Gentile da Foligno, Ugo Benzi, Jacopo da Forlì and Jacques
Despars, all of them learned physicians, well-trained in natural philosophy, teaching
medical students at the universities. The central question of the investigation is:
How did late medieval commentators on Avicenna’s Canon imagine the life course
of human beings from conception to death, in relation to nutrition and to a
spermatic core of the human body?
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The late medieval Canon commentaries knew of two narratives to explain
the interactions between food and the human being during the course of life. The
narrative of heat versus moisture was dominant in the commentary texts. This
narrative neatly matched with the dominant medical theory on complexions.
Through a second narrative of sperm versus food, the commentators were able to
explore the tension between inner core and outer body. Spermatic or radical
structures and spermatic or radical moistures played a central role in this narrative.
The two narratives will be discussed in some detail below.
In order to answer complex questions related to maturing and ageing, the
commentators actively blended the two narratives. The combined narratives are
captured here for adolescentia and senium. They show the strength and flexibility of
scholastic medicine. While the authors remained faithful to their authoritative texts,
they were able to assimilate new notions and theories by techniques such as
redefining, recombining and adding new details. The new definitions, combinations
and details make up new stories, and the new stories lead to new meaning. What
did it mean for educated late medieval men to imagine human lives in these terms
and within these frames?

II. THE LATE MEDIEVAL THEORIES

1. HEAT VERSUS MOISTURE

According to the narrative of heat versus moisture, any human being started his life
with a moist, almost too moist, and hot complexion. The soul powers of nutrition
and growth flourished because of the moisture and heat, and they never functioned
as strongly as during the first age of life. Children’s soul powers assimilated the food
into the membra and into more bodily moisture. The surplus of moisture hampered
the other soul functions. It made the body fat, soft, slow, weak and clumsy. It
impeded the child’s motions, judgement and ability to learn.
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Steadily, the body’s natural heat dried the body’s surplus moisture.
Iuventus started when the body’s level of moisture had declined to a level at which
the soul power of growth became incapacitated. For all soul functions other than
growth this level was perfect. They functioned at their maximal strength. The soul
power of nutrition still functioned well enough to restore the exact amount of
matter which the body had lost with assimilated food, so that the body remained
stable and in its ideal proportions. The man in iuventus truly lived at the summit of
his powers, in the acme of his life course.
Iuventus made way for old age when the body’s moisture dried out below
this ideal level. The bodily moisture no longer sufficed to sustain the ideal amount
of natural heat and the body cooled. Since heat functioned as instrument to the
soul, the soul powers gradually lost their strength. The soul power of nutrition was
no longer able to properly digest all the food which the human being ate, and the
body started to shrink. Avicenna and his commentators knew of two phases of old
age. Senectus was dignified, mature old age, lasting from the age of approximately
forty to sixty, during which the soul powers had not yet noticeably lost their
strength. The human being entered senium or decrepit old age, when the body had
dried and consequently cooled so much, that the weakness of the soul powers
became noticeable to the senses. This final age of life lasted until death. The
moment for natural death had been predestined through the amounts of heat and
moisture which the individual had received at conception.
Avicenna explains the inevitability of death in terms of heat and moisture.
Just as the flame of an oil lamp consumes the oil, the body’s natural heat consumes
the moisture on which it depends. When oil and moisture are finished, the flame and
natural heat extinguish, so that the lamp fades away and the human being dies. No
commentator questioned the truth of this interpretation.
The measure between heat and moisture deeply influenced the strength of
the soul power of nutrition, and because of that, the ability of the body to digest
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food. Life became divided into three clearly demarcated phases: a phase of rise and
growth, a stable phase, and a phase of decline and shrinkage. The first half of life
comprised the rising and the stable phase, the second half of life encompassed the
declining phase. The process of heat drying out moisture was the driving force in
both rise and decline, and finally brought about death.

2. SPERM VERSUS FOOD

According to the narrative of sperm versus food, these two entities functioned as
opposites from the embryological phase onwards. The embryo’s body contained
two types of membra: the spermatic, superior membra, and the fleshy, food-related,
inferior parts. They remained in place during the whole course of life. Through the
theory of spermatic and fleshy membra, the commentators imagined the body as
consisting of a spermatic inner core, as opposed to a large mass of food-derived
matter, which mainly served to fill up the empty spaces between the spermatic basis
of the body.
Avicenna follows Galen in his theory that male sperm becomes part of the
embryo, and he employs a distorted metaphor of Aristotle to sustain his view. Male
sperm becomes part of the embryo just as rennet becomes part of the cheese, he
states. In Aristotle’s original, male sperm does not become part of the embryo, just
as rennet does not become part of the cheese.
The late medieval authors found it difficult to follow Avicenna on this point.
Only Jacques Despars wholeheartedly agreed with Avicenna and stated that male
sperm as well constituted the spermatic membra. The other commentators
gratefully employed the multivalent term menstruum, which could indicate (among
other substances) female sperm and menstrual blood. They identified female sperm
as the material basis of the spermatic membra, so that they could refrain from
viewing male sperm as material basis to any part of the human body.
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Spermatic membra came to the fore in late medieval accounts of growth.
The spermatic membra were the ones that grew. For instance, Despars stated that
the spermatic membra greatly expanded during childhood, and the spermatic
moisture inside them became diluted. When iuventus or the age of perfect
adulthood started, growth was not possible anymore. Dryness had affected the
spermatic membra to such measure, that they had lost their softness and their
unlimited ability to take up new nourishment. Only a small amount of moisture
penetrated them, enough to replace the matter they lost through the wear and tear
of daily life, so that they would not shrink. Especially the bones could not elongate
any more, and growth would be useless without the elongation of the bones.
During old age, the dryness of the spermatic membra progressively
continued. By then, they were so hard that it was very difficult for nourishing
moisture to enter these membra, so that lost matter was no longer adequately
replaced. They shrunk. The soul powers of nutrition and digestion were losing their
ability to force food to become part of the membra, which worsened the condition
of the spermatic membra. At the end of life, the spermatic membra were extremely
dry and brittle.
The weakness of the soul powers of nutrition and digestion also affected
the fleshy membra. Because of the weakness, an abundance of undigested matter
floated through the body in the form of extraneous phlegmatic moisture. All this
undigested matter ended up in the fleshy membra, since they were soft, permeable
and easy to extend during old age. The spermatic membra did nothing but shrink.
The excess moisture of old age was visible at the outside of the body, as it dripped
from old people’s noses and eyes, caused their fatness, and made them spit, hawk
and cough. The excess moisture cooled the body’s heat. Avicenna compares it to a
dash of cold water, which is poured into an oil lamp and extinguishes the light. In a
similar manner, the cooling, food-derived moisture of old age forms the final push
for natural death to arrive.
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3. TWO NARRATIVES BROUGHT TOGETHER: ADOLESCENTIA

During the first half of life, the body’s moisture expanded enormously in
adolescentia, and then remained on a stable level in iuventus. The moisture’s
expansion and subsequently its large amount proved problematic to the physicians.
Avicenna speaks about ‘innate heat’ and ‘moisture’ when he presents the ages of
life. Which ‘moisture’ does he mean, the commentators wondered? Would it be the
innate, spermatic, radical moisture, as the term ‘innate heat’ seemed to suggest?
Yet it was difficult to imagine that a small amount of sperm could expand in this
manner. Would it be food-derived moisture then? Yet this type of moisture did not
match with innate heat, since radical moisture—not food-derived moisture—was
supposed to sustain the innate heat.
In order to solve problems such as this one, the commentators united the
two narratives on the life course. The narrative of heat versus moisture presented
the human body as one large vessel, in which moisture and heat freely acted upon
one another within an ever-shifting balance. Heat dried out moisture, moisture
cooled heat, and they did so within the bounded space of the whole body. The
narrative of sperm versus food concentrated on the relation between the body’s
spermatic inner core and the food-based outer parts. The spermatic membra were
superior to the fleshy membra derived from food. If the commentators combined
the two narratives, they could think, for instance, about the influence of heat on
radical moisture, or about the coldness of food-derived moistures in the outer parts.
The concept of radical moisture was itself a powerful tool to unite the
narrative on moisture versus heat with the narrative of the spermatic inner core
versus the food-based outer parts. Radical moisture was spermatic in its origins. The
Latin radix or root expressed the notion that radical moisture was intimately tied to
the body’s core, from which all the rest sprang forth. Through these two traits,
radical moisture fitted in perfectly with the narrative of the spermatic inner core
versus the food-based outer parts. Radical moisture functioned just as easily,
however, within the narrative of moisture versus heat. It simply took the place of
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moisture in this narrative, and the moisture’s opposite of heat became identified as
radical moisture’s opposite natural heat. As the body’s core, radical moisture first
expanded and then dried in order to reach the perfection of iuventus. Due to
progressive drying out, radical moisture declined in old age and finally brought
about the body’s death.
When the commentators thought about the expansion of moisture during
adolescentia, they identified this moisture as expanding radical moisture. In the late
medieval Western theories, radical moisture sustained the innate heat about which
Avicenna speaks in his chapter on the ages of life. The commentators self-evidently
concluded that Avicenna had meant ‘radical moisture’ where he said ‘moisture’ in
the context of the ages of life. In this manner, Avicenna’s account matched the
newly developed theory of radical moisture. Still, the change was crucial. Avicenna
apparently never intends that the bodily moisture involved in the ages of man was
innate, or of spermatic origin, or, in the words of his later commentators, ‘radical’.
With their identification of moisture as radical moisture, the physicians
inadvertently created new problems and tensions in the story of the ages of life.
How could all the moisture involved in this process of growth and change stem from
the small amount of sperm at conception, in other words, from an embryo? How
could radical moisture expand in such a manner, while it was drying out at the same
time? The commentators had to solve these questions. First, they adapted their
definitions of radical moisture. Gentile da Foligno usually presented radical
moisture as derived from a minute amount of sperm, but he depicted the moisture
as double-natured when he discussed adolescentia and iuventus. It was both derived
from sperm at conception and acquired through nutrition during life. Jacopo da Forlì
as well mingled traits and definitions, until radical, nutrimental and innate moisture
could all find their origins in both sperm and food. Jacques Despars was easiest on
this matter, and often stated that radical moisture was acquired at conception, as
well as through nutrition later in life.
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Mixture was a second way to elucidate the expansion of radical moisture
during adolescentia. In classical and medieval knowledge, the mixture of wine and
water was a well-known metaphor for nourishment and growth. The late medieval
medical commentators explored the expansion of radical moisture in the body
through a complex metaphor of mixture. They imagined large vessels in which an
amount of wine mixed with different amounts of water, so that mixtures resulted
with different proportions of water, as one would say nowadays. The vessel
represented the body, wine represented radical moisture, and water represented
food. The wine-and-water-vessel metaphor powerfully conveyed the sense in which
radical moisture expanded in adolescentia, while the body was growing. The soul
powers of nutrition and growth were so strong, that the body completely
dominated and subjugated the food it ingested. Food, the water in the metaphor,
was turned into radical moisture, the metaphor’s wine. Through successful mixing,
the body eventually contained an enormous amount of radical moisture.
In this elegant manner, radical moisture kept its function of root or core,
while it clearly spread over the whole body. The metaphor united the opposite of
core and exterior in the narrative of sperm versus food with the wholeness of the
narrative of heat versus moisture.

4. TWO NARRATIVES BROUGHT TOGETHER: OLD AGE AND THE NECESSITY
OF DEATH

The unbridled expansion of the body during adolescentia could not last. Natural
philosophers sometimes explained the role of food during ageing through the
metaphor of water mixed with wine. If one kept on adding water to wine, they
stated, there would be a moment that the fluid in the vessel could no longer be
called wine. It had been turned into watery wine, or even into water. Similarly, the
ageing body could no longer dominate the food it ingested, and it would itself be
turned into food.
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In order to grasp ageing and the decline of the body, the commentators
turned to the ancient oil lamp metaphor. This metaphor united the different
narratives through its different versions. If told in its simplest form, the oil lamp
metaphor could be used to focus mainly on the narrative of heat versus moisture.
Then, the heat of the flame consumed the oil of the lamp, until the lamp went out.
This version depicted the narrative of heat versus moisture in its crudest and most
basic shape, and indeed focused on the heat and moisture in the whole vessel. The
oil lamp metaphor was expanded, however, so that one could employ it to depict
the narrative on the spermatic inner core versus the food-based outer parts as well.
The wick of the lamp then served as the lamp’s tangible inner core, which crumbled
after the flame had burnt on it for a long time. Oil was seen as food-based moisture,
which could be added to the lamp. In an even more complicated form, the cold
extraneous moistures of old age were included in the oil lamp metaphor. If cold
water was added to the burning oil lamp, it had the same effect as the extraneous
cold moistures upon the body and its heat. These cold moistures finally
extinguished the flame.
The combined narratives on food, the body’s spermatic core and the course
of life made clear that the forces which enabled the human being to reach its
summit, caused his downfall as well. Death was not just inevitable, it was a
necessary consequence of living and of becoming as perfect as a human being could
be—for a short while. As Avicenna says: ‘this same dryness which kills us is necessary
for us.’ During the course of life, a human being needed to lose his excess moisture
with which he was born, in order to mature from a helpless, soft infant into a strong,
mature man at the height of his powers. A body without moisture might be far more
durable than the hot and moist human body, with its inherently instable mixture of
qualities. Yet, a completely dry human body would not only be as hard as a stone, it
would also be endowed with a stone’s range of actions. Bodies which are dry and
hard as stones do not act. A human being needed moisture in order to be human.
Jacques Despars pointed out that the incompatibility of moisture and heat
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eventually brought about death, but also enabled man to gain immortality through
his deeds, wisdom or moral character. Seen this way, moisture was a gift from God.
Learned medieval physicians did not embellish decline, nor did they
idealize old age in any way. Yet, the learned medical discourse presented old age as
a necessary and inevitable consequence of growing and perfection, and thus as an
integral phase of life. In late medieval learned medicine, decline encompassed half
of the life time of the human being. The forces which enabled the human being to
reach the top of the arch of life, to attain optimal strength and to maximize his
functions also brought about decline and death. Heat dried out moisture and in this
way sculpted the human body towards its optimum. As the drying continued, its
effects became deleterious. Everyone living had to embrace mortality.
The story of food taught this same lesson. Food was necessary for the body
to grow into its mature state. As the soul powers waned, food became part of the
forces of decline, and finally caused natural death. The human being could not do
without food—it was clearly necessary for life to continue. Still, during old age, every
bite brought him closer to death.
The intimate role of radical moisture in the body and in the life course of
the human being further sustains the integral place of death in medieval life. Radical
moisture was the most precious part of the human being, derived from the parents’
sperm and kept as a treasure during the whole of life. It literally formed the root of
the body. This highly personal treasure and most individual essence played a key
role in the cascade of events leading to natural death. Natural death came from the
inside, from the root of the body, from the essence of the human being, from the
treasure bestowed on the individual by his parents. Seen this way, death truly was
an integral part of life.
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EPILOGUE

In this epilogue, the meaning of the late medieval narratives will be further
elucidated through a comparison with modern scientific accounts of a spermrelated core of the body. The modern sperm-related bodily core is imagined to
consist of genes, and it is just as related to eggs as it is to sperm. Genes determine
for a large part the shape, size, traits and health of bodies. They also shape the life
course of organisms such as human beings. Because of their sperm-and-egg-related
or genetic core, human individuals develop themselves into mature adults feeling
the urge to find a partner, to have sex and to take care of children, so that these can
grow up successfully and spread the genes again.
The modern narrative of the genetic core will be investigated through two
case studies of ideas developed in the 1970s, which are still influential in the present.
Thomas Kirkwood’s biomedical research on the ‘disposable soma’ theory will serve
as a first case study. 576 Kirkwood is a prominent biologist, who explains the
phenomena of ageing and death through the notion that the individual’s body is of
little use to its genetic core once the reproductive phase is over. It is disposable. 577
Richard Dawkin’s bestselling book The Selfish Gene, first published in 1976, will serve
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as second case study. 578 The book reached an enormous reading public, and still
continues to shape the broad public’s views on the self and on the meaning of life.
1. MODERN AND MEDIEVAL SCIENCE

In the 1990s, Dutch scientists investigated whether longevity and fecundity were
related to one another for fruit flies or Drosophilae. If a fruit fly produced much
offspring, would it die young? They first selected for long-living and short-living
males and females. As they let the long-living males and females mate with one
another, they created a family of fruit flies that lived even longer. Then they counted
the eggs laid by long-living and short-living female fruit flies. It turned out that the
long-living fruit flies produced significantly less eggs, while fruit flies which laid
many eggs lived significantly shorter. 579 For female fruit flies, there was an inverse
relation between fecundity and longevity.
The questions these modern researchers pose and the answers they find
are reminiscent of those in classical and medieval knowledge, despite the large
differences in approach, method and mode of communication. Aristotle for
example thinks that frequent loss of valuable sperm shortens life, and proves his
idea with the example of the sterile mule, which lives longer than both the ass and
the horse from which it came forth. 580 Albert the Great remarked in his commentary
on Aristotle’s On Length and Brevity of Life that chicken which lay many eggs die
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young. 581 When Thomas of Aquinas argued that sperm is derived from fully digested
nutriment that is not needed for restoration or growth, he had to take the objection
into account that excessive coitus weakens a man. This seems to imply that a man’s
sperm does not come from superfluous nutriment, but instead from radical
moisture itself. Thomas replied that as long as the frequency of coitus is moderate,
sperm is derived from superfluous nutriment only, and its loss does not debilitate a
man. Yet, when the frequency of coitus becomes too high, sperm contains material
which is necessary for the nourishment of the membra. As a consequence, the body
is weakened. 582
It is argued here that it makes sense to investigate this broad continuity
between learned theories from the Late Middle Ages and from the 1970s, even if the
continuity can only be shown in a tentative way. Both the similarities in structure
and the differences in meaning are revealing. They pertain us to gain insight in the
cultures within which the learned theories functioned. Late medieval culture is seen
from an intriguing distance, whereas the Western culture of the 1970s is close to
Western present-day culture. In order to elucidate the meaning of late medieval and
modern theories on a sperm-based core and an outer body, first Thomas Kirkwood’s
disposable soma theory is explained, followed by a section on Richard Dawkins’
Selfish Gene. Then, the similarities and differences between medieval and modern
theories are analysed.
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2. THE BODY AS DISPOSABLE GOOD

Thomas Kirkwood’s disposable soma theory departs from a division between
somatic cells and germ cells. Somatic cells make up the body. Germ cells pass on
the genetic traits of the parent to the next generation. Kirkwood argues that highly
organized organisms evolved to invest in an almost flawless replication of the germ
cells. They did not evolve to spend energy on an equally flawless replication of
somatic cells. As a result, the quality of their somatic cells gradually diminishes
during their life. Because of the trade-off between the quality of replication in germ
and somatic cells, highly organized organisms age.
Kirkwood sets out to explain that ageing is not intrinsic to all living
organisms. Bacteria and other unicellular organisms can divide indefinitely and thus
become immortal, many plants live on forever, and some simple animals such as
Hydra (several species of small freshwater animals with cylindrical bodies and a
mouth surrounded by tentacles) can regenerate themselves in such a way that they
apparently do not age. Kirkwood states: ‘Moreover, the germ line of all sexually
reproducing organisms is potentially immortal.’

583

Ageing takes place most

conspicuously in more highly evolved animals, especially if they live in protected
circumstances such as laboratory animals and many humans. The question remains:
why did ageing come to evolve at all? 584
Kirkwood focuses on errors in the synthesis of macromolecules. Cells
possess mechanisms to control the accuracy of this synthesis and to remove
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incorrect products. These mechanisms are executed by proteins, the structure of
which is determined by genes. Therefore, the accuracy of control mechanisms of
macromolecule synthesis is subject to evolutionary forces, and organisms will
evolve to an optimal level of control. 585 Accuracy in synthesis comes at a cost. High
accuracy costs energy, and it will hamper or slow down activities and functions such
as reproduction, growth and foraging. Through natural selection, organisms will
find an optimal level of accuracy. 586
The choice between accuracy and its costs in the synthesis of
macromolecules is simple for unicellular organisms. If their synthesis is inaccurate
and sloppy, the chances of cell death increase, and the whole organism will perish.
Unicellular organisms are likely to have evolved as highly accurate synthesizers. The
situation is different for multi-cellular organisms. Germ cells need a level of control
which ensures overall precision. Kirkwood stresses the accuracy of synthesis in germ
cells:
‘The integrity of macromolecular synthesis must be carefully preserved in
germ-line cells since reproduction and long-term survival depend on it…’ 587
Somatic cells do not need to synthesize their proteins as accurately as germ
cells. They are not directly connected to long-term gene survival, and most
organisms die an early, accidental death, unrelated to ageing. 588 If the somatic cells
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synthesize at a sloppier level as the germ cells, this saves a lot of energy. The
organism benefits, since it can employ the saved energy for other functions.
Eventually, the errors in synthesis might cause the organism to age and finally die.
Usually, however, the organism will have died an accidental death before these
adverse effects of sloppy synthesis in somatic cells have come to the fore. By then,
it has fully benefitted from the advantages of energy saving, and it has not suffered
from the disadvantages of less accurate synthesis in somatic cells. Kirkwood states:
‘The strategy is analogous to that used in the manufacture of disposable
goods, which have a short expected life and are therefore made as cheaply
as possible; we shall subsequently refer to it as the “disposable soma”
strategy or theory.’ 589

3. RICHARD DAWKINS ON GENES AND MEMES

Richard Dawkins distinguishes between body and reproductive core as well in his
1976 book The Selfish Gene. He identifies the gene as the reproductive core. The
gene is the replicator of hereditary information, and as such the driving force behind
evolution. During the long history of life, replicators first existed independently in
the primeval soup. Gradually, they developed ‘vehicles’ around themselves to

F. Fries explicitly employed the concept of natural death, speculating as Weismann that it would be
brought about through a limited potential of cell division: ‘Aging, Natural Death, and the Compression
of Morbidity’ in: The New England Journal of Medicine 303(1980) 130-135, 130-131.
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protect and nourish them, and perhaps attack other replicators. 590 The distinction
between the gene as replicator and the organism as vehicle is fundamental to The
Selfish Gene. Dawkins also calls the vehicle the ‘survival machine’ of the gene,
arguing that ‘we, and all other animals, are machines created by our genes.’ The
genes or replicators exploit a vast array of survival machines. A monkey is a machine
preserving genes in trees, and a fish a machine that preserves genes in the water.
Human beings can be seen as ‘gigantic lumbering robots’ in which genes swarm,
safely sealed off from the outside world, manipulating their survival machine as if
by remote control. 591 ‘[The genes’] preservation is the ultimate rationale for our
existence.’ 592 Dawkins has widely spread the notion that genes function as a core
inside a machine-like body, which they control.
Dawkins highlights the inability of genes to age and to die, in sharp contrast
to the fate of their survival machines. Genes have the potential to last
approximately forever, Dawkins states:
‘The genes are the immortals, or rather, they are defined as genetic entities
that come close to deserving the title. We, the individual survival machines
of the world, can expect to live a few more decades. But the genes in the
world have a life expectancy that must be measured not in decades but in
thousands and millions of years.’ 593
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In order to achieve this status of near-immortality, the gene has to jump from
organism to organism, crossing the generations, ‘manipulating body after body in
its own way and for its own ends, abandoning a succession of mortal bodies before
they sink in senility and death.’ 594
So far, Dawkins’ notions of genes are reminiscent of Kirkwood’s notions of
the reproductive cells, besides perhaps being expressed in a more poignant and
pressing manner. However, Dawkins applies Darwinian theory not only to genes.
Human beings can leave two things behind when they die, he states: genes and
memes. Memes are units of cultural transmission, such as songs, poems, fashion in
dress and diet, and ways of making pots. 595 They are not completely unique to
human beings, yet no other species on earth has developed such a flood of memes
as humans have. 596
As genes, memes are replicators which employ human beings as survival
machines. They are similar to genes in their ruthless independence from the bodies
they use as vehicles. In Dawkins’ words:
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‘Just as genes propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body
to body via sperms or eggs, so memes propagate themselves in the meme
pool by leaping from brain to brain…’ 597
Memes are realized as physical neural structures in brains of human beings while
they spread over the earth. A successful meme such as ‘belief in life after death’
parasitizes brain after brain. Imitation is a powerful means of propagation.
Dawkins himself notes the rather gloomy tone in which he presents yet
another concept which employs human beings as survival machines. There is a more
cheerful side to memes, he announces. If human beings want to be remembered
after their death, memes are by far their best bet. Genes may be potentially
immortal, but they spread out over different individuals, and after a few generations
the unique gene mixture of one individual is completely lost. Memes can reflect the
individuality of the human being who first invented, created or manufactured them.
Human beings can be remembered through the memes they leave behind. As
Dawkins states: ‘Socrates may or may not have a gene or two alive in the world
today… but who cares? The meme-complexes of Socrates, Leonardo, Copernicus,
and Marconi are still going strong.’ 598 So, while gene-complexes crumble away with
time, meme-complexes may prove more enduring in preserving the remembrance
of the individual human being.
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4. RADICAL MOISTURE, GENES AND MEMES: SIMILARITIES

The late medieval theory on radical moisture and the 1970s theories on germ
cells/genes share certain traits. First and foremost, radical moisture and genes are
similar in that they are derived from the sperm (and egg) from which a human being
is conceived. These sperm(-and-egg-)related substances define the essence of the
human being. Medieval radical moisture could be seen as the truth of human nature;
radical membra outline the body. In the 1970s theories, every organism possesses its
own unique combination of genes, which serves as a blueprint for it. Furthermore,
medieval radical moisture was as precious as Kirkwood’s costly germ cells in which
the body invested so heavily. According to the late medieval medical authors,
radical membra (derived from sperm) were far nobler than the fleshy membra, which
filled in the voids in between the radical parts.
Authors have made claims towards immortality for both germ cells/genes
and radical moisture. Germ cells/genes are flawless or almost flawless in their
replication, and therefore they possess the ability to live on forever. Theological
medieval authors identified radical moisture as the essence of the human being,
rising in perfect condition at Resurrection and living on for eternity. The immortality
of germ cells/genes and radical moisture not only points towards the future, it also
refers to the ultimate beginning of life. Germ cells inherited their potential for
immortality from the unicellular organisms, from which multi-cellular organisms
evolved. Immortal unicellular organisms go back to the first living cells in the
primeval soup. Medieval theologians referred to a spermatic fluid in order to explain
the presence of Adam’s original sin in each human being. Adam’s sin was carried by
his sperm, which miraculously multiplied so that every human being received some
of it.
With his discussion of memes, Dawkins places himself in the long tradition
of thought in which the deeds of the individual are presented as a means to eternal
fame and immortality. Vergil for instance was one of the classical authors who wrote
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on the theme, 599 and the principle of immortality through immortal deeds remained
well-known in the Middle Ages. 600 As discussed above, the physician Jacques
Despars offered solace for the short life time of man on earth through this same
principle. The human being consisted of a mixture of heat and moisture. The heat
cooled and the moisture dried out, leading the body towards death. Yet, their
temporary mixture made the body flexible, and enabled the human being to speak
outstanding words, to manifest an outstanding moral character or to perform
outstanding deeds. When God made human beings perishable, he offered them a
chance towards immortality through their words, character or deeds. A clear
parallel can be constructed between Dawkins’ theory on memes and of Despars’
discussion of human beings’ capability to speak and act. They both present the
opportunity to live on in the memory of other human beings as a means to become
immortal.

5. RADICAL MOISTURE, GENES AND MEMES: DIFFERENCES

The medieval and 1970s narratives both provided meaning to human existence. The
medieval narrative provided answers to Despars’ weeping contemporary, who
asked God why human beings were not as strong as stones. The 1970s narrative
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serves the fierce atheist Richard Dawkins, who wondered ‘Why are people?’—the
title of his first chapter. 601 In the text, he states:
‘Darwin made it possible for us to give a sensible answer to the curious child
whose question heads this chapter. We no longer have to resort to
superstition when faced with the deep problems: Is there a meaning to life?
What are we for? What is man?’ 602
Yet, despite their many similarities, the meanings which the medieval and 1970s
narratives provided to human existence are very different.
One fundamental difference between radical moisture and germ
cells/genes is the manner in which they are connected to individual human beings.
Germ cells/genes are not tied to one individual. The unique combination of genes in
one organism creates the individuality of the organism, but it does not preserve it.
Germ cells/genes are merely passing through the individual they happen to live in,
coolly waiting for an opportunity to set forth their eternal existence inside another
organism. The individual organism they inhabit is described as a vehicle, as a
machine or as a throw-away item, a disposable good. The germ cells/genes of one
individual strive to split up and to spread out over as many new organisms as
possible. Numbers are crucial: the higher the better.
Once germ cells/genes have found a new vehicle to surround, nourish and
protect them, the existence of the former one has become irrelevant. The former
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vehicle may just as well age or die once the chain of germ cells/genes has been
secured. Still, it should be noted that germ cells/genes do not in any way cause the
death of the individual organism. They just do not care, as soon as they have spread
out. Death is presented as collateral damage.
The genes/germ cells narrative is clear enough in sketching the meaning
and purpose of life as a whole. Life enables genes to replicate and become more
numerous. It does leave a bleak impression of meaninglessness and
purposelessness for the individual human being. As Dawkins says in The Selfish
Gene: ‘The argument of this book is that we, and all other animals, are machines
created by our genes.’ 603 What is it all for, if one mainly functions as a machine (and
a rather cheap and shaky machine at that) carrying genes around? Richard Dawkins
offers one way in which human beings can gain some sort of eternal life. They can
create memes, cultural products in the broad sense, which spread out to other
brains. The success of a meme is only measured in terms of the number of infected
brains. Successful memes can be beneficial to society or morally upright, but they
might just as easily be silly or useless or wrong or downright dangerous. Dawkins
himself mentions successful memes which he detests, such as the belief in eternal
life after death. The meme’s ‘ethic of numbers’ is a proper reflection of modern
popular culture, with its stress on numbers of likes in social media, number of
(predicted) votes in the political arena, or numbers of products sold. It also reflects
the ruthless ethic of numbers of the gene: more is better.
By contrast, the medieval concept of radical moisture depicted a highly
personal fluid, intimately tied to one individual human being. It did not spread out,
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nor was it transferred to others. During life on earth, radical moisture sustained the
natural heat of one individual, and in this manner enabled one life to continue. As
radical moisture slowly dried out, the process undermined the stability of the
nourished body, eventually causing the individual’s downfall and death. According
to the theological discourse, radical moisture would rise on Judgement Day and
reunite with the individual human being’s soul. Soul and radical moisture together
constituted the human being in his or her perfect state. Radical moisture was a
personal resource for the continuation of life of the individual human being, both in
this world and in the afterlife.
What was the meaning and purpose of life, seen from a physiological
perspective? When Despars explained that flexibility made humans both perishable
and potentially immortal, he challenged his readers to exert themselves to develop
their character, to perform good deeds and to speak the right words. He expected
them to aim to please both their contemporaries and God. Their potential fame had
a strong ethical component. The level of goodness of the characters, deeds and
words was measured against seemingly eternal Christian notions of goodness.
While Despars expected contemporaries to notice the outstanding character, words
and deeds of the individual who succeeded in using his time on earth so well, he
certainly expected this individual to gain eternal rewards after death. Radical
moisture itself pointed towards the end of times, when human beings would rise
and their radical moisture was reunited with their soul. Their destiny depended on
the divine judgement over their deeds, thoughts and words during their earthly life.

6. THEORIES AND MEANING

Learned sperm-based narratives have been placed side by side here. With each
theory, Western culture employed learned views on living creatures to create or
sustain an image of human beings as consisting of a perpetual inner core, based in
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sperm, within a mortal body which was connected to food. Human beings could
hope for immortality of some sort.
The basic structure of the two narratives is appealing and satisfying. They
start off with the miracle of procreation. For contemporary human beings and for
their medieval counterparts alike, the fact that a new human being with its own
individual traits is conceived out of tiny bits of matter from the parents (whether
they are called ovum, sperm or menstrual blood) is full of awe and wonder. The
narratives link the individual to an amazingly long period of time, from the very
beginning—Adam in Paradise or the primeval soup—to eternity. The narratives tie
the human being through its spermatic essence to earlier generations (as in the
medieval case) or to earlier generations and offspring alike (as in the 1970s theories).
The narratives explain that the essence of the human body or even of the human
being, is separate from the changeable, food-craving, ageing and finally dying body.
If someone wonders why the body is of necessity changeable, food-craving, ageing
and finally dying, the narrative can neatly explain those phenomena. When the
narrative seems too cold or too narrow, solace is at hand in the notion that human
beings, although their lives are short, may be remembered by the things they do
during their lifetime.
The differences in meaning between the late medieval and the 1970s
narratives are equally telling. The 1970s gene and germ cell narratives present life
as short and meaningless, but for the higher cause of the immortality of the genes
or germ cells. They stress an ethic of numbers, which fits in well with consumer
culture with its stress on numbers and maximization of growth. Tellingly,
Kirkwood’s central term in his theory is taken from modern consumer culture and
mass production: the disposable good, or the item which is manufactured in such a
cheap manner that consumers will have to replace it after a short period of time. In
that manner, disposable goods keep the economy running. Disposable bodies
facilitate the spread of their genes.
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It is not intended here to idealize late medieval times in any way. Death
formed such a convincing integral part of the life course theories simply because
death was overwhelmingly present throughout the whole actual life course, with
high rates of infant mortality, many women dying while giving birth, a high number
of deaths due to violence, aggression and accidents, with famines and infectious
diseases exacting their toll. Still, I must admit that I too find solace in the idea that
good deeds, words, and thoughts matter, and that they enable human beings to
become truly human.
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